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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to use a status attainment

approach to empirically examine the professional

socializati.on of student teachers' ln order to do this, a

theoretical model has been constructed to guide the

investigation of s tudent teachers ' profess ional identities.

More specifically, ihe study examines the effects of various

university and social background, institutional integration,

individuat social psychological, and academic attainment

variables on the cofûnitment to learning and cornrnitment to

t each i ng of student teachers,

The study txas conducted in a faculty of education at a

large Western Canadian university and is based on data

collected from two samples of student teachers--one in 1987

and the other in 1992, In each year, a stratified random

cluster sampl ing technique was used to select students who

would receive questionnaires. In aIl ' 562 students

completed the questionnaire which asks students about

cognitive and affective aspects of their protrams, personal

information such as educational aspirations and

socioeconomic status, and their identities as future

teachers, Using an incremental model building approach, the

statistical analyses involves the calculation of both the

zero order correlations and the effect parameters for the l9

var i abl es in the model,

The findings suggest that' although exogenous variables

iii



such as years of university, age, Sender, and paid

employment, aÍe found to have s igni f icant effects ' the

social psychological var iables included in the model are

more strongly related to the two outcome variables' More

specifically, interaction with professors, positive affect,
cognitive demands, and motivation are found to have

significant effects on conrni tment to learning while

interaction with students and motivation are found to have

significant effects on commitment to teaching. This

suggests that positive interactions with professors' warm'

demanding environments, and high motivation are important

prerequisites for developing a conmitment to learning while

positive interactions with university peers and high

motivation are important prerequisites for developing a

commitment to teaching. In other words, the findings of

this study confirm that studênt teachers' professional

identities are a product of both their individual attributes

as well as the exper i ences they have wi th in faculties of

education.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

THE PROBLEM

The quality of public education in North America has

come under increasing criticism in recent years from

parents, business groups, and academics. Reports published

in the United States by the Carnegie (1986) and Holmes

groups (1986), the National Cômrnission on Excellence (1981),

the National Covernors' Association ( 1986), and the

Twentieth Century Fund (1983) have all confirmed what was

already suspected--that students are less engaged in the

learning process and are achieving less than students did a

few decades ago,

Unfortunately, the quality of public education in

Canada does not seem to fare any better. The Federal

Steering Group on Prosperity's report (1992) has emphasized

the need for a stronger learning culture and The Economic

Council of Canada (1992) has stated that "educational

success in fostering cognitive achievement has stagnated, at

best, over the last two or three decades and..,it may, in

fact, have declined" (p. 23). The CanadÍan public's

perceptions of our schools do not appear to be any more

positive. A recent Angus Reid/Southam News poll found that,
of the 1,507 people surveyedr over 46 percent believed that

the quality of education was worse than it was 25 years ago.
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A similar poll conducted in 1992 by GalIup Canada found that

56 percent of those surveyed were dissatisfied with. the

state of public education, Lewington and Orpwood ( 1993,

p, 3) suggest that "the impression left by Ithese] and other

public opinion surveys on education is that Canadian schools

are in a free-faIl descent, doing little or nothing to

improve quaIity,"

Along with this increasing criticism of our public

schools has come increas ing scrutiny of teachers and the

institutions that are charged wi th thei¡ educat i on.

Critics such as AdIer ( 1977), Kramer ( l99l ), and Nikiforuk
( 1993) have argued that teachers are Iess academicaliy able,

Iess intel lectual in their approach to Iearning, and less

committed to their professional roles than both their

counterparts in the past and other professionals. In fact,
they suggest thât, in order to improve the general quâlity

of education, the quality of teachers and their professional

preparation must also be dramatical ly improved. Before this

can happen, however, what is needed is a thorough

understanding of how faculties of education operate and an

appreciation of the different perspectives on how student

teachers are social ized.

lVithin this context, the induction perspective contends

that the profess ional social ization of s tudents occurs

mainly s¡ithin professional schools (see Berliner, 1988;

Kramer, l99l; Lortie, 1975; Merton, 1957) ' In othe¡ words,
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an underlying assumption of this perspective is that the

transformation of students into full-fiedged professionals

results from universÌty programs that are designed to impart

the ski I ls and knowledge of professions.

The reaction perspective, on the other hand, contends

that the social background châracter istics and social

psychological dispositions of students play a more important

role than institutional factors in the þrofessional

socÍalization process (see Becker, Ceer, Hughes, & Strauss,

l96l; Britzman, 1986). In other words, reactionists have

argued that factors such as age, gender, socioeconomic

background, and motivation are critical elements in the

fashioning of students' professional identities.
In recent years, a synthetic perspective on how

s t udents are social ized into their respective profess Ìons

has been developed. Nias (1986) and Simpson (1979) have

argued that it ìs ne i ther the characteristics of

professional schools nor the characteristics of individual

s tudents alone that account for di fferences in students'

professional identities, They have suggested that the

induction and reaction perspectÍves are actually "ideal-

types" or ext¡eme views of how students are socialized;

therefore, they have argued that the usefulness of ideal-

types in examining the profess i onal social ization process

may be limited. Moreover, reactionists such as Nias ( 1986 )

and Simpson (1979) have argued that it is the interaction of
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institutional and individual factors through a variety of

social psychological processes that explains differences in
the ways that students are socialized into their respective

prof essions,

Although each of these views has been recognized in the

I i terature on profess ional social ization, there is little
empirical evidence to support one view over the others.

Furthermore, there is even less evidence to suSSest which

view may be most relevant to the teaching profession. Of

the three views, however, the synthetic perspective has the

most intuitive appeal and appears most likely to accurately

descr i be the professional social ization process--therefore,

the objective of this study is to assess the degree to which

this perspective can help us understand the professional

socialization of student teachers in a faculty of education.

In order to do this, a theoretical model has been

constructed that includes a number of university background,

social background, institutional integration' individual

social psychological , and academic attainment variables as

well as two measures of professional identity, More

specifically, the university background variables examined

are years of university, previous degree, Program' and

number of iredit hours; the social background variables

examined are gender, age, father's occupation, father's
education, mother's education, and paid employment; the

institutional integration variables examined are interaction
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wi th professors , i nteract i on wi th s tudents, cognitive

demands, and positive affect; the individual social
psychological variables examined are motivation and academic

self-concept; the academic attainment variable examined is
grade point average; and the two professionai identity
variables examined are conrnitment to Iearning and commitment

to teaching.

By testing the direct and indirect effects of these

variables on professional identity and by including an

expanded conceptual ization of this important outcome

variable, this study is expected to contribute in general to
an understanding of professional socialization and, in
particular, to a t¡eater understanding of the professional

socialization of student teachers. Keeping in mind the

three perspect i ves just introduced, this s tudy is gu i ded by

the following question: \{hat effects do the institutional,
individual, and social psychological influences haye on the

professional identities of student teachers?

In the remaining part of this chapter, the study is
int¡oduced by examining this question in terms of the

literature on status attainment, professional socialization,
and professional identity. In the first section, the

literature on status attainment is reviewed so that readers

will understand how this study follows a status attainment

approach, Particular emphasis is placed on the social

psychological va¡iables that represent students' educational
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experiences tvithin faculties of education. In the second

s ect i on, the thr ee perspect i ves outlined in the introduction
are described more ful ly in order to provide a rationale for
choosing a synthetic perspective for this particular study.

In the third section, professional identity is defined and a

unique conceptualization of this dependent variable is
proposed. Later in the chapter, the strengths and

limitations of the study are discussed, and finally, an

overvi.ew of the dissertation is presented,

Resea¡ch on status attainment originated with the

seminal work on occupational attainment conducted by Blau

and Duncan (1967), Their classic study of Arner ican males

provided empirical support for the hypothesis that academic

attainment plays a central role in the transmission of

status from one teneration to another (see Campbell, 1983;

Otto and Haller, 1979), However, in the late 1960s and

early 1970s, Sewell, Hauser, and their colleagues at the

University of Wisconsin, developed a social psychological

model of status attainment that extended Blau and Duncan's

(1967) model by I inking socioeconomic status and mental

ability to academic and occupational attainment by means of

mediating social psychological variables (see Otto & Hal ler,
1979; Sewell, HalIer, & OhIendorl, 1970 i Sewell, HalIer, &

Portes, 1969; Sewell & Hauser, 1980). This research showed

that the influence of significant others, such as parents,
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teachers, and peers, as well as students' own attitudes and

dispositions, intervened between students' background

characteristics and their iater attainments. Since that

time, hundreds of studies have expanded the Wisconsin model

as a basis for further research on academic and occupational

attainment.

In synthesizing the status attai.nment literature,
Campbel I (1983) has suggested that any research based on the

Wisconsin model attempts to explore both ascription and

achievement. Ascription refers to the gaining of social

position or social status as allocated by birth or as a

result of family background; in other words, it describes a

process that involves factors over which people have no

control and which cannot be readily altered by individual

achievement (see Abercrombie, Hill, & Turner, 1984¡ p, l3i

Jary & Jary, l99l, p, 26). Achievement, on the other hand,

refers to the gaining of social position or social status as

an outcome of personal effort in open competition with

others; that is, it descr i bes a process thât i nvo I ves

factors over which people do have control (see Abercrombie

et al., 198¡¡, p. l3i Jary & Jary, 1991, p. 3).

In general I ascription and achievement repres.ent

distinct processes--some positions, such as gender roles,

are ascribed while other positions, in which specific skills
or talents ate involved, are subject to open competition.

In spite of the distinct nature of these processes, however,
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there are often ascriptive elements underlying achieyed

statuses I for examp I e, al thouBh peoples' educat i ona I

achievements may be primarily a product of their own

efforts, they are also often affected by the inherent

advantages or di.sadvantages of their family backgrounds, In

exploring the effects of ascription and achievement, social

psychological models of status attainment examine the

relative j.mpacts of family background and schooling on

future attainments, the role of academic abiÌity in the

attainment process, and the manner in which expectations and

motivation affect attainment. In particular, it is this

third issue which looks specifically at whether or not

social psycholotical processes transmit the effects of the

background variables or whether they have a di¡ect impact on

academi c and occupational attainment.

The educational experiences that students have at

university are often conceptual ized as social psychologicaI

processes that play critical roles in the status attainment

process. Moreover, these educational experiences are often

characterized by the interactions that students have with

significant others such as their professors and university
peers (see Bulcock, 1982). Biddle, Bank, and Marlin ( 1980)

and KeiIey ( 1947) have suggested that these significant
others perform two functions--one normative and the other

comparative. Professors have been thought to perform

primarily a normative role which involves establishing and
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enforcing academic standards, On the other hand r s tudents '

university peers have been thought to perform primarily a

comparative role which involves modelling appropriate social

and academic behaviour. AI though the I i terature on

reference-group theory tends to suggest that these functions

are consistent across situations, the roles that significant

others perform may in fact depend on a variety of factors.

Moreover, these roles may vary from one profession to

another, In other words, the roles PIayed by professors in

one profession may differ from the roles played by

professors in another profession. Within this context, it

is expected that this study will add to our understanding of

the roles performed by both professors and students in a

facul ty of educat i on.

Bes ides examining students' i nteract i ons wi th their
professors and university peers, this study examines two

other measures of institutional integration. Specifically,

it is proposed that the institutional integration of

students is not only dependent on their interactions wi th

significant others but by the cognitive demands and positive

affect that they perceive to exist in thei¡ respective

educational institutions (see Clifton & Roberts' 1993;

KIeinfeId, |975; Roberts, 1990). More specifically,

àtudents have a greater likelihood of being socially and

academically integrated within an educational institution if

it is both warm and demanding, From this Perspective' if a
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facul ty maintains high academic s tandards but does not

provide the necessary social support, or if a faculty
provides substantial social support but does not maintain

h igh academic standards, s tudents are I ess Iikely to be

academically and socially integrated within the institution;
moreover, this .[ack of integration may have an effect on how

they are social ized i nto their respective profess ions.

Therefore, it is argued that student teachers are most

Iikely to succeed in faculties of education that are both

warm and demanding. tflhat the I i terature does not tel I us,

however , is how these institutional conditions may af f ect

students' socia.l psycholog.ical dispositions. This is one

more area in which this study hopes to expand our existing

knowledge.

In addition to these fÕur measures of institutional
integration, the theoretical model includes two individual

social psychological variables--motivation and academic

self-concept. The inclusion of these variables is based on

the work of Bank, Slavings, and Biddle (1990), Creene and

Campbel I (1993), and Pascarella and Terenzini (1977) who

have suggested that the social psychological dispositions of

people are often affected by the degree to which they feel

integrated with others, tVithin this context, it is expected

that stqdent teachers who are academically and socially
i nt egrated wi thin their f acu-t ty of educat i on are I ikely to
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be more motivated and have higher academic self-concepts

than student teache¡s who feel less integrated.

Although the status attainment approach has long been

used to study educational and occupational attainment, it
has yet to be used to examine the development of students'

professional identities. More specifically, in this study,

what is of interest is the degree to which various social

psychological variables mediate the effects of students'

background characteristics throughout the professional

social ization process.

Pro f ess i ona I Soc i a I i zat i on

One of the main reasons for studying the professional

social ization process is to examine the effects that

professional schools have on thei¡ students. In fact, the

focus of this s tudy 1s on the exper i ences that s tudent

teachers have within faculties of education which have a

significant effect on their identification with the teaching

profession. In order to examine the experiences of students

within professional schools, sociologists often refe¡ to two

major conceptualizations found in the literature on

professional socialization. These conceptualizations, known

as the induction and reaction perspectives, provide a useful

means for examining the relationship between students and

profess i onal schools.

The induction perspective, which was described at the

outset of this chapter and is widely-accepted by most
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people, suggests that professional schools, such as

faculties of education, control the dynamics of the.

professional socialization process (see Huntington, 1957;

Merton, 1957), In other words, they not only teach students

the necessary ski lIs but they al so instill specif ic

attitudes and dispositions that are valued by the

profession. Inductionists make three important assumptions.

First, they assume that professional schools are

institutÍonalized in society and that they constitute a

subsystem of the parent profession, In other words, they

take for granted that professional schools and their
respective professions mirror one another in te¡ms of goals,

objectives, and organizational schemes. Second, they assume

that students and professors are tied together through

mutual interests. Stated differently, inductionists take

for granted that the professional goals of these t$ro groups

are aligned to a great degree, even though students and

professors occupy different statuses, Third, they assume

that what students learn persists across situations and even

âcross statuses. That is, inductionists take for granted

that students will be able to appiy what they have learned

in their roles as student teachers to specific sit.uations in

their roles as practicing teachers. Therefore, the

induction perspective suggests that factors related to

structures within faculties of education are those most
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responsible for developint students' professional identities
as t eacher s ,

The reaction perspective, supported by Becker et al.
( l96l ) and Britzman ( 1986) is the antithesis of the

induction perspective. In other words, it suggests that the

dynamics of the professional socialization process are

controlled by students rather than by professional schools.

Reactionists argue that the skills, attitudes, and

dispositions that students acquire are due to their own

efforts rather than the structures within professional

schools, Moreover, unl ike the inductionists, reactionists

take very I ittle for granted dur ing the professional

social ization process. First, reactionists do not assume

that professional schools are merely subsystems of the

parent professions; instead, professional schools are

conceptual ized as independently-organized social uni ts,

Second, reactionists do not assume that students and

professors are tied together through mutual interests. They

argue that because students and professors occupy difJerent

statuses within the institution, they often have competing

interests and agendas. Thi¡d, reactionists argue that what

students Iearn does not necessarily transcend different

contexts arid statuses; in particulärr they do not agree that

students are able to apply knowledge learned as students to

professional situations later in life. There.fore, the

reaction perspective suggests that student teachers'
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background charâcteristics and social psychological

dispositions, rather than the institutionalized structures

provided by faculties of education, have the most

significant effects on their professional identities as

teachers.

In reconciling the differences between the induction

and reaction perspectives, Simpson ( 1979) has proposed a

synthetic perspective of professional social ization. She

has suggested that while the institutionai factors stressed

by the inductionists and the individual factors stressed by

the reactionists are important, they probably interact

during the professional socialization process. In other

words, she has argued that the induction and reaction

perspectives are probably more accurately conceptualized as

"ideal-types". Furthermore, she has suggested that, in

spite of the importance of the institutional and individual

student variables already mentioned, perhaps the most

critical role is played by a variety of social psychological

processes that are believed to affect the institutionai
integration, academic attainment, and occupational

attainment of s tudents wi thin profess ional schools,

According to Simpson's ( 1979) synthetic perspective,

institutional integration variables such as interaction with

professors, interaction with students r cognitive demands,

and positive affect, and individual social psychological

variables such as motivation and academic self-concept,
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mediate the ef fects of s tudents ' background characteristics

on their later attainments. I t is this ratÍonale upon which

the theoretical model for thÍs study has been based, In

other words, in this study, social psychological variables

are i nc I uded as intervening variables between the university
and social background variables and the two measures of

professional identity, By structuring the model in this
way, it is expected to provide a greater understanding of

the variables that account for di fferences in s tudent

teachers' professional identities,

Besides integrating the I iterature on professional

socializâtion, the theoretical model also integrates what is

known about the dimensions of the process itself. In this
regard, Simpson (1979) suggests that there are three

dimensions to the professional socialization process--the

education or knowledge base required, the cognitive

orientations or dispositions that shape the behaviour

expected by the profession at large, and the degree to which

individuals are related to the prófessional role or are

motivated to become members of a profession. The model that

guides this study integrates two of these dimensions--

cognitive orientations and relatedness to the professional

roIe. Moreover, by combining specific aspects of these two

dimensions, an expanded conceptualization of professional

ident i ty has been deve I oped.
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Cogni t i ve orientations describe students' conceptions

of the work activities, inherent authority, and specific
behaviours of a profess ion. I n other words , cogni t i ee

orientations represent students' impressions of thei r future
roles and how these roles fit into the context of the

profession at large. Some research suggests that students'

cognitive orientations deve lop in accordance wi th those of

significant others such as faculty members and university
peers within their professional schools (see Merton, 1957).

Other r esearch sugges ts that the val ues that students

themselves bring to their professional education, not the

values promoted within the professional school, direct their
cognitive orientations (see Goldsen, Rosenberg, Wiiliams

Jr., & Suchman, 1960). In keeping with the synthetic
perspective that guides this study, it is argued, along with

Wright (1967), that the cognitive orientations of students

are more IikeIy influenced by both their significant others

as well as by their own values, Furthermore, it is argued

that one orientation in particular--a conynitment to

Iearning--is an important component of the professionai

identi ty of student teachers,

Relatedness to the professional role, the second

dimension of professional socialization included in the

model, refers to the attraction, commitment, and status

identification shown by students to their future
professions, Of particular interest in this study is status
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identification or the motivation of students to use the

professional tÍtle as a label to describe themselves.

Although this aspect of relatedness to the professional role

was originally thought to result from the completion of a

professional program, Huntington (1957) and Kadushin ( 1969)

have suggested that year in program may be more significant
than actual completion. In other words, the more years that
students have completed in their p¡ofessional programs, the

more likely they are to identify with their prospective

profess ions. Moreover , the degree of social and academic

integration that students experience within their
professional schools may also play a significant role in

determining the cor¡mitment of students to their future
professions. Stated differently, student teachers who are

integrated within a faculty of education are more likely to

develop a cormitment to teaching than students who are less

integrated. Furthermore, it is proposed that both of the

dimensions discussed--a conmitment to learning and a

corrni tment to teaching--need to be considered in order to

examine the professional identity of student teachers. The

followint sectíon explains more specifically ho¡v these

dimensions are interrelat.ed and how they are both ,thought to

contribute to the development of student teachers'

professional identities.
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Traditionally, professional identity has been used to

refer to the corunitment that individuals show to the values

and standards of their chosen professions. Jackson ( l98t )

has suggested that professional identity can be examined by

asking individuals to subjectively evaluate the importance

of the identity and the impact it has on actÍvities such as

readiirg, conversations, decision-making, and self-
presentation, It is this traditional notion of professional

identity that is referred to in this study as commitment to

teaching. However, the conceptualization of professional

identity that is used in this study extends Jackson's (1981)

definition to make it even more appl icable to the teaching

profession. In this regard, it is argued that in order to

identify with the profession, teachers must not only be

commi tted to teaching but they must also be corffnitted to

Iearning. It is also argued that teachers who are not

corrnitted to teaching and conrnitted to learning pose a

serious threat to the quality of education available to

s tudents .

In being conmitted to learning, teachers must show

enthusiasm, curiosity, perseverance' open-mindedness, and

other attríbutes of what Hare (1993) refe¡s to as "the good

teacher," Furthermore, they must also have ân acute

awareness and appreciation of the "joy and pain of learning"

(see Adler, 1977). In other words, teachers who are
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conmi tted to learning can, from their own experiences,

convey to their students that the learning process, while

often intrinsically enjoyable, is also somet imes difficult.
This conceptual ization of the professional identity of

student teachers is based on the work of Adler ( 1977),

Crawford (1993), and Kramer (1991) c/ho make a further point

regarding the work of teachers. They suggest that effective
teachers merely assist their students in achieving results

that they are already capable of achieving themselves. That

is, although all students have the capacity to learn, it is

the role models that effective teachers provide that enables

their s tudents to acquire the habits of mind necessary f or

developing a real istic appreciation of the process of

learning and a general "thirst" for knowledge. In other

words, as Kramer (1991) and Nikiforuk (1993) sugtest, if
students are expected to respect knowledge and be

enthusiastic about learning, they must have teachers who can

convey knowledge and inspire students by their own examples.

One way they can do this is by using their learning to

enrich their teaching and by using their teaching to enrich

their own learning. Although this is, of course, an

empirical question that can be tested by further research,

it sugtestS that students may begin to understand that

Iearning and teaching are part of the same process and that

their teachers can provide them with effective role models

in this regard,
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lVithin this context, the pr esent study makes thr ee

major contributions to the existing resea¡ch on professional

socialization, First, it adds to our understanding of the

professional socialization process by examining student

teachers, a group seldom considered in the past, Although

sociologists have examined the professional socialization of

students in law, medicine, music, and nursing, (see

Broadhead, 1983; Huntington, 1957; Kadushin, 1969; Merton,

1957i Simpson, 1979), relatively few studies have examined

the professional socialization of student teachers, In this
respect, it is possible that there are factors i nvo I ved in

the professional social ization of student teachers that are

unique to the teaching profession.

Second, the study adds to our understanding of the

process by conducting a quantitative analysis of factors
that are thought to be related to the professional

socialization of studênt teachers. A search of the

I iterature on professional social ization has revealed that

the vâst majority of studies which have examined the

professional socialization of student teachers have been

ethnographic in nature (see B¡itzman, 1986; Greene &

Campbell, 1993; Nias, 1986). In general, they have examined

topics such as student teachers' reflections of their
preparation programs and problems they have encountered

during their induction into the profession. None of the

research reviewed for this study was based on theoretical
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ofmodels that attempted to empir.ical Iy measure the effects
specific variables on students' professional identities.

Third, this study adds to our understanding of
professional social ization by examining professional

ident i ty from a different perspect i ve. More specifical I

al though previous conceptual izations have addressed

students' subiective evaluations of their future identities
as professionals, it is argued in this study that, in order

to examine the professional identities of student teachers,

a more developed conceptua.lization Ís required, That

conceptualization examines student teachers' continuing

corrnitment to their roles as learners as well as their
growing cormitment to thei¡ future roles as teachers. It is

also argued that, although the concept of "learner-teacher"

is not a novel one, (see AdIer, 1977, p. 175) this study

marks the first time that it will have been empirically
tes ted.

Although this conceptualization of professional

identity has unique implications for teaching, there should

also be implications for other professions; in other words,

there are elements of Iearning and teaching to almost al I

professions including nursing, medicine, and lan¡. From this
perspective, the findings of this study should contribute

not only to the specific literature on how teachers are

socialized but also to the general literature on

prof essiona-[ socialization. In spite of these

v,
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contributiôns, however, the present study does have a number

of theoretical and methodological i imitations. In .the

following section, these limitations are outlined.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Theoretically, the study has three major limitations.
The first of these concerns the extent to which a

theoretical model can explain a complex process such as the

one which transforms students into profess ionals,

Obviously, with only l9 variables in the model, this study's

explanatory power is relatively limited; in fact, only a

relatively small percentage of the variance in student

teachers' professional identÍties is explained by the

variables in the modeI. From another perspective, however,

this study is at least an attempt to empirically test many

of the long-held but untested assumptions that people have

had regarding the professional social ization process.

The second Iimitation specifically concerns the social

psychological variables that are'included in this study,

Al though a relatively large number of social psychological

va¡iables have been integrated into the theoretical model,

they are treated, for all intents and purposes, as static
rather than dynamic processes, In other words, because of

the way in which these variables are measured, there is no

way of knowing how student teachers' perceptions of their

social and academic experiences vary over time, Civen the
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di ff icul ty in captur ing the dynamic nature of these

processes, however, this study still provides a more

extensive conceptualízat ion of the social psychological

processes that affect the profess ional identities oJ s tudent

teachers than has previously been examined.

The third theoretical limitation addresses the vaiidity
of using seif-report data for educational research. More

speciTically, the measures of students' social psychological

dispositions examined in this study are based on their own

self-reports. Some may view this approach as problematic,

particularly with r espect to s tudents ' per cept i ons of the

interactions they have with their professors. Symbolic

interactionists, however, argue that peoples' subjective

interpretations of reality are far more relevant than

objective reality itself; in other words, peoples'

perceptÍons of their experiences are, in fact, their
experiences (see Clifton, l98l; coffman, 1974, l98l ).

Besides these theoretical IimÍtations, the study is

aiso limited methodologically. The first of these

methodological limitations concerns the cross-sectional

nature of the study. As discussed in Chapter 3, a random

sample of students from each year of the undergraduate

education program is surveyed and it is inferred that

differences in students' perceptions are an effect of year

in program. For example, it is argued that differences in
perceptions between first and fourth year students may be
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due to how much of the undergraduate program they have

completed; in reality, however, these differences may

actually be due to the specific students in the first and

fourth year samples. IdeaIly, a study of this kind should

track the same students over the entire course of their
undergraduate programs in order to more accurately observe

how their perceptions chan8ê as a function of time.

The second methodological limitation addresses the

issue of generalizability. More specifically, since the

findings of this study are based on data from only one

faculty of education, readers should be careful in

generalizing the results to other faculties of education,

In spite of this cautionary note, hoivever, it should be

pointed out that the faculty examined in this study is
similar to others in Canada in that it offers both

consecut i ve and concur r ent programs ( see Ful lan, tÍ i deen , &

Eastabrook, 1983). Therefore, while the relatively large

sample o1. 562 students a.tlows the results to be generalÍzed

to at least the total population of students in this
particular faculty of education, perhaps the findings wi I I

be of interest to other faculties of education that offer
s imÍ lar progra¡ns.

The final methodological limitation concerns the

measurement of the variables in the theoretical model,

Specifically, some variables, such as gender and age, are

measured at the nominal or ordinal levels. HaI I i and Rao
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(1992) and Tabachnick and FideIl (1989) suggest that

researchers should proceed with caution Brhen using certain
statistical procedures with variables measured at these

leveIs. One of these statistical procedures--regression

analysis--is the primary procedure used to analyze the data

in this study. Although some statisticians are hesitant

about using regression with data measured at these Ievels,
others such as Lewis-Beck (1980, pp, 66-7 l) and Pedhazur

(1982, pp. 27t+-289) argue that retression analysis and other
parametric methods are robust enough to be able to be used

with variables measured below the interval Ievel,
Furthermore, with dichotomôus variables such as gender and

program, a procedure known as "dunmy variable analysis" is

used to allow the calculation of effect parameters for these

variables on the dependent variables Ín the modeI.

In essence, these six limitations need to be considered

as the remainder of the study is outlined in the following
chapters.

AN OVERVIEIN OF THE STUDY

As was pointed out at the outset, a number of factors
are believed to have a significant effect on the experiences

that students have within professional schools. In this
regard, some of these factors have been integrated into a

theoret ical model which has been deve loped to guide this
examination of the professional socialization of student
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teachers, This model measures the effects of the

institutional variables characteristic of the induction
perspective, the individual student variables characteristic
of the reaction perspective, and the social psychological

variables characteristic of the synthe t i c perspective.

While the pu.rpose of Chapter I has been to introduce

the main components of the Study, the purpose of Chapter 2

is to examine the sociological concepts that are necessary

for an understanding of professional socialization. In the

first section, the concepts of statuses, roles, and

identities are described and compared along with related
concepts such as role accumulation, types of identities, and

anticipatory socialization. Next, the discussion of the

perspectives and dimensions of professional socialization is
extended, Following this discussion, specific dimensions of

the socialization of student teachers are examined and an

expanded conceptualization of professional identity is

introduced. Finally, the theoretical model that guides this
study is presented.

In Chapter 3, four different aspects of the methodology

are examined. Fi¡st, a background to the study is p¡ovided;

thÍs is followed by a description of the sample of student

teachers and the random cluster sampl ing technique used;

next, the measurement of the l9 variables included in the

theoretical model is presented; finally, the statistical
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procedures that are used to analyze the data and the

assumptions of multivariate analysis are addressed..

The empirical examination of the theoretical model is

the subject of Chapter 4. in the first section, the zero

order correlations related to cofirnitment to learning and

comrnitment to teaching are presented. This is followed by a

discussion of the assumptions of multivariate analysis,

Using this as a backdrop, the effect of sub-sample is then

examined. Finally, the effect parameters are presented for
the institutional intetratÍon, social psychological

dispos i t ions, academic attainment, and profess ional

identities of student teachers.

Chapter 5 concludes the study. In doing so, it
presents a suflÍnãry and a discussion of the results. This is
then fol iowed by a number of impl ications for both practice

and research. In essence, it is argued that social

psychological processes both at the institutional and

individual levels have a significant effect on the

professional identities of student teachers, Furthermore,

it is suggested that, if faculties of education are

sincerely interested in attracting students who will develop

into co¡rmitted teachers, they need to find people who are

also coÍmi t t ed learners,
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE L I TERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the various

theoretical perspectives that have led to the development of

the model that guides the study. In this context, the

chapter is divided into four sections. In the first
sectión, the l iterature related to statuses, roles, and

identities is examined in order to provide a backdrop for

understanding the development of professional Ìdentities.
In the second section, the discussion of professional

social ization is expanded by explaining the theory

underlying the induction, reaction, and synthetic
perspectives introduced in Chapter l. In the third section,

a conceptualization of professional identity that examines

student teachers' commitment to learning and commitment to

teaching is proposed. Finally, in the fourth section, the

previous sections are integrated by outlining the

theoretical model and by explaining how it will be tested.

STATUSES, ROLES, AND IDENTITIES

One of the concepts that is central to a discussion of

identities is the concept of status. Furthermore, in order

to understand n¡hat professional identities are and how they

develop, one must also understand the relationship between
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statuses, roles, and identities. Therefore, in the first
section of this chapter, these concepts are described in

detail as they relate to the professional sociai ization
process.

Statuses

Modern society consists of a myriad of distinct social

systems and within each of these systems exist a variety of

social positions, These positions are known as statuses

(see Abercrombie, HilI, & Turner, 1984; Coser, l99l; Webb &

Sherman, 1989). Just âs the positions of parent and chi Id

are corûnon statuses within the social system of the family,
coach and athlete are conrnon statuses within the social

system of â sport, and professor and student are collünon

statuses within the social system of the university.
Furthermore, one of the realities of modern society is that

most people interâct within a variety of social systems and

occupy not just one status but a number of statuses at any

given time. For example, it is not uncomrnon fol a

university student to also be a parent, an employee, an

athlete, and a volunteer. These collections of statuses are

known as status-sets (see Coser, 1991, p, I l5),
WhiIe all statuses imply certain divÍsions of labour,

they also imply specific socially-accepted expectations of

how individuals are to behave toward others (see Bredemeier

& Bredemeier, 1978, pp. 35-36). Stated differently,
statuses imply specific tasks that have attached to them a
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set of culturally-derived expectations. In other words,

parents are expected to behave differently than their
children, iust as coaches are expected to behave differentiy
than their athletes, and professors are expected to behave

differently than their students.

Jary and Jary (1991), McCal I and Simmons (1956),

Stryker ( 1980), and Thoits ( 1983) have suggested that in

order for people to occupy statuses, they must not only be

involved in social interaction but they must also be able to
take the role of generalized others. Abercrombie et al.
( 1984, p. l5l ) describe this as a process whereby

individuals imaginatively ãssume other social roles and

internalize the attitudes of the social group thus enabling

them to engage in complex cooperative processes. In other

words, taking the role of generalized others describes the

process whereby individuals adopt the shared values of other

"social actors" by imagining what their responses would be

in specific situations. MacKinnon and Grunau (in press)

argue that this is clearly ìvhat student teachers and other

university students must engage in as they interact with

their professors and their university peers in preparation

for playing their future roles as professionals. Thoits

( 1983) has suggested that there are two important

implications to taking the role of generalized others.

First, it impl ies an awareness and acceptance of the

statuses in which individuals are placed by others in
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society. Second, it implies that people are complex beings

whose statuses, whiJ.e organized, are always in a state of

flux. Therefore, since peoples' involvements are constantly

changing, so are their statuses and therefore, so are the

behavioural expectat ions that others have for these

statuses.

Ro I es

The behavioural expectations that are attached to
statuses are called roles. Cross, Ward, and McEachern

( 1958), Merton (1957), and Sieber (t974) have described

roles as pat terns of expectat i ons that appl y to particular
statuses and that persist independently of the individuals
occupying them, In other words, the expected behaviour of

people performing the roles of parents, coaches, and

professors is more or Iess consistent, regardless of the

personalities involved, Furthe.rmore, the roles that people

perform and the statuses that they occupy are influenced

directly by others within the same social system. From this
perspective, parents, coaches, and p¡ofessors are expected

to behave differently when interacting with diverse people

in their respective social systems. Stryker ( 1980) and

Weigert, Teitge, and TeitSe (1986) emphasize this point when

they state that roles exist not in isolation but as

organizational I inks between individuals and the social

structures to which they belong. In expanding this idea,

Weigert et al. (1986, p,52) explain that roles not onl.y
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refer to the r ights and obl itat ions related to s tatuses but

they also refer to the expectations of individuals that

shape their attitudes toward the social act. Therefore,
"whether they refer to the rigid rules of asylums or the

intimate patterns of love affairs, people not only enact a

priori roles, they make Iitalics added] existential roles,"
In this wayt student teachers, along with other university
students, not only perform their roles as prescribed by

theÌr respective professional programs but they also

"create" their own versions of their roies during their
enactment. From this perspective, it is clear that both

nomothetic and idiographic factors are important in

effective role performance (see Jary & Jary, l99l, p, 227 -

228), That is, generalized and individual experiences both

contribute to the roles that people play.

Just as most people occupy more than one status

simultaneously, they also perform a number of roles reiated
to each of these statuses, Sets of roles related to

statuses are known as role-sets (see Merton, 1957; Thoits,

1986). Coser ( l99l, pp. 22-25) distinguishes between simple

and complex role-sets by describing simple role-sets as

those in which people occupy similar statuses and tend to
share simi lar views and complex role-sets as those in which

people occupy different statuses and tend to hold disparate

views. Moreover, she argues that "under social conditions

offering predominantly simple role-sets, the lack of a basic
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source of disturbance i.s also a lack of a basic source of
refiection. " In other words, while the complex role-sets
that characterize Iife within modern Western societies are

often more probl.ematic than the simple role-sets that
existed in pre-modern societÌes, they also have the capacity

to contribute more to peop I es ' social and intel lectual

development. From this perspective, accumulating roles
offers a number of advantages.

Rewards of Eoae Accumulat ion. S i eber (1974) suggests

that there are a number of benefits or rewards that are

related to the accumulation of roles. Three of these

rewards are role privileges, overall status security, and

personality enrichment. The first reward addresses the

privileges inherent in performing roles. More specifically,
although the number of duties and obligations inc¡ease as

people accumulate roles, so do the advantages that
individuais can garner for themselves. Such privileges
inc.lude the opportunity to participate in field experiences,

the right to make sugges t ions for improving operations, and

the right to interact with friends on the job. One of the

privileges that many university students enjoy is the

opportunity to participate in a practicum where they can

learn under the tutelage of professionals in the field
before they actual Iy assume their own professional roles.

The second reward involves overall status security
where people use their multiple roles to overcome the stress
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and strain of different expectations. Sieber (1974) artues

that people who have multiple role partners in a variety of

contexts can fall back on certain relationships as a way of

compensating for failure in others, ln other words, people

can use primary and secondary relationships in work and

social settings as buffers under conditions of stress. This

is clearly what university students who have work and family

respohsibilities must engage in âs they attempt to meet the

demands of their professional programs, In this regard,

Coser ( l99l, p. 2t+) argues that "complex role-sets make it
possible to use legitimate excuses or to cIai.m iegitimate
corffnitments in selecting among one's multiple obligations."
In order to do this successf ul.l.y, however, people need to be

able to differentiate between thei¡ various roles,

articulate the possible conflicts between them, and then

reconcile them or make certain choices (Coser, l99l ).
The third reward involves personality enrichment. From

this perspective, Coser ( l99l ) and Sieber (1974) argue that

accumulating roles enriches the personality and enhances the

sel f-esteem of individuals by encouraging them to become

more tolerant of viewpoints other than their own and to

demonstrate greater flexibility when working with others.

Sieber (l97tt, p, 577) argues, however r that ironically, many

individuals become widely respected simply because of the

number of roles that they perform, He states that "quite

apart from their ability to reward their role partners with
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special resources ... such individuals benefit from a sheer

pîesumption Iitalics added] of superiority, This

presumption can be easily sustained by a certain amount of

impression management. " That is, whether they pe r form their
multiple roles effectively or not, people can give the

impression to others that they have something valuable to

of f er.

. In spite of the

inherent benefits, there are also difficulties associated

with role accumulation. More specifically, as individuals
accumulate roles, they also increase the probabi I i ty that

the behavioural expectations that people have for them wili
conflict. Bredemeier and Bredemeier ( 1978, pp. 36-U3)

describe a number of difficulties, three of which deserve

particular attent ion,

One difficulty lies with the dependency that often

develops between individuals and their role partners.

These a¡e the people with whom Índividuals interact while

performing specitic roles. People learn to rely on their
role partners to behave in certain ways; obviously, the

greater the numbe¡ of roles an individual plays, the greater

the number of role partners they will have, and the greater

the chance that these role partners will not live up to the

expectat i ons that other s have for them, tÍhen this happens,

social d i sorgani zat i on often resul ts,
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Bredemeier and Bredemeier (1978, p, 38) emphasize the

interdependence of role partners by using a theatrical
analogy. They state that "in life as in the theatre, if one

is to play a ro-te properly, the other role players must be

playing by the same scri.pt, If'she'thinks she is playing

Juliet to his Romeo, but 'he' is playing HamIet to her

Ophelia, they are both in trouble." This is the kind of

reciprocal independence and normative integration that

Durkheim (1893/ 1960) recognized as the basis for social
order. However, ensurint this independence and integrat.i.on

is difficult in modern societies in which people are

expected to perform a variety of roles simultaneously.

A second difficulty in accumulating roles lies with the

inc¡eased possibility of role conflict and ¡ole strain.
These conditions arise as people attempt to balance the

obligations of the multiple roles that they piay. Role

conflict develops when people receive discrepant

expectations from their role partners ( see Coser, l99l ;

Marks, 1977; Sieber, 1974), University students, for
example, may be expected by a professor to complete

assignments that are supported neither by professionals in

the field nor by other professors. These kinds of

situations can lead to role conflict since any degree of

corûnitment to one role immediately jeopardizes peoples'

reputations in other roles (see Edgel I, 1970; creene &

Campbell, 1993 ) .
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RoIe strain, on the other hand, does not evolve through

conflicting expectations but by people tacking the time,

energy, or resources to meet the demands of their Iegitimate
role partners (see EdgelI, 1970). In this respect, student

teachers, I ike other uni vers i ty s tudents, are of ten expected

to fulfill the obligations of many different roles as they

interact wi th professors, profess ionals in the f ield,
employers, and even other students, Coser ( 197U, p. 3)

argues that role strain is inevitable "when people are

expected to play many roles on many stages, thus parcelling
out their available energies so that they can play many

tames. " Goode ( 1960) adds that most people experience role
strain on a regular basis; the solution is to determine how

to allocate Iimited time, energy, and resources in order to
meet role demands whi le minimizing the effects of role
strain.

A third difficulty arises from people exerting their
own individual personalities as they are performing their
roles. If they invest too much of themselves into their
roIes, they run the risk of undermining the statuses that
they occupy and the roles they are expected to perform, In

other words, in order for people to play their roles

effectively and, at the sâme time, maintain their personal

identities, there must be a balance of the idiographic and

nomothetic elements discussed earlier (see Jary & Jary,

l99l, pp, 227-228), Of course, findine the balance between
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nomothetic and idiographic elements becomes increasingly
difficult as individuals begin to accumulate roles.. l{hen

the idiographic element becomes dominant, peoples'

personalities risk becoming incongruent with their statuses,
and role distance can occur (see Coffman, l98l, pp, 85-152),

This is also the argument that Berger (1973) and Bredemeier

and Bredemeier (1978, pp. 43-45) make when they refer to the

soci etal shi ft from "sincerity" to "authenticity". They

argue that over the last few decades, people have become

Iess interested in conforming to institutional demands and

more interested in "being true to themselves". In these

circumstances, people send "messages" to others that the

roles that they play are not a true reflection of who they

really are. It is clear, however, that in orde¡ for

organizations to operate effectivê1y, there must be a

delicate balance between sÍncerity and authenticity or

between the roles that people play and their true selves,

From this perspective, one of the goals of the professional

social ization process must be to social ize individuals in

such a way that they feel f¡ee to be themselves while still

being able to meet the obligatíons of their professional

roles.

People can add to their understanding of themselves and

others by thinking about the degree to. which the statuses

that they occupy and the rol.es that they perform really
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define who they are as individuals. Thjs wiII lead them to

an understanding of their identities,
Identities

In simple terms, identities are peoples' conceptions of

who they are as individual human beings (Bredemeier &

Bredemeier, 1978, p. 35). More specificaliy, however,

identities have a certain social value and consist of

perspectives which are made up of definitions, values, and

att i tudes that peop I e use to i nform and organ i ze their
thoughts and actions toward themse.l.ves and others (see

Broadhead, 1983; Shibutani, lg55). In other words,

"identities provide an organizing and motivating frame of

reference for oneself and others that partially establishes

the initial definitions of a situation within which

interaction occurs" (Foote, l95I, p. l5). When people

identiTy themselves as student teachers, for example, not

only are they expected to perform certain roles but they are

also expected to internalize the attitudes and values that
guide these roles, One of these values, as is explained

later, is a cormitment to learning.

Santee and Jackson ( 1979 ) , Stryker and Serpe ( I 982 ) ,

Thoits ( 1983), and Weigert et al. ( 1986) maintâin thât

identities do not exist in isolation but are claimed and

sustained in reciprocal role relationships and are both

objectively and subjectively constructed. In other words,

when people possess identities, they âre not only, as Stone
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(1962, p.93) states, "cast in the shape of a social object

by their acknowledgement of Itheir ] participation or

membership in social relations", but are assigned social
positions by others whÍch they then accept for themselves.

Burke and TulIy ( 1977 ) provide a general perspect i ve for

understanding the relationship between statuses, roles, and

identities. They state that, while s tatuses represent the

social positions themselves, roles represent the behavioural

or external component, and identities represent the

emotional or internal component of these positions.

Furthermore, Burke and Rei tzes (1981, p. 84) sugges t that

all identities âre social products formed and maintaíned

through social interaction, that they are symbolic and

reflexive in nature, and that they are self-meanings which

are arranged hierarchical ly by individuals.
In addressing the symbolic and reflexive nature of

identities, Burke ( l99l ) and Carver and Scheier ( l98l )

maintain thât in the pâst, many identity theorists have

misunderstood the true nature of identity by thinking of it
as a static state or trait of individuals. They argue that

the identity process should be conceptualized more as a

control system that is constantly being adiusted during

social intdraction. In fact, Burke ( l99l ) and Powers (1973)

suggest that when an identity is activated, a feedback Ioop

Ís established. According to Burke ( l99l, p. 837), this

loop has four components: "a standard or setting (the set of
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self-meanings), an input from the environment or social

situation ( including one's reflected appraisals) ,,.a
process that compares the process to the standard (a

comparator); and an output to the environment (meaningful

behaviour ), " He maintains that the system operates by

adapting the behaviour to the social situation so that the

ref -t ected appraisals match the internal s tandards . In this
sense, one goal of the identity control system is to match

environmental inputs to internal standards. Furthermore,

anothec goal of the control system is to aid individuals in

ar rang i ng their identity hierarchies.

Identitv Salience and.Identity Commitment, On this
point, Stryker (1968) has contributed to the understanding

of identity by distinguishing between identity salience and

identity conmi tment. He refers to identity salience as the

hierarchy of discrete identities that comprise the self. In

other words, peoples' multiple identities are arranged

hierarchically to produce a rank order of probabilities that
any one identi ty will be i nvoked in a certain situation.
Stryker ( 1968) and Stryker and Serpe ( 1982) stress that this
hierarchy becomes particularly important when the identities
that people assume call for incompatible behaviour; when

this occurs, their identity hierarchy becomes an important

predictor of how they will behave. People who identify
themselves both as university students and as prospective

teachers may find that the behaviour expected of them in
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these roles is not always congruent. For example, they may

be expected to act rather passively in some of their
university classes yet they may be expected to behave

proact i vel y dur ing their s tudent t each i ng exper i ences .

lVhen situations l ike this occur , peop I es ' identity
hierarch.ies determine, to a large extent, how they will
behave,

Identity conrnitment, on the other hand, refers to "the

degree to which the person's relationshÍps to spec i f ied sets

of others depends on his or her being a particular kind of
person in an organized structure of relationships and

playing a particular role" (Stryker & Serpe, 1982, p, 207),

In other words, as Jackson ( l98l, p. 139) argues, while

identity salience refers to the probability of peoples'

behav i oura I responses, identity commitment refers to the

strength of their affective responses. Kanter (1972) and

\{eigert et al. ( 1986) argue that alI individuals possess an

inherent identity structure that is derived from society and

is activated situationally according to the demands facing

them and those with whom they interact, To use the previous

example, people who have stronger affiliations as

prospective teachers than as university students will
probably bëhave more often as prospective teachers.

Although Stryker and Serpe's (1982) description of

con¡rni tment makes iogical sense as an ordering principle,
other researchers have examined more specifically, the
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determinants of identity cornmitment; in this regard, three

different perspectives have been proposed, One per.spective

proposed by Coser (1974), Coode (1960), and Sarbin and AlIen
(1968) suggests that corûnitment is dependent on the amount

of time and energy devoted to identities. In other words,

the more time and energy that people devote to their
identities, the greater is their coÍEnitment to them, In

this regard, Marks (1977) points out that the time and

energy of individuals must be al Iocated carefully among

their identities. This is simi.lar to the "network-

embeddedness" conception of corn¡ni tment proposed by Stryker
(1968). It suggests that identity conunitment is dependent

on the degree to which the identities of individuals are

embedded in the network ties they have with others.

A second perspective proposed by Marks ( 1977) and

Rosenberg (1979) emphasizes the subjective importance or

"psycho log i cal central i ty" of identities to individuals. In

other words, they propose that people are more conunitted to

the identities that mean the most to them. Moreover, they

point out that it is possible for people to be hiehly

coffnitted to identities without investing inordinate amounts

of time and energy into them, They also point out. that the

subjective importance of peoples' identities often change

over time. For example, student teachers may see themselves

more as learners or students at the beginning of their
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undergraduate programs and more as teachers at the end of

them,

A third perspective proposed by Thoi ts ( 1983, l9S6 )

suggests that most theorists fail to consider the relative
value or cultural rank of identities. Building on the work

of Broadhead ( 1983) and Coode ( 1960), Thoits ( 1983, p. 177)

argues that "commi tment to an identity--whether measured in

netwoi"k ties, invested time and energy, or subjective

importance--should vary with the value or worth of the

position upon which the identity is based, "

Although an understanding of the determinants of

identity conlInitment is useful, it is also important to

remember that identities are situationally-based; in other

words, they reflect different facets of peoples' lives. In

the following section, various types of identities are

introduced; one type of ident i ty in particular--professional
identity--is of most interest to this study of the

profess ional sociai ization of s tudent teachers.

TvÞes of Identities. In considering the situational
nature of social interaction, Jackson ( l98l ) has identified
a number of identities. Associationa.t identities are the

labels for formal or informal membership in organizations or

groups; kinship identities are labèls that describe

relationships with family members i peer identities are

labels that describe relationshÍps with people in the same

age range; recreational identities are labels that describe
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$/hat people do in their spare time; religious identities are

Iabels that descr i be peoples' reI igious affiliations;
romantic identities are labels that describe close, intjmate

relationships; and occupational or professional identities
are labels that describe the kind of work people do to make

a Iiving. It is this final type of identity that is the

f ocus of this s tudy.

Even though sociologists have studied professional

identi ty for years, the terminology they have used has not

always been consistent. Jackson ( l98l ) has used the term

occupational Ìdentity, Becker et al. (1961) and Huntington

(1957) have referred to professional self-image, Kadushin

( 1969) has spoken of professional self-concept, and Simpson

(1979) has discussed status identification. All of these

terms refer to the values, attitudes, skills, and

dispositions of professionals, Although sociologists may

disagree on the effect that professional schools have on the

formation of these professional identities, they generally

agree that some form of anticipatory socialization occurs

wel I before s tudents ever become full-fledged profess ional s .

, Jary and Jary

( l99l, p, 22) define anticipatory socialization as "any

process in which an individual endeavours to remodel his or

her social behaviour in the expectation of gaining entry to
and acceptabiiity in a higher social class Ior profession]

than that currently occupied." Moreover, this process is
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sometimes referred to as a type of self-socialization
invo.Lving a variety of activities including daydreaming,

forecasting future s i tuat ions, and ro 1e r ehear sa I (see

Clausen, 1968. p. 130). Activities such as these play an

important role in the process of identity transformation

which usually evolves over a long period of time,

In this regard, Travisano ( 1970) has provided a useful

distinction between two kinds of identity tränsformations -

alternations and conversions, Alternations are new

identities that are simply additions or extensions to

peoples' sets of existing identities. Since this process

does not involve a radical .change to peoples' 1ives, it
usual Iy occurs without considerable trauma, Conversions, on

the other hand, are new identities that necessitate a

dramatic r eorgan i zat i on of peoples' pr ev i ous identi ties.
Because this process involves drastic changes to peoples'

lives, cons iderab I e distress is possible. Broadhead ( 1983,

p, 37) argues that "regardless of whether the development of

a professional identity amounts to an alternation or a

conversion, either process requires students to relate,
integrate, and align their emergent professional identities
wi th all others, " He suggests that a process calleå

internal ization must occur in order for students to engage

in the symbolic articulation of their new professional

identities. In other words, whether or not the process

involves a total upheaval of their personal lives,
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university students such as student teachers must come to

terms with where their new professional identities will fit
into their existing identity hierarchies,

I t is corffnonly assumed that, throughout this
internâLization process, a critical role is played by

professional schools; in fact, this is the essence of the

induction perspective of professional socialization
discussed in the next section, Although one of the major

goals of such schools is to produce graduates with strong
professional identities, Kadushin ( 1969) and Merton (1957)

suggest that achieving such a goal is more problèmatic than

one would think. In particular, they argue that students

who identify too early with their future roles as

professÍonals often find it difficult to meet the

requirements of their present roles as students, As Merton

(1957) points out, too much anticipatory socialization by

students can lead to low motivational Ievels to play their
current roles, In other words, some univelsity students

fail to realize that they must continue to be learners even

though they are being prepared to be professionals, This

raises the question of whether or not one of the primary

objectives of professional schools is to control the rate of

students' anticipatory socialization, Moreover, it raises a

further question of the control. that professional schools

have on the overall professional socialization process. Is

the process, as the inductionists would have us believe.
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primarily controlled by professional schools or is it, as

the reactionists argue, primarily controlled by students

themselves? In this study, it is argued that the

profess ional social ization proces s is af fected by both

profess ional schoo I s and students through a variety of

social psychological processes. It is wi thin this context

tha t the profess ional social ization of s tudent t eacher s is

examined in the following section.

THE PROFESS IONAL SOCIALIZATION PROCË,SS

Study of the professional socialization process is by

no means a recent phenomenon, Although the seminal work in
this field is Merton's (1957) study,

a number of earlier studies examined the socialization
process in other occupations. Donovan (1920, 1929), for
example, explored the world of the waitress and the

saleslady; Dornbusch (1955) examined the training given to
coast guard cadets; and Sutherland ( 1937) studied the worid

of the professional thief. However, it is Merton's (1957)

study of prospective physicians that has generaliy been

regarded as the first to use a conceptuâl approach to

examine the professional socialization of students.

Perspectives of Professional Social izatìon
As pointed out in the first chapter, one perspective of

professional socialization developed by Merton ( 1957) and

supported by Huntington ( 1959), Kadushin ( 1969), and
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Sherlock and Morris (1967) views the professionai

socialization process primarily as one of induction. As

students proceed with their professionai education, norms

are imparted, attitudes are formed, and skills are

developed. Moreover, as students move from one year in
their professional programs to the next, they gradual ly
begin to think and act as professionals; in other words, the

process of internalization becomes more pronounced as they

near the end of their professional programs.

A basic tenet of the induction perspective is that
social learning takes place during professional education

and at the heart of the socialization process is the

professional schooi. That is, one of the primary goals of

the professional school is to socialize students into their
professional roles, According to Simpson ( 1979), the

induction perspective rests on four major assumptions.

First, when a profession is institutionalized in society, a

professional subculture develops around it. In othe¡ wordsr

a whole set of beliefs, values, and norms become shared and

actively participated in by an appreciable minority of

people (see Jary & Jary, l99l, p. 503). Second, the

professional school is the main storehouse of this
professionzil subculture. Third, the professional school is

a subsystem of the larger profession and because of this,
students and faculty are tied together through mutual

interests and motivations. Fourth, students are viewed as
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"professionals in the makÌng" rather than as students and

are therefore, treated accordingly by those who are

responsible for socializing them.

Besides these four assumptions, however, there are other

characteristics of the induction perspective that must also

be considered. For instance, proponents of this approach

take a professional outcome for granted although they

recognize that the extent of social ization is dependent, to

a Iarge deg r ee, on the qual i ty of a profess ional school's

program, its congruence with the professional subculture,

and profess ional opportunities that are provided for

students, Inductionists also assume that what students

learn persists across situations; in other words, they argue

that professional norms are stable not only across

s i tuat ions but from peop I es ' exper i ences as students to

their experiences as professionals. Finally, inductionists

also take student motivation for granted during the entire
professional socialization process, To use a Iocus of

control analogy, inductionists argue that the locus of

control lies clearly with the professional school--students

are merely the "actors" on the "stage" directed by the

school (see Sarbin & Schiebe, 1983).

A seiond perspective of professional 'social ization
developed by Becker et al. (1961) and adopted by Friedson

(1970), and Oleson and Whittaker ( 1968), views the

professional social ization process as one of reaction. In
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other words, as students proceed with their professional

education, they constantly interact with their professional

school, and it is what they themselves make of these

experiences that determines the strength of their
professional identities. Accordingly, proponents of this
approach view students, not the professional school, as

being pr imar Ì 1y responsible for the deve I opmen t of their os/n

professÍonal identities. Inherent in this approach is the

premise that the professional school is not a subculture of

the profess i on at large and does not r epr esent a set of

mutual interests between students and faculty. Instead,

students and faculty are seen as separate entities, each

with their own objectives and agendas.

Reactionists also reject a number of othe¡ inductionist
assumpt j.ons. First, they question that professional roles
are institutionalized in society. More specifically, they

argue that professional roles cannot be institutionalized
because they are products of specific situations that are

constantly changing. Second, they question not only whether

the standards of one professional school are comparable to

others but whether the standards even within one school are

consistent across faculty members and depârtments, Third,
they do not accept the assertion that students should be

treated as "junior colleagues" during their professional

education. Instead, they argue that students should be

treated as students until such time that they have mastered
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the skills and have acquired the attitudes that are

necessary fo¡ fuII membership within a profession.

In contras t to the i nduct ion i s t approach, one of the

basic tenets of the reaction perspective is that learning to
behave and think as a professional cannot occur during
professional education but can only take place after
assumÌng a professional role in the workplace. In other

words, simulation activities or clinical experiences cannot

possibly prepare students for life as full-fledged
professionals. As Friedson (197O, p,89) notes, "there is
some very persuasive evidence that socialization does not

explâin some important elements of professional performance

half so well as does the organizatÍon of the inrnediate

environment. " To use the previous analogy once again,

reactionists argue that the I ocus of cont ro I Iies clearly
with students, not with the professional school. In other

words, students are not only the "actors" but the

"directors" of their own professional socialization.
In essence, the basic difference between the induction

and reaction perspectives centres around the issue of
continuity in behaviour. The inductionists argue that
professional norms are imparted during professional

education and that these norms carry over into professionai
practice. Reactionists, on the other handr artue that
professional behaviour develops in the workplace, and that
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it is in that environment where professional norms are

Iearned

In reconci I ing the basic differences between the

inductionist and reactionist approaches, Simpson ( 1979 ) has

argued that professional socialization may result from a

combination of both institutional and individual factors.
In fact, she has suggested that the Índuction and reaction
perspectives are actualiy "ideaI-types" or extreme

r epr es entat i ons of real i ty, In this regard, she has

proposed a synthetic perspect i ve of profess ional
socialization which is consistent with Otto and Haller,s
(1979) sociai psychologicai modei of status attainment

discussed in Chapter l. In suggesting that institutional
and individual factors interact in the development of
professional identities, Simpson ( 1979) has also impl ied

that social psycho log i ca I processes such as s tudents '

i nteract i ons wi th significant others , play a major role in
the professional socialization process. In other words, she

has suggested that these processes mediate the effects of

students' university and social background characteristics
on their later attainments.

Besides identifying these major theoretical
perspectivés of professional socialization, Simpson (1979)

has also idèntified specific dimensions of the

socialization process. These dimensions, n¡hich are directly
related to the expanded conceptual ization of profess ional
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ident i ty developed in this s tudy, are discussed in detai I in

the following section.

Dimens ions of Professional Socialization
From her extensive examination of the professionai

socialization of nurses, SÌmpson (1979) has identified three
general dimensions of the professional social ization
process. One dimension inc.tudes the education or knowledge

base that people require in order to pefform their,

professional roles, a second dimension includes the

cognitive or i entat ions or dispÕsitions that shape the

behaviour and att i tudes expected by the profess ion at large,

and the third dimension includes peoples' relatedness to
their professional roles or their motÍvation to become

members of their prospective professions.

Education. At the university level, education is seen

as the foundation upon which lay people are transformed into
full-fledged professionals, ln other words, the knowledBe

imparted within professional schools is often considered to
represent the master template from which students' cognitive
orientations and relatedness to the professional role

develop and grow (Simpson, 1979), In fact, the knowledge

base developed during professional education enables

students to become proficient in a variety of relevant

skills which, in turn, enables them to provide a

professional service to the general public, In this regard,

student teache¡s learn the intricacies of the educational
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system in order to teach their students just as medical

students learn the intricacies of medicine in order to
provide medical services to their patients.

, AI though the educat ion that

studerìts receive during their professional school experience

is important for developing a professional knowledge base,

it is also importani in developing cognitive orientations to

a profession, In this context, Simpson ( 1979, p, 30) has

identified two types of orientations--those that describe

peoples' conceptions of how their individual roles will fit
into the profession at large, and those that describe

peoples' conceptions of the specific ¡ealities of their
future roles as profess ionals

The first orientation involves an individual's
understanding of where they, as beginning professionals, fit
within the existing hierarchy of their chosen professions.

In this regard, most professions are differentiated
horizontally by work setting and function, and vertically,
by the professional education and prestige that certain
positions have ove¡ others. Although Simpson ( 1979) has

suggested that students' orientations toward the profession

as a whole are important, she has been quick to point out

that these kinds of orientations cannot develop until
students first have a thorough understanding of what their
future roles will actually entaí1, That is, once people

understand the behaviour and authority impiicit in their
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future roles, they can then begin to show an interest in,
and are able to understand where their roles as individuals
will fit into the profession as a whole, Therefore, such

issues as salary, working conditions, and lines of authority
become much more relevant as students near the completion of

their professional education and they begin to identify
increasingly wi th thei r future roles as professionals.

The second and perhaps more important of the two

orientations concerns peoples' conceptions of the work

activities, values, and attitudes that are central to their
roles as prospective professionals. Some researchers have

argued that students' conceptions of their professional

roles are tied directly to faculty members and practitioners
in the field (see Merton, 1957). Other researchers have

maintained that students' own conceptions of their
professional roles are far more salient (see Coldsen et al.,
1960), Arguing from a synthetic perspective, Wrieht ( 1967)

has suggested that both influences represent vi tal forces in
the development of students' orientations to their
professional roles. Moreover, he has suggested that in

optimal conditions, the conceptions that students have of

these roles are consistent with those modelled within both

the professional school and the field.
In comparing professions, it seems that one of the

cognitive orientations that is va I ued universal ly is a

corffni tment to Iifelong learning (see Knapper & Cropley,
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1985), This not only includes formal education but other
learning opportunities where new knowledge is sought and new

skills are learned, Cropley (1980), Cross (1981), Jarvis
( 1986 ) , and Knowl es ( 1975 ) arBue that a commi tment to
1i felong l earn i ng is essential in order for peop I e in
general and professionals in particular, to cope with the

social, economic, and cultur.al changes that face them daily.
In some instances, this learning invol ves upgrading or

extensive retraining in the workplace while in others, it
simply involves keeping abreast of new developments within a

profession, Moreover, Knapper and Cropley ( 1985) suggest

that a corûnitment to lifelong learning can also serve as a
device for satisfying peoples' social, emotional, and

aesthetic needs even during times of rapid social change,

I t is argued in this study that student teachers'

corEni tment to learning is dependent to a large extent on honr

social ly and academically integrated they are wi th facu l ty
members and other students in the faculty of education that
they attend, In other words, the interactions that students

have with their professors and university peers function as

important benchmarks for how the profession as a whole

regards learning. If their professors are actively engaged

in ongoing research, i f they use this research to enr ich

their teaching, and if they demonstrate enthusiasm fo¡ their
specific discipline, student teachers may be more likely to

be conynitted to learning, Similarly, if thei¡ university
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peers show an intrinsic interest in Iearning beyond the

requirements for their courses, student teachers are also
more l ikely to be committed to learning themselees.

Besides the importance of these significant others, it
is also argued that students teachers' commitment to

Iearning may also be influenced by perceived insti tutional
characteristics. In other words, student teachers are more

Iikely to be corûnitted to learning if the faculty of
education that they attend maintains high academic standards

coupled with the emotional support that is necessary to

achieve them. fn this regard, KIeinfeId (1975) maintains

that educational institutions must be demanding in the

cognitive domain and warm in the affective domain in order

for students to be successful. This is consistent with the

social psychological Iiterature on power and affect which

states that students require clear demands for change

coupled with reliable emotional support in order for them to

achieve their full potential (see Boldt, Lindquist, &

Percival , 1976; Bredemeier & Bredemeier, 1978; Brim, 1966;

Roberts & Cl i f ton, 1988).

Besides education and cognitive orientations, Simpson

(1979) has suggested that. a third dimension of professional

social ization, relatedness to the professional role, must

also be considered 'when examining the.prof essional

social ization process.
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Relatedness ta the Professional Role. S impson ( 1979 ,

pp. 35-43) has argued that people are related to their
professional roles in three ma ior ways : attraction,
con¡rnitment, and status identification. Simpson (1979,

p. 39) has referred to attraction as " the high evaluation of

an occupation, of participation in it, and of being

identified as a member of it. " Ceneral public opinion as

well as peoples' own experiences within professional schools

both contribute to the attraction of students to specific
professions (see Davis, 1965; Rosenberg, Suchman, & GoIdsen,

1957).

The second way that individuals are related to their
professional roles is through commi tment. Simpson (1979,

p. 40) refers tô corffnitment as the degree to which students

invest themselves personally in their future professional

roles; within this context, commitment is inferred from the

cons i.s tency of peoples' pas t act ions wi th thei r present

actions. Moreover, cor¡Eni tment is also inferred from

students' responses to structural arrangements which test
their levels of perseverance. Structural arrangements such

as rules, regulations, and the design of professional

programs not only ensure consistency of standards within
programs büt they also serve as important "weeding-out"

mechanisms for those students who are unable to persevere

and who are Iess corffnitted to their future roles as

professionals, Clifton, Mandzuk, and Roberts ( 1994, p, l8lr)
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report the cofiÍnents of one student teacher which i I lustrate
the frustration that many university students experience

with the structural arrangements within their professional

schools:

Not aI lowing students any leeway in shaping their
education is a contradiction to aI I we have learned

about--a more progressive approach which allows the

child to work in areas of interest under the

I u i dance of a teacher.

' FinaIly, Simpson (1979, p. 36) has proposed that the

third way in which individuals are related to their
professions is through status identification--it is this
aspect of students' relatedness to their professional roles

that is most pertinent to the present study. She refers to

status identification as students' motivation to use a

professional title in order to answer the question, "Who am

I"? Huntington (1957) and Kadushin ( 1969) have argued that
using a professional titie does not occur simply as a result
of graduating from a professional program. Instead, they

have maintained that status identification often occurs

before students graduate and therefore, it is influenced
greatly by the degree to which students are institutionally
integrated.

Pascarella and Terenzini ( 1991, p, 5l ) define

institutional integration as "the extent to which
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individuals share the normative attitudes and values of
peers and faculty in the institution and abide by the formal

and informal structural requirements for membership in that
community. " Keeping in mind the perspectives of
professional socialization described earlier, there are two

possible ways that this kind of integration can develop.

lnductionists, for example, artue that peoples'

interactions with professors and students have a direct
impact on their social and academic integration. In this
context, Huntington (1957 ) maintains that, when students

perceive that others expect them to perform their
profess ional rol es, they increasingly do so. Theref ore,

through repeated experiences of this kind, students identify
more and more with their chosen professions. This kind of
influence is consistent with the comparative or modelling

function of significant others described in reference-group

theory (see Bank, Slavings, & Biddle, 1990, p. 210).

Reactionists like Becker et al. (1961), on the other

hand, observe the same kind of interactions but use a

different conceptualization to interpret them. In their
view, as others repeatedly identify a person with a roIe,
"he Isic] is pushed in the direction of assuming the

identity" (Becker & Carper, 1956, p. 297). It is through

this process that alternative roles are eliminated from

students' Iists of alternative professional choices. This

kind of influence is consistent with the no¡mative function
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of signif i cant others al so descr i bed in reference-group
theory (see Bank, Slavings, & Biddle, 1990. p, 2lO), In

other words, while Huntington's (1957) conceptuaiization
regards significant others as "guides" towards professional

roles, Becker et al. (1961) see them more as "enforcers" in
the same process. From the synthet i c per spect i ve that this
study takes, it is quite probabie that both of these

processes occur in different contexts and to different
degrees as students begin to play their professional roles,

Regardless of whether the process is one of guiding or

enforcing, the importance of the university in the

socialization process is well documented (see Chapman &

Pascarella, 1983; CIark & Trow, 1966). Moreover, Pascarella
( 1980) has argued that individuals change in ways that
reduce the differences between them and the interpersonal
environments in which they interact. Therefore, it is
argued in this study that the conìrni tment of student teachers

to both learning and teaching is shaped by the degree to

which they are socially and academically integrated within
their respective faculties of education,

Although the three dimensions of professionai

socialization identified by Simpson (1979) are universal,
there are also di fferences in how students are social ized

from one profession to another, In the next section, the

professional social ization of student teachers is examined,

Not only is a rationale for the present study provided but
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many of the concepts already introduced are applied

specifically to the professional socialization of student

teachers,

THE SOCIALIZATION OF STUDENT TEACHERS

The statuses that s tudent teachers occupy represent

pivotal social positions in their transitions from students

to certified professionals. Although they are important,

however, these statuses are also problematic in that they

are inextricably tied to two major social structures--the
faculty of education, their place of study on one hand, and

the schools, their place of potential employment, on the

other. Although it is assumed that they work together in
the social ization of student teachers, facul ties of

education and schools sometimes work across purposes. In

this respect, s tudent teachers are expected to act more as

students in faculties of education and more as teachers in
the schools. Unfortunately, as student teachers progress

through their undergraduate programs, they often find that
occupying these two statuses becomes increasingly complex

because the delineâtion between their roles as students and

thei¡ roles as teachers is typical ly unclear and poorly

articulated. It is within this context, that the

social ization of student teachers occurs.
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Once student teachers are enrol Ied in their
undergraduate programs, their Iives begin to change

dramatically. For one thing, their number of role partners

increases significantly. Added to their Iist of previous

role partners such as family members, peers, and employers

are professors, faculty advisors, and cooperating teachers.

With this increase in the number of role partners, student

teachers often experience many of the ihherent benefits and

drawbacks of role accumulation.

Two benefits that student teachers garner for
themselves are role privileges and personality enrichment.

One of the role privileges that student teachers experience

is being allowed to perform the teãcher role without any of

the real obligations associated with it. In this regard,

s tudent teachers are able to "get their feet wet" wi thout

having to cope with professionâl responsibilities such as

cornmittee workr extracurricular involvement, and recotd

keeping. Student teachers a¡e also able to benefit from

personality enrichment by virtue of the fact that their role
partners represent a cross-section of the educational

conmunity. Exposure to widely-differing views on

ideological r methodological, and curricular issues al lows

student teáchers to develop their own perspectives on

teaching that are sui ted to their individual personal i ties
and bel ief systems.
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Although there are benefits to the role accumulation

that student teachers experience, there are also dran¡backs.

For one thing, the success of student teachers is, to a

large extent, limited to the experience and skills of their
professors and cooperating teachers. When these role
partners are "warm demanders"--that is, they have high

academic standards but also provide adequate emotional

support--there is a strong likelihood that student teachers

will achieve their full potential. However, when these iole
partners do not uphold such standards and do not provide

such support, student teachers have to rely on their own

resources in order to develop as profess ional s, Jus t as the

actors discussed in Bredemeier and Bredemeier ( 1978, p. 38)

need to be reading the same script, student teachers and

thei r role partners need to share the same objectives.

When professors are grounded only in theory and

teachers are grounded only in practice, for instance,

behavioural expectations often conflict, As a result,
student teachers may receive mixed messages about how to

think and behave and may begin to vieçr their experiences

within faculties of education as meaningless, In fact , a 23

year-old student teacher in a study conducted by Clifton,
Mandzuk, and Roberts ( 1994, p. 186) expresses these exact

feel ings when she states 3
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The cou¡ses and assignments in thjs faculty do not

pertain to the t each i ng profession, \lhat you l earn

here from your courses is hardly applicable to the

t each i ng f ield.
The conflicting behavioural expectations in such situations
can lead to role conflict and the ensuing demands on time,

energy, and resources, can lead to role strain, Moreover,

if such situations are extreme enough, there is also the

likelihood that individuals will distance themselves f¡om

their r.oles as student teachers and will invest more of

their time and energy into other roIes. This, of course,

would represent a worse-case scenario that wouid defeat the

purposes of any faculty of education, regardless of whether

it followed an inductionist, reactionist, or synthetic
approach.

Al though the behavi oural expectat i ons of student

teachers' role partners do not necessarily conflict, it is

clear that the more their perspectives on teaching mirror
one another , the more I ikely s tudent teachers will accept

the social positions assigned to them; j.n other words, the

more líkely they will identify with the teaching profession,

Furthe¡more, it is also clear that, as with other university
students, the extent to which student teachers are social ly
and acad emi ca I I y i ntegrated has a significant effect on the

salience of their professional identities and the strength

of their corruni tment to them, Stated differently, the
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interactions that student teachers have wi th sígni ficant
others have a direct impact on the extent to which they will
think and behave as teachers and the extent to which their
professional identities will rank highly in their individual
ident i ty hierarchies.

One of the issues that has been seldom examined has

been the anticipatory socialization of student teachers, In

other words, very little is known about how student teachers

begin to perform their future roles as teachers while still
remaining motivated to perform their current roles as

I earners. Furthermore, the role that faculties of educat ion
play in controlling the anticipatory socialization of
student teachers is also unc I eaÍ , In spi te of these

questions, however, i t appears as though the induction and

reaction perspectives of professional socialization
described earl ier in this chapter do not adequately explain
how student teachers are socialized into the teaching
profession.

:

The induction perspective appears to place so much

emphasis on institutional factors that individual student

attributes such as motivation seem to be taken for granted

andarevirtualIyignored(seeSimpson,|979,P.9).In
other words, although structural and progranvnatic feature" 

l

of faculties of educat ion are s een as relevant, qualities
thât students themselves bring to their professional

education are not generally considered to even enter the
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social ization "equation". Furthermore, wi th faculties of
education seen as the main repositories of professional

knowledge and ski I ls, students are viewed more as passive

recipients than active participants in their own

profess ional social i zat i on,

The reaction perspective, on the other hand, appears to
emphasize individual factors at the expense of

institutional factors that may play an important role in the

social ization process , In this regard, the actions of

student teachers are seen as adaptive responses to their
subordinate positions within faculties of education where

they are treated as students rather than "teachers-in-the-

making", Unlike proponents of the induction perspective,

reactionists argue that the attitudes and behaviour learned

in a faculty of education are not the major influences on

the behaviour of teachers because behaving as a teacher can

only occur when one actually js a teacher. Although

reactionists recognize the capacity of student teachers to
piay an act i ve role in thei r own profess ional socialization,
they most I ikely underestimate the effect that faculties of

education have on the development of student teachers'
professional identities. In particular, they probably

unde¡value the importance of the social psychological

processes that facilitate the professional socialization
process,
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In trying to reconcile the differences between these

two perspectives, it appears as though the only perspective

that adequately describes the professional socialization of
student teachers is the synthetic perspective proposed by

Simpson (1979), Within this context, three aspects of the

professional socialization of student teachers must be

considered. First, the institutional features of faculties
of education and the individual attributes of students must

both be considered as important elements of the process,

Second, the social psychological processes that mediate the

effects of these background factors on s tudents ' later
attainments must also be examined. Finally, specific
dimensions of professional ident i ty that apply specifically
to the teaching profession must also be conside¡ed.

Specific Dimensions of Student Teacher Socialization
Although there are similarities in the ways that

s tudents are social ized into thei r profess ions, there are

also differences that distinguish one profession from

another. In this respect, two interrelated dimensions of

the professional social ization of student teachers--their

cor{nitment to learning and their coûmitment to teaching--

represent aspects of the process that certainly appl y to
the teach ing profess ion and may apply to other professions,

as wel I .

. Earlier in this châptêr,

conrnitment to learnint was described as one of the cognitive
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orientations that was universally valued by aiI professions.

It has been argued that such cornnitment not only enables

individuals to acguire new skills and knowledge but also

helps them satisfy their own social, emotional, and

aesthetic needs. However, a cortùni tment to learning has even

wider repercussions for teaching in that teachers who are

cornmitted to learning serve as important role models for
their students, ln other words, conmi tted teachers should

also be committed learners.

Although other professionals such as physicians and

lawyers are expected to be conrnitted to learning as a way of

keeping abreast of new developments in their fields, their
main concern is to provide professional services to their
patients or cl ients, Whether it means performing operations

or representing people in court, there are comparatively few

opportunities for these professionals to model certain
behav i ours or instill certain attitudes in their pat i ents or

clients.l Thi" is not true for teachers. One of their main I

objectives is to model appropriate learning behaviours and

instill in their students a positive attitude towards

learning. In other words, as Crawford ( 1993) suggests, the

main job of teache¡s is not so much to teach as it is to

encoura8eStudentstoIearn.oneofthemostimPoftantways
that they can achieve this goa.l is by personally

lof 
"ou""", this excludes physicians and Iawyers who,

besides their medical and legal duties, also supervise medical
and .1. aw students.
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demonstrating the behaviours and exempl ifyine the attitudes
that they hope to see develop in their students. This is
exactly what Crawford ( 1993, p. 6) implies when he states

that "the most profound effect I teachers ] make on thei¡
students is not what they úeacå but what they are Iitalics
add ed I . "

Adler (1977) makes the same argument when he describes

el fect i ve t eacher s as " cooperat i ve artists". Teachers who

are cooperative artists are not restricted to didactic
teaching but are abie to ass ist students in Iearning new

things for themselves. Furthermore, Adler (1977, p, l7S)

i ns i s ts that s tudent teachers mus t unders tand that the i r
primary roles as teachers is to be expert learners. He

argues that a " learner-teacher" is one whose teaching

involves genuine intellectual activity on the teacher's part

as wel l as on the student's part. This stands in stark
contrast to the lecture style of teaching in which the roie
of teachers is merely to dispense information and the role
of students is simply to memorize it. Adler argues that
only by engaging both teachers and students in genuine

intellectual activity can students pass from a state of
ignorance to a state of knowledge.

Although little research has been conducted in this
area, it seems IikeIy that the motivation and academic self-
concepts of student teachers may be significantly affected

by the interactions that they have with their professors and
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unisersity peers as well as the academic standards and

socia.l suppor t that character j ze the facu I ty of educat ion

that they attend, Furthermore, it also seems likely that
the extent to which faculties of education are warm and

demanding may also affect the acad.emic attainment of student
teachers as well as their commitment to learning and their
c ornm i tment to teaching,

. Although thr ee aspects of
personal relatedness--attraction, commitment, and stâtus
identification--were introduced earlier in this chapter, it
is the third aspect, status identification, that is of
particular interest in this study. From a teaching

perspect i ve, s tatus identíf ication refers to the extent to
which student teachers internal ize the behaviours,

attitudes, and values that are representative of the

profession in general, Therefore, in examining the status
identifÍcation of student teachers, what is of interest is
their commitment to teaching in relation to their other
corûni tments and identities.

Early work on professional social ization suggested that
the conmitment of students to their prospective professions

was, to a large degree, a measure of the time they had spent

in their professional programs. In other words, student

teachers in the final year of their undergraduate programs

were expected to be more cornrnitted to teaching than students

in the first year of their programs, More recent research,
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however, has suggested that the same social psychological

processes that affect students' conrnitment to learnjng may

also affect their conrni tment to teaching. In other words,

the interactions that studènt teachers have with significant
others such as their professors and university peers may

have a significant effect on the social and academic

integration of students into their undergraduate education

programs. Furthermore, the cognitive demands and sociaj
support that characterize a facu I ty of educat ion are also

tike.ly to add to their sense of integration. This

integration may also affect the motivation and academic

self-concepts of student teachers which may, in turn, affect
their academic attainment and commitment to teaching. In

sum, it is expected that the social psychological processes

measured in this study play a major role in determining

student teachers' academic attainment, cortrnitment to

Iearning, and cormitment to teachinB,

In the next section of this chapter, the theoretical
model that guides this study is described in detail. Being

synthetic in nature, it combines a number of institutional
variables characteristic of the i nduct ion perspective, a

number of individual student variables characteristic of the

reaction pérspective, and a number of social psychological

variables. Readers will recall that it is these social
psychological variables that are expected to mediate the
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effects of the institutional and individual variables on the

professional identities of student teachers.

THË, THEORETICAL MODEL

Figure I presents the theoretical model that guides

this study. In following the established conventions of
status attainment models, it is analyzed in a causal

direction from left to right. In doing so, an incremental

model building approach made popular by Duncan, Featherman,

and Duncan (1972) and Hauser (1972) is used. This approach

aI lows researchers to develop and test theo¡etical
propositions by working back and forth between theory and

data; in this study, the theoretical proposition that is
tested is the usefulness of the synthetic approach in

examining the professional socialization of student

teachers, Furthermore, incremental model bui Iding not only
al lows researchers to estimate the magnitude of the effect
parameters but it also helps them to determine if the

dependent variable is sufficiently explained by the

independent variables in the model,

In this regard, the theoretical model is tested through

four separate analyses, In the first analysis, the effects
of the university background and social background variables
on the institutional integration of student teachers are

tested, In the second analysis, the effects of the

university background, social background, and institutionai
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integration variables on the individual social psychological

dispositions of s tudent teachers are tested. In the third
analysis, the effects of the university background, social
background, institutional integration, and individual social
psychological variables on the academic attainment of
student teacher s are tes ted, Finally, in the four th

analysis, the effects of the university background, social
background, institutional intetration, individual social
psychological, and academic attainment variables on the

comrni tment to learning and commitment to teaching of student

teachers are tested.

In sum) it is expected that the university and social
background characteristics of students are mediated by their
social and academic experiences within faculties of

education, Furthermore, it is expected that these

exper i ences , in turn, aTfect student teachers' motivation

and academic self-concepts which ultimately affect their
academic attainment and their con¡nitment to learning and

c ornrn i tment to teaching,

SUMMARY

In this chapter, the literature on professional

socializatíon was reviewed. In the first section, the

sometimes ambiguous terms of status, role, and identity were

examined. \{ithin this context, statuses refer to social
positions within society while roles represent the
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behavioural or external component, and identities refer to

the emotional or internal component of these positions.
Other topics such as the rewards and difficulties of role
accumulation, identity salience and identity commi tment,

types of identities, and anticipatory socializatÌon were

also discussed to prov j.de a backdrop from which to examine

the professional socialization process. The focus of this
study, of course, is on the socialization of student

teachers but in order to understand the general process, a

b¡oad conceptual ization of professional social ization was

provided,

In the second section, two t¡aditional perspectives of
professional socialization--the induction and reaction
perspectives--were described. The induction perspective

suggests that, in the professional socialization process,

factors related to professional schools play a more

important role than factors related to students, In

contrast, the reaction perspective suggests that student

characteristics play a more important role in the overall
process than do factors related to professional schools. In

reconci I ing the di fferences between these two approaches ,

the synthetic perspective was proposed as a rational way of
recognizing the importance of both institutional and

individual factors in the process that transforms students

into professionals. In fact, it is a synthetic approach

that is used to guide the analysis in this study,
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In addition to these perspectives of professionai

socialization, three dimensions of the professional.

soc ia I i zat ion process - -educat ion, cog n i t i ve or i entat Í ons ,

and personal relatedness--were also introduced. Education

was described as the knowledge base required for students to

become professionals, cognitive orientations were descri.bed

as the attitudes, skiils, and behaviour required by

professions, and personal relatedness was described as the

motivation of students to become members of their
professions. Even thouth all three dimensions were

described as important to the overall process, cognitive
orientations and personal relatedness s'ere emphas ized

because specific aspects of these two dimensions apply

directly to the conceptual ization of professional identity
developed in this study.

In the thÍrd section, many of the concepts introduced

earlier in the chapter were applied specifically to the

professional socialization of student teachers. It was in
this section that an expanded conceptual ization of
professional identity was developed. More specifically, it
was argued that in order to effectively examine the

professional identities oJ student teãchers, both their
cornrni tment to learning as well as their corûnitment to

teaching must be considered, In other. words, corìmitted

teachers must also be corn¡nitted learners.
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ln the final section, the theoretical modei that guides

the analyses in this study was presented. In sum, it
incorporates un.iversity background variables, social
background variabies, institutional integration variables,
individual social psychological var iables, GpA, and two

measures of professional identity as a way of testing the

usefulness of the synthetic perspective for examining the

professional socialization of student tèachers.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

In this chapter , five different as pec ts of the

methodology used in this study are examined. A brief
background to the study is provided, the sample of students

is described, the measuremerit of the variables in the

theorètical model is discussed, the procedures used in the

statistical analysis of the data are outlined, and f inaI.ty,

the univariate and bivariate assumptions are addressed.

BACKCROUND

The data for the present study were collected for two

previous studies that examined the quatity of life of

s t udent teachers. The first s tudy (see Clifton et â1.,

1987) was conducted in 1987 Ín the Faculty of Education at

the University of Manitoba as part of a review mandated by

the university senate. A major part of this first study

involved the administration of a questionnaire to

undergraduate and graduate students. That study was co-

directed by Dr. Rodney A. CIifton, Educational

Administration and Foundations, and Dr. Lance W. Roberts,

Department of Sociology, Other members of the research team

were: Dî. Dave Jenkinson, Curriculum: Humanities and Social

Sciences, Dr. Janet B, l{ebster, Educational Psychology,
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Shel Iey Marshal I , undergraduate student, and Jamie-Lynn

Magnusson, r esearch assistant.

In the autumn of 199t, the Dean of Education, Dr. John

Stapleton, requested that the same instrument be used to

conduct a foI low-up study of only the undergraduate students

then enrolled in the Faculty (see Clifton et al. , 1992).

The 1992 study was also co-directed by Drs. Clifton and

Roberts. Other members of the 1992 research team included:

Dr, James WeIsh, Curriculum: Mathematics and Natural

Sciences, graduate students Emity Etcheverry, Shelley

Hasinoff, and David Mandzuk, and four research assistants,
Bob DeB¡ouwere, Allison Elliot, Barbara Fuller, and Barbara

Vuketz,

THE SAMPLE

In both 1987 and 1992, a stratified random cluster
sampling technique was used to select undergraduate studênts

who would receive the "QuaIity of Student Life"
questionnaire?. In both years t courses that students were

required to take within each year of both the B.Ed, and

B.Ed,/After Degree programs were identified. Following

this, classes of s tudents were sel ected; 20 percent of the

population of students within each year in 1987 and

2 Although in 1987, both undergraduate and graduate
students were surveyed, it is only the responses of the
undergraduate students that are of interest in this study.
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approximately 27 percent of the population of students

within each year in 1992 were selected using this procedure,

In both years, Dean Stapleton contacted the instructors
of the classes that were identified through the sampling

procedure; l9 classes were selected in 1987 and 27 ciasses
were selected in 1992. euestionnaires were distributed and

completed during instructionai time. Informed consent was

obtained from all participants prior to the administration
of the questionnaires,

Once the questionnaires were completed and collected,
they were compiled, coded, and keypunched in order for them

to be entered into a data file in the University of Manitoba

maÍn-frame computer, In 1987, this work was completed by

members of the research team while in 1992, the same work

was done by personnel employed at the Winnipeg Area Study in
the Department of Sociology. Following this, the data were

analyzed by members of the research teams,

Table I presents data on the sample size from each year

and the number and percentage of questionnaires returned.
The designations "lst Year" and "2nd year" etc. represent

the year of the courses that were selected. Since it is
possible for students to be enrolled in courses from more

than one year, students who were registered in more than one

of the selected courses were not included, The table also
provides a comparison of the 1992 data with the data

collected in 1987. As the table shosrs, the 1987 sample
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included 397 of the 1457 students who were then enrolled in
undergraduate courses in the Faculty of Educatjon. This

included l4 students from an alternative certification
program at the Winnipeg Education Centre (W.E.C.). Of the

397 students in the 1987 sample, 301 completed

questionnaires, representing an approximate 76 percent

r es pons e rate.

Similarly, the table shows that the 1992 samp.te

included 364 of the 1754 students who were then enrolled in
undergraduate courses in the Faculty of Education. In this
second study, no responses from the Winnipeg Ëducation

Centre's students were received. Of the 364 students in the

1992 sample, 261 completed questionnaires, representing an

approximate 72 percent response rate.

Table I

Sample and Retufn Rates for Undergraduate Students

1987 Data 1992 Data

Year in
Program

Sample Surveys
Size Returned

Sample Surveys
Size Returned

I s t Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
4th Y ear
19.E.C.

98
62
72

t5l
ll¡

77
42
58

tl0
t4

79
68
8t
73

100

72
88
87

tt7
0

82
67
86
58

0

59
59
75
68

0

]64Total 397 301 76 26t 72
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE

As mentioned in the previous section, the euality of
Student Life questionnaire (see Appendix A) used in both

1987 and 1992 was originally deve.loped by the Sub-coûnittee

on Students of the Faculty Review Cornrnittee, In 1987, they

were assigned the responsibility of examining a number of
characteristics of the undergraduate and graduate students

enrolled in the Faculty of Education. Specifically, the

objective of their r es earch was to measure five major ar eas :

I ) students' perceptions of the quality of their preparation
programs, 2) students' perceptions of the quality of life in
the Faculty, 3) the entering characteristics oJ

undergraduate students in the FacuIty, 4) the grades

students earned, and 5) their destinations upon graduation.

Accordingly, Part I of the questionnaire included 3l

items which asked students about the qua.lity of the programs

in the Faculty, The phrase "In the Faculty of EducatÍon I

have learned... " preceded the items in this section which

ranged from "to evaluate theoretical perspectives in
education" and "to examine my own teaching critically', to ,'a

considerable amount about the subjects I plan to teach" and

"to value the Faculty of Education," For each of these

items, students were presented with a Likert-type scale that
included five response options ranging from "Definitely
Agree" to "Def initely Disagree".
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Part 2 included 40 questions which asked about I Ífe in
the Faculty, The phrase "The Faculty of Education is a

place where..." preceded the items in this section which

ranged from "I feei proud to be a student" and "l really get

involved in my work" to "l am treated with respect" and

"Professors Iisten to what I say". For each of these items,

s t udents wer e also presented wi th a Likert-type scale that
included five response options ranging from "Definitely
Agree" to "Definitely Disagree".

Part 3 of the questionnaire asked students for some

factual Ínformation about themselves, Besides asking about

their grade point averages and their plans after graduation,

the items in this section asked students about their age and

gender, whether or not they had a previous degree, how many

credit hours of university work they were taking, the

undergraduate program in which they were enrolled, their
educational expectations, their time use during a typical
week, their fathers' and mothers' educational and

occupational Ievels, and their own motivation and academic

sel f -concepts.

Part 4 of the questionnaire addressed students' social

identities and included three separate but related sections,

First, students vrere introduced to the identity categories

that were described in Chapter 2. These ranged from kinship

and peer identities to romantic and recreational identities,
Then, they were presented with a ranking scale which asked
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them to rank order these identities in order of importance.

Second, students were asked to rate the importance of each

of these identities on a sliding scale from zero to 100.

Third, students were asked to focus specifically on their
future identÍties as teachers by completing a 23-'rtem true
or false cor ni tment index that asked them about their
personal thoughts and feel ings about being a teacher. I tems

in this scale ranged from "With ¡espect to teaching, I don't
care if I make mistakes" to "I am strongly conmi tted to

being a good teacher " .

Finally, Part 5 of the questionnaire consisted of an

open-ended section in which students were asked to record

any opinions about life in the Faculty of Education which

had not alreâdy been covered in previous sections of the

questionnaire. As readers may recal l, some of these

corments from student teachers were used to i I lust¡ate
theoretical points in Chapter 2,

MEASUREMENT OF THE VAR I ABLES

The theoretical model that guided this study was

comprised of four university background variables--years of
university, previous degree, program, and number of credit
hours; six social background variables--gender, age,

father's occupation, father's education, mother's education,

and paid emp.loyment; four institutional integration
variables--inte¡action with professors, interaction with
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students, cognitive demands, and positive affect; two

Índividual social psychological variables--motivation and

academic self-concept; one academic attainment variable--
grade point average; and two measures of professional

identity--commitment to learning and commitment to teaching.

Some of these variables were measured by a single item while
others were measured by multi-item scales. In this section,
abbreviations are provided and descríptive statistics a¡e

reported for al i variables in the model . These

abbreviations are worth noting as they are used in
subsequent tables, particular.ly in Chapter 4. In addition,
the inter-item correlations and principal .orpon"rrt" .""
reported for variables which are measured by multi-item
scales.

Uni vers i tv Backsround Variables

Four university background variables were included in
the theoretical model, They were years of university,
previous degree, program, and number of credit hours,

Years of Universitv (YEARS), Question 8 of part III
asked students about their previous university experience.

Specifically, it asked, "How many years of university
education do you have? If you have been a part-time
student, then estimate the number of full-time yeafs. " The

data for this variable are reported in Table 2. Nine of the

returned questionnaires had missing data on this question,

Students reported previous university education from one to



six years. Approximateiy 20 percent of the respondents

reported having four years of university education; 57

percent reported havÌng less than four years; and

approximately 22 percent reported having more than four
years of education at the university leveI. As the table
shows, the distribution for the variable is slightly
p latykur t ic,

Tabl e 2

Descriptive Statistics for Years of University

Me an

Mi n imum

Kurtosis

Std. Error

3't1
I .00

-1.05

o.07

Std. Dev, 1 .58

Maximum 6.00

Skewness O .22

Missing Cases 9 (2%)

Previous Degree (PREVDEC), Question I of Part I I I asked

students if they enrolled in the Faculty of Education after
completing a previous degree. Specifically, the question

asked, "Do you have an undergraduate university degree?"

Those students who already possessed an undergraduate degree

were coded as "2" and those who did not were coded as "l".
There were no missing data for this variable. Almost 76

percent of the students indicated that they did not already

hold an undergraduate degree while just over 24 percent

reported that they did. Table 3 reports the descriptive
statistics for previous degree. As the table i I lustrates,
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the distribution for the variable is slightly platykurtic
and skewed to the right,
Tabl e 3

Descriptive Statistics for Previous Degree

Mean

Minimum

Kur tos i s

Std. Error

i.24
I .00

-0.53

0 .02

S td. Dev.

Max imum

Skewness

Missing Cas es

o .43

2 .00

| .21

0

Proaram (PROC). Question 4 of Part III asked students

for the progrãm in which they were registered.

Specifically, the question asked, "l{hat undergraduate

program are you enrolled in?" Although the original
response options for this variable ranged from "I have not

made a decision yet", coded l, to "\{innipeg Education

Centre", coded 7, these options were recoded in order to
create a dichotomous variable reflecting the tero basic

programs--elementary and secondary. Specifically, response

options I and 7 were combined with 2 to crêate a B.Ed,

Elementary program total (coded 2) and response options 4,

5, and 6 (B.Ed,/B,Music, B.Ed./B.Hc., and University of

Mani toba/Red River College program) were combined with 3 to
create a B.Ed. Secondary program total (coded 3). Data were

missing from 48 (8S) of the respondents for this variable,

Using the recoding procedure, just over 47 percent of the

respondents were classified as being enrolled in the
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elementary program and approximately 44 percent of the

respondents were classified as being enrolled in the

secondary program. Table 4 reports the descriptive
statistics for program. As the table illustrates, the

distribution is platykurtic,
Tabl e 4

Descriptive Statistics for Program

Meân

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std. Error

?,t19

2.OO

-2.00

o.02

Std. Dev. 0.50

Maximum 3.00

Skewness 0.06

Missing Cases 48 (996)

Credit Hours (CRHRS), Data on the number of credit
hours in which undergraduate students were enrolled were

der i ved from question 3 of Part IIL Specifically, it
asked, "How many credit hours of university work are you

taking this academic year (Sept, - ApriI)?" Since students'

responses were quite varied, they were recoded in order to
normalize the distribution, Increments of three credit
hours were used because this is the standard unit used at

this specific university. This resulted in a range of

between nine and 39 credit hours. Data were missing for l4

of the cases. By far the largest percentage of students,

approximately 4l percent, were enrolled in the standard 30

credit hours with just over 43 percent enrolled in under 30

credit hours and almost l3 percent of the respondents
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enrolled in over 30 credit hours of course work. Table

presents the descriptive statistics for credit hours.

the table i I I us trates , the distribution is leptokurtic
skewed to the .lef t.
Tabl e 5

Descriptive Statistics for Credit Hours

5

As

and

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

27 .3t

9 ,00

2,20

0.25

Std, Dev, 5.77

Maximum 39.00

Skewness -1.22

Missing Cases 14 (2%)

Six social background variables were included in the

theor et i ca i model. They were gender , age, father's
occupation, father's education, mother's education, and paid

employment.

Cender (GEND). Data on gender was provided by

students' self-reports to question l5 of Part I I I which

asked, "What gender are you?" Males were coded as "I" and

females were coded as "2", Completed questionnaires were

received from 192 males, 34 percent of the sample, and 375

females, 66 percent of the sample, resulting in an overal I

total of 567 students. One respondent fai led to indicate

his or her gender. Table 6 presents the descriptive

statistics for gender, As the table illustrates, the
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distribution for this variable is platykurtic and sliehtly
skewed to the right. This reflects the higher percentage of
females in the sample.

Tabl e 6

Descriptive Statistics fo¡ Cend e r

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

L67

I .00

-L54
o,02

Std. Dev. 0,47

Maximum 2,00

Skewness -0.68

Missing Cases I

Aee. Question l6 of Part I I I asked students to respond

to the question, "Hou; old are you?" Alt but l6 or 2.g

percent of the respondents answered the question, Most

students' ages felt ç¡ithin a range of between lT and 35

years; however, a small number of students fell within a

range of between 35 and 51. For this reason, ãny students

35 years of age and over were recoded as being 35 in order

to normalize the distribution for this variable. As Table 7

illustrates, the mean age of students was just over 23 years

with almost 62 percent of the students being between the

ages of 17 and 23, Table 7 presents the descriptive
statistÍcs for age. As the table illustrates, the

distribution for the variable is sl ightly leptokurtic and

s k ev¡ed to the right.
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Tabi e 7

Descriptive Statistics for,Age

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std. Error

23 .46

17.OO

o. t7

o .20

Std, Dev . t+.76

Maximum 35.00

Skewness |,05

Missing Cases l6 (3%)

Father's Occupation (FAOCC) . Data on father's
occupation were derived from students' responses to question

l9 of Part I I I which asked, "What are your parents'

occupations?" Students were asked to indicate their
fathers ' occupations by choosing from a lÍst of l5

occupational categories ranging from farm labourers, coded

"1" to sel.f -employed professionals, coded "15". The

undergraduate students in this sample had fathers employed

in a wlde range of occupational categories. Just over 40

percent of the students' fathers were involved in unskilled,
semi-skiIled, or skilled occupations, The remaining 55

percent v;ere supervisors to self-employed professionals

including a relatively large number of students' fathers
(2lS) reported as employed professionals. Twenty-six ( 5lt)

of the respondents did not indicate theÍr fathers'
occupations. The descriptive statistics for father's
occupation are presented in Table 8. As the table shows,
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the distribution for this variable is not skewed but it is
p I atykur t i c.

Table 8

Descriptive Statistics for Father's Occupation

Mean

Minimum

Kur tos i s

S td. Error

9.83

2.OO

-1.40

0.16

S td. Dev, 3.64

Maximum 15.00

Skewness -0.01

Missing Cases 26 (5%)

( FAED) , Data on father's educat ion

were der i ved from students' self-reports to ques t ion lg of

Part I I I which asked, "What was the highest level of

education that your parents received?" Response options

ranged from elementary school, coded "1", to completed

graduate degree (ee. M.Ed. , Ph.D. ), coded "9". Data were

missing for l3 respondents. For almost 50 percent of the

respondents, the highest level of education received by

their fathers was high school completion or less. Of

fathers who participated in post secondary education, just

over 26 percent completed a bachelors degree or higher.

Descriptive statistics for father's education are reported

in Table 9, As the table illustrates, the distribution for
this variable is platykurtic and sliehtly skewed to the

right.
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Tab I e 9

Descriptive Statistics for Father's Education

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

4.t4

1.00

-t.07

0.ll

Std. Dev. 2.60

Maximum 9.00

Skewness 0.53

Missing Cases 13 (2%)

(MOED). Question l8 of Part I I I

asked about the educational levels of students' mothers. As

with the previous variable, the question asked, "What was

the highest level of education that your parents received?"

Response options ranged from elementary school, coded "1",
to completed graduate degree (ee. M.Ed,, ph.D. ), coded "9".

Data rvere miss ing for l0 respondents, For approximately 55

percent of the respondents, the highest level of education

received by their mothers was high school completion or

less. Of mothers who participated in post secondary

education, almost l6 pe¡cent completed a bachelors degree or

higher. Descr ipt i ve statistics for mother ' s educat ion are

reported in Table 10. As the table shows, the distribution
for this variable is slightly platykurtic and slightly
skewed to the right,
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Tabie l0

Descriptive Statistics fo¡ Mother's Education

Mean

Minimum

Kur tos i s

Std, Error

3.77

l 00

-0 ,63

0.09

Std, Dev, 2,05

Maximum 9,00

Skewness 0,63

Missing Cases lO (2%)

Paid Emplovment (EMPLOY). Question l3 of Part I I I

asked about students' involvement in a variety of academic

and non-academic activities. Specifically, the question

asked, "How much time do you spend on each of the following
activities during a typical week?" Response categories

included: attending classes, studying, student teaching

and/or voluntary time in schools, and paid employment, I t
was students' involvement in paid employment that was of

interest in this s tudy. Since s tudents ' r espons es Ìvere

quite va¡ied, this variable v¡as recoded into increments of
five hours from zero to 25, in order to normalize the

distribution. Over 47 percent of the students reported that
they were not employed while l7 percent reported that they

worked between 20 and 25 hours per week. Descriptive
statistics for paid employment are reported in Table I l, As

the table shog,s, the distribution for this variable is
platykurtic and skewed to the right,
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Tabl e I I

Descriptive Statistics for Paid Employment

Me an

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

7.56

0.00

-0, 88

0. 36

Std. Dev, 8.51

Maximum 25.00

Skewnes s 0.69

Missing Cases l8 ( 3%)

Social Psvcholoeical Variables

Six social psychological variables were included in
the theoret i caI modeI. Four were conceptual ized as

institutional integration variables and two were

conceptual ized as individuáI social psychological variables.
The institutional integration variables $ere: interaction
with professors, interaction with students, cognitive
demands, and positive affect, The individual social
psychological variables were motivation and academic self-
concept,

( INTPR). The Interaction
with Professors scale was const¡ucted from eight items found

in Part II of the Quality of Student Life questionnai¡e. It
was a Likert-type scale with five possible response options

ranging from "Definitely Agree", coded 5, to "Definitely
Disagree", coded l.J Using this coding system, a score of

lRead 
e r s should note

measured by more than one
scales, In this regard,
offers s tudents the same

that, in this study, all variables
i tem are presented as Likert-type

each of these multi-item scales
response opt i ons ,
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"8" would indicate low interaction and a score of "00,' would

indicate high interaction. The initial conceptual ization
for the Interaction with Professors scale was developed by

Williams and Batten (198t) and a version of this scale was

also used by Bulcock, Whitt, and Beebe ( l99l ). These

researchers have argued that students' interactions with
their professors have a direct effect on the qual i ty of life
that students experience in educational institutions,
Roberts and Clifton (1991) tested this scale by using a set

of construct vatidity techniques recomÍnended for the

construction and analysis of attitude scale items (see

Piazzz, 1980), By fotlowing these procedures, they expanded

the Interaction with Professors scale from six to nine

items. Howeve¡, for the purposes of this study, further
construct vaiidity and reiiabiiity tests were conducted

resulting in an eight-item scale, preceded by the phrase

"The Faculty of Education is a place where..,", the eight
items in the scale a¡e:

l. ,., Professors treat me fairly.
2, ,.. Professors give me the marks that I deserve.
3. ,,. PeopIe care about what I think,
4, .,, Professors take a personal interest in helping me

wi th my work,
5. ,,, I am treated with respect.
6. .., Professors help me do my best,
7 . , , . Professors are fair and just.
8. ,.. Professors listen to what I say.

The inter-item correlations and principal component for
Interaction with Professors are reported in Tabie 12, As

the table illustrates, the inter-item correlations range
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from 0,29 to 0.66 and are well within the acceptable range

for such scales. These correlations are high enough to

suggest that the eight items are alI measuring the same

general construct. Table l2 also reports the factor
loadi.ngs whÍch range from 0,42 to 0.62. Since a widely-
accepted range for such scores is between 0,30 and 0.g0

(see Kim & MuelIer, 1976, p, 7l), it suggests that the scale

items are moderately ¡elated to the principal component.

This is supported by the alpha reliability coefficient of

0.88.

Table l2

Inter-item Correlations and Principal Component (p/C) for
I nteract i on wi th Prof essors

I TEMS l 2. 6. 7.5.3, 8. P/C

t. 1.00

2. 0 .56

3. 0.43

4 . 0.45

5. 0.50

6. 0.50

7 . 0.66

8. 0.54

I .00

0.29 l .00

o ,34 0. 5l

0.40 0.57

0 .37 0 .45

o,59 0.40

0.39 0.48

o ,62

0 ,42

0.48

o.55

0.58

. o.54

0.6 r

l 00 0.58

I .00

o.56 r .00

0.60 0.48 1.00

0. 44 0.48 0. 46 l .00

0.48 0 .53 0. 50 0.58

Eigenvalue = 4,40 Percent of Corgnon Variance = 54.90
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TabI e l3 reports the descr iptive statistics for
Interaction with Professors. As the table shows, the

distribution for this variable is slightly skewed to the

left and leptokurtic.

Tabl e l3

Descriptive Statistics for Interaction with professors

Me an

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std. Er ror

28.44

8.00

I .17

o,22

Std, Dev. 5.ll
Maximum 40. I I

Skewness -0.65

Missing Cases 44 (8%)

( INTST). The I nteract ion

with Students scale was constructed from six items found in
Part I I of the Quality of Student Life questionnaire. As

with the "lnteraction with proJessors" scaIe, this was also

a Likert-type scale with five response options ranging from

"StrongIy Agree", coded 5 to "Strongly Disagree", coded l.
Using this coding system, a score of "6" would indicate low

interaction and a score of "30" would indicate high

interaction. Roberts and Clifton ( l99l ) also developed the

conceptualization for this scale by using Piazza's ( 1980)

construct validity techniques. \{hÍIe their analysis yieided

only five i tems in the scale, the factor analysis conducted

for this study produced one additional item that measured

the same general const¡uct.
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Preceded by the phrase, "The Faculty of Education is a place

where,.. ", the six items in the scale were:

l. ... I find it easy to get to know other people.
2, .,, Students are very friendly,
3. ,., Mixing with other people helps me to understand

myself.
4, ., , People think a lot of me,
5, ,,. Other students accept me as I am.
6. ,.. I get on well with the other students in my class,

The inter-item correlations and principal component for
the Interaction with Students scale are reported in
TabIe 14, As the table illustrates, the inter-item
correlations rante from 0,22 to 0,58, all within the

acceptable range for such scales, The size of these

correlations suggests that all six items measure the same

general construct, Factor loadings are reported in the

right hand column in Table 14. They range from 0.54 to 0.74

suggesting that all six items are moderately to highly
related to the principal component, This is supported by

the calculated alpha reliability coefficient of 0.76.

Table [5 reports the descriptive statistics for lnteraction
with Students. As the table shows, this variable is close

to being normally distributed,
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Tab I e I tr

Inter-item Correlations and

I nte¡act i on wi th Students

Pr i ncipal Component for

l. ) 5.?

- ÞRTNeïÞÃt
6. COMPONËNT

t.

2.

3,

4.

5,

6,

I .00

0.58

o ,27

o .28

0.30

0. 34

I .00

0,22 l.00

o .28 0. 3l I .00

0.41 0,31 0.39

O.42 O,2t+ 0.29

0.69

o,74

o .54

0.60

1.00 0,74

0.53 1 ,00 0.71

Ei genval ue = 2,73 Percent of Cormon Variance = 45.50

Tab.l e I 5

DescrÍptive Statistics for Interaction with Students

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std. Er ror

22.55

12.00

0. J0

0.t3

Std. Dev . 2.98

Maximum 30.00

Skewness -O,26

Missing Cases 40 (7%)

Cocnitive Demands (COCDEM). The Cognitive Demands

scale was constructed from four items found in part I of the

Quality of Student Life Questionnaire. Like the previous

two scales, this scale was also a Likert-type scale with

five response options ranging from "Strongly Agree", coded 5
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to "Strongly Disagree", coded L Using this coding system,

a score of "4" would indicate low demands and a score of
"20" would indicate high demands, The initial
conceptual ization for this scale was developed by Kleinfeld
(1975) who has argued that the most effective educational
institutions are those that provide students with an optimal
combination of hieh academic standards (cognitive demands )

and consistent social support (positive affect). In this
scale, students reported their feelings about the academic

workload they had exper ienced in the Facul ty of Education,

These feelings provided a measure of cognitive demands

because they not only addressed the amount of material but

the d.r'versity of the subj ect matter that s tudents were

expected to learn. Preceded by the phrase, ,'In the Faculty

of Education I have learned...", the four items in the

scal e were:

l

2,

3,

4,

a considerable
teach.
a cons i derabl e
development of
a considerable
teaching,
a cons iderabl e
development of

amount abou t
amount abou t
children,
amount abou t
amount about
children.

the subjects I plan to
the social-emotional

the methodology of

the psychological

The inter-item correlations and principal component for
the scale are reported in Table 16, As the table shows,

inter-item correlations vary from 0,20 to 0.59, well within
the acceptable range for this kind of analysis. It is ciear
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from the factor loadings that the four items are either
moderately or highty related to the prÍncipal component. In
particular, Items 2 and 4 are more hiShIy related to the

principal component than I tems I and 3, In general,

however, the magnitude of these scores suggests that they

are alI measuring the same general construct. Even though

the alpha reliability coefficient of 0.61 is among the

lowest for the scales used in this study, it is within the

acceptabl e range for such research,

Tabl e l6
Inter-item Correlations and Principal Component for
Cogni t i ve Demands

I TEM 4.3.2.
PRINCIPAL
COMPON ENT

l.

2.

3.

4.

I .00

o.2t

0.2r

0.20

I .00

o ,28

0 .59

1,00

o .20 1 .00

o .50

0.83

0.55

0. 80

Eigenvalue I .88 Percent of Cormon Variance 46.90

The descriptive stat.istics for cognitive demands are

reported in Table 17. The table illustrates that this
variable is very close to being normally distributed.
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Table l7

Descriptive Statistics for Cognitive Demands

Std. Dev. 2.77

Max imum 20,00

Skewness -0.23

Missing Cases 13 (2oó)

Positive Affect (POSAFF), The Oo"r,ru" affect scale

was constructed from l3 items found in Part II of the

Quality of Student Life Questionnaire, As wÍth the other

scales in the modeI, this scale n¡as also a Likert-type scale

with fÍve response options rangíng from "Strongly Agree",

coded 5 to "Strongly Disagree", coded l. Using this coding

system, a score of "13" would indicate low affect and a

score of "65" would indicate high affect. Wi I I iams and

Batten (1979) developed the initial conceptualization for
this scale, Bulcock, Whitt, and Beebe (1991) used a version

of it for their study, and Roberts and Clifton ( l99l )

assessed its construct validity. By using pi.azza's ( 1980)

technigue for the analysis of attitude items, Roberts and

Clifton (1991) expanded the number of items in the scale

from five to l3 items and reported an alpha reliability of

0. 93.

The positive affect scale was then once again

reconceptual ized for the purposes of this study. More

specifically, five items that were not in the original scale

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

13.10

5.00

-0. 30

o. t2
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(items 5, ll, 19, 24, and 33 from Part II) were reverse

coded because they appeared in the negative f orm. Next,

they were combined with eight of the previous items (items

l, 3, g, 3l , 28, 30, 32, and 35 from Part If) to form a new

measure of positÍve affect, FinalIy, ten items in the

original scale (items 2,7,8, 13, 20, 25, 27, 34, 37, 39

from Part I I ) were removed and were incorporated into
another scale used to measure "Conrni tment to Learning",

In the positive affect dimension, students reported their
perceptions of their university experiences in terms of

their happiness, positive feelings, and general enjoyment.

Preceded by the phrase, "The Faculty of Education is a place

where...", the i tems in the Positive.Affect scale were:

l.
2,
3.
l+,
5.
6.
7,
8,
9.
10.
tl.
12.
13.

I feel proud to be a student,
People look up to me.

feel depressed (reverse scored).
en joy being.
feel restless (reverse scored).
feel lonely.
get upset ( rever s e scor ed ) .

feel impor tant.
am a success as a student.
really like to to each day,
learn to get along with other people.
fee I worried (reverse scored).
feel proud of myself.

The inter-item correlations and principal component for
the Positive Affect scale are reported in Table 18. As the

table shows, the correlations range from -0.03 to 0,62.

There is only one negative correlation and it is, for all
practical purposes, zeto, The table illustrates that,
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although some items are more highly interrelated than

others, they are all moderately to highly related to the

principle component which is computed by addine the l3 items

totether,

The factor I oad i ngs appear in the array on the right-
hand side of the table, l{hen examining these scores, it is
generaliy assumed that variation in the principal component

causes variation in the items. In this context, a widely-

accepted range for these scores i.s between 0.30 and 0.80

(see Kim & Mueller, 1976, p. 7l). As Table l8 shows, aII
factor Ioadings are within this range. Furthermore, the

alpha reliability coefficient for the Positive Affect scale

i s 0 .84.

Tabl e l8

Inter-item Correlations and Principal Component (p/C) for
Positive Af f ect

I têms l. 2. ¡¡. 6. ll P/c

1. t .00
2. 0. r0 1.00
3, 0,3U O. t3
4, 0,65 0,36
5, O,32 0, t6
6, 0. l8 0, 16
7. 0.29 0,I I
8. 0. ¡0 0.lr2
9, O, t7 0, t7

10, 0.56 0.3¡
ll. 0.20 0.16
t2, 0. 1I 0,03
13. 0. ¿r0 0.35

t.00
0.38 I .00
0. g3 0.lr I I .00
0,¡rl 0.29 0.35 1,00
O.5l O,37 0.t12 O,b3 l.OO
0,22 0.37 0, t6 0.30 0, t,
0,20 0,20 0.13 0,27 0,20
O,ttl 0.62 0,38 0.28 0.33
0. tt 0,25 0. tlr 0.21r 0.1¡r
0.¡ 0.19 0.36 0,b5 0,54
0.28 0.39 0,2t 0,2? 0.t6

0.69
0,50
0'6¿r
O ?tr
0.58
o.5?
0. 58
0'60

r .00 ,r,4à
0.25 1.00 0'1t
0.29 0.23 ¡ .00 O,tto
o,l7 0,22 0.05 1.00 0.¡.6
0.39 0.fi¡, 0,29 O.12 t,00 0.62

l 00
o,29
0.ttr
o,26
0. 16
0.¡6

Elrenve luê = 4.56 Pêrcênt ol Corann Va¡lance = 35.10
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The descriptive statistics for the positive Affect
scale are reported in Tabte 19. As the table shows, the

distribution for this variable is normally distributed.
Tab I e 19

Descriptive Statistics for Positive Affect

Mean

Minimum

Kurtosis

S td. Error

45.22

23 .00

0.t3

0 .32

Std. Dev,

Max imum

Skewness

Missing Cas es

7 , tl
65.00

-o. t7

59 (t296)

Motivation (MOT). Students indicated their Ievel of

motivation to do well in university by responding to
question ll¡ of Part I I I of the questionnaire, Respondents

were asked, "Please check how motivated you are to do well
in your courses this year . " The ques t ion presented

respondents with a five-point scale with "unmotivated" at

one end, coded l, to "very motivated" at the other end,

coded 5. Data were missing for five of the respondents.

While approximately 20 percent of the students reported that
they lacked motivation to do wel.t in their courses, the vast

majority, iust over 79 percent, reported âverage to high

motivational levels. Table 20 repor ts the descriptive
statistics for motivation. As the table i I lustrates, the

distribution for this variable is slightly platykurtic and

s I ight I y skewed to the I ef t ,
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TabI e 20

Descriptive Statistics for Mot i vat ion

Me an

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std. Error

3.63

I .00

-0,55

0.05

S td. Dev, 1.22

Maximum 5.OO

Skewness -0.65

Missing Cases 5 ( l%)

Academic self-concept (ASC). In quest.ion l0 of Part

I I I of the questionnaire, students were asked, "How good are

you at your university work compared to other students in
your year level?" Response options ranged f¡om "a lot above

average", coded 5, to "a lot below average", coded L Data

were missing fo¡ six of the students in the sample, By far
the iargest group of respondents (over 85*) reported

academic self-concepts in the middle range with only two

percent reporting ver y low academi c se I f-concepts and oniy

thr ee percent reporting very high academi c self-concepts,
TabIe 2l reports the descriptive statistics for academic

self-concept. As the table shows, this variable is normal ly
distributed.
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TabI e 21

Descr iptive Statistics for Academic Self-Concept

Mean

Mi n imum

Kurtosis

Std. Error

3 .67

1,00

-0.04

0.03

S td. Dev , O .7l
Max imum 5.00

Skewness -0. l0

Missing Cases 6 (l*)

One measure of academic attainment--grade point

average--is included in the theoretical model.

Crade Point Averase (GPA). euestion ll of part III of

the questionnaire asked students to indicate their GPA,

Respondents were offered eight choices, each of which

represented a range of GPAs, Coded values for each of the

choices were assigned as follows: GPAs of 0.0 to 0,9 were

coded l;CPAS of 1,0 to 1.4 were coded 2; cPAs of 1.5 to 1.9

were coded 3; CPAS of 2.0 to 2.4 were coded l; CpAs of 2,5

to 2.9 were coded 5; cPAs of 3,0 to 3.4 were coded 6; CPAs

o1.3.5 to 3.9 were coded 7; and GPAs of 4,0 to 4,5 were

coded 8, Data were missing for l6 of the respondents.

Approximately 88 percent of the respondents reported CpAs

between 2,5 and 3,9, 'Table 22 reports the descriptive
statistics for grade point averate. As the table shows, the

distribution for this variable is slightly Ieptokurtic and

s kes¡ed to the left.
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Table 22

Descriptive Statistics for Crade Point Average

Mean

Mi n imum

Kur tos i s

S td, Error

5 ,96

3.00

0. l9

0.04

Std. Dev, l.0l
Maximum 8.00

Skewness -O.53

Missing Cases l6 (3%)

Profess ional I dent i ty Variables

Two measures of professional identity were included as

the dependent variables in the theoretical model. They were

corfñri tment to learning and corrnitment to teaching.

(C-L). The Cormitment to

Learning scale was constructed from l0 items found in part

I I of the Quality of Student Life questionnaire. These

items (items 2,7,8, 13 , 20 , 25 , 27 , 3U , 37 , 39 ) reflected
students' attitudes towards, and reasons for, learning,

lnitially, these items wefe used in the positive Affect
scale but they were removed when the scale was

reconceptualized for this study. As with the other multi-
item scales in the modeI, this scale was also a LÍkert-type
scale. Respondents had five options from "Definitely

Agree", coded 5 to "Definitely Disagree", coded L Using

this coding system, a score of " 10" would indicate low

cornrni tment and a score of "50" would indicate high

comni tment.
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The ini t iâI conceptual izat ion for the Commi tment to

Learning scale was based on thê work of Adle¡ (1977) and

Crawford ( 1993) who have argued that individuals need to be

.cornrnitted to both teaching and learning if they are to
become effective teachers, A conmitment to learning serves

two important functions. Not only does it enable teachers

to develop a greater sense of self-eff i cacy but it also
plays an important role modelling function in the

interactions that teachers have wÍth their students.

Pr.eceded by the phrase, "The Faculty of Education is a

place where.,,", the ten items in the Cormitment to Learning

scale n,ere:

l. ... The things I learn are important to me.
2, ,,, I really get involved in my work.
3, ,,, I Iike learning.
4. ... I have acquired skills that will be of use to me.
5, ,., The things I learn will help me in my life.
6. ,,, I am given the chance to do work that really

interests me.
7, ... The things I am taught are v/orthwhile learning,
8. ... The work I do is good preparation for my future,
9. ,.. I have Iearned to n¡ork hard.

10.... I find that learning is a lot of fun,

The inter-item correlations and principal component for
the Cormitment to Learning scale are reported in Table 23.

As the table illustrates, the inter-item correlations range

from between 0.28 and 0,66, well within the acceptable range

for this kind of analysis. Moreover, the factor loadings

range from 0.56 to 0.83, suggesting that all of the items in
the Conuni tment to Learning scale measure the same general
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construct, Furthermore, the alpha reliability coefficient
for the Conrnitment to Learning scale is 0.90.

Tab I e 2 3

Inter-item Correlations and Principal Component (p/C) for
Cornrni tment to Learning

Itãns l. 3, 4, 7. r0. P/c9.8,6,5.

t. l.00
2. 0.49
3. 0.58
4, O,55
5 . 0.56
6, 0.51
7. 0.62
8. 0,58
9. O.34
l0, o,45

I .00
0.54 1,00
0. 3l O .4t+
0,40 0,52
o.42 0 .45
o,43 0,54
0,38 0.49
0.5t 0.44
o.46 0.57

l .00
0.65 1.00
0,48 0.45
0,66 0,62
o.63 0.54
o.26 0.32
o.37 0,42

L00
0.57 1.00
0.5 t o ,65
o,28 0.32
o.45 0.53

0,79
0. 65
0.76
0,7 5
o.76
0.70
0.83
o.78

1.00 0,56
0.44 1.00 0.70

I .00
0. 36
o.45

Ei genval ue = 5 .33 Pe¡cent of Co¡rrnon Variance = 53.30

The descriptive statistics for CofIrnitment to Learning

are reported in Table 24. As the table shows, this variable
is normal Iy distributed,

Table 24

Descriptive Statistics fo¡ Conmitment to Learning

Me an

Minimum

Kurtosis

Std, Error

34.98

r0.00

o.2t

0. 30

Std. Dev , 6.94

Maximum 50.00

Skewness -0,59

Missing Cases 44 (8%)
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Co¡rmi tment to Teachins (C-T), One of the final

sections of the Quality of Student Life questionnaire

included a 23-i tem true or false index for assessing

undergraduate students' conrnitment to their future
identities as teachers. The scale used in this study was

modified slÍghtIy from Santee and Jackson's ( 1979) original
instrument so that it would.be more applicable to the

teaching profession, It included a range of items from

those that were mildiy worded to those that were strongly
worded. For half of the statements, agreement reflected
corûnitment and for the other haif, disagreement reflected
co[rnitment, After they had been scored in the direction of
conrnitment and the negative items recoded, a total sco¡e was

obtained by su¡rming across all responses. Thus, scores

could have ranged from ze¡o to 23, with the highest scores

indicating Breater corßnitment. Tests for internal
consistency resulted in.Kuder-Richardson coefficients of

0,74 and 0.85 and the alpha reliability coefficient
calculated for the scale was 0,72. The 23 items included in
Jackson's (1981) Professional Identity scale were:

l. lvhen people are discussing the topic of teaching, I
probably will listen and/or join the conve¡sation.

2, If I come across an article related to teaching, I
probably will read it with interest,

3, If problems develop in my life, I try to think them
through as they affect my teaching ability.

4, With respect to teaching, I don't care if I make
mi s takes .

5. During the past week, I have had !9 conversations about
teaching.
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6. During the past week, I have made l0 or more decisions
in which my interest in teaching has influenced the
decis ion process.

7. I rarely or never think about how I can be a better
teacher.

8. Compared to other concerns, I worry littte about howgoodateacherlam.
9. If I had to give up something, being a teacher is the

Iast thing I wouid give up.
10. When I am involved in activities related to teachÍnB, I

usuai Iy feel indifferent.
I l. If I was a better teacher than everyone else, it would

make IittIe difference to me,
12, \{hen I can, I seek out situations in which I can

express myself as a teacher.
13, Being a teacher is not important to me.
l{+, I feel bad when I think I am not being a good teacher.
15. I ¡arely devote much time to my teaching interests.
16. When I meet new people, it is important to me that they

knov¡Iamateacher.
17, I typically organize my day so that I can work towardgoals that are related to my teaching.
18. Being a teacher is of little value to me.
19. Being a teacher has virtually no effect on my life.
20, I enjoy it when people encourage me to be a teacher.
2l . I would feel a treat sense of loss if suddenly I were

unable to be a teacher.
22, I am strongly cormitted to being a good teacher.
23, If people could know only one thing about me, I would

want them to know I am a teacher,

The descriptive statistics for Conmitment to Teaching

are rePorted in Table 25. As the table shows, the

distrÍbution for this variable is Ieptokurtic and sliehtly
skewed to the left.
TabIe 25

Descriptive Statistics for Conrnitment to Teaching

Me an

Mi n imum

Kurtosis

40. l6

25.O0

l.4t

Std. Dev.

Max imum

Skewnes s

2.93

f¡6.00

-0.60

Std. Error 0,13 Missing Cases 76 (14%)
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PROCEDURE S

In this section, two critical aspects of the

methodology used in the study are examined; specificaily,
the statistical analysis and the assumptions of mu.ltípIe

regress ion that apply to the data are addressed. In the

f irst par t, the not ion oJ causal i ty as it applies to the

structural equation modelling procedure used in the study is
discussed. From this perspective, structural equation

modelling is presented as a method that allows researchers

to align their theories with their data and allows the

testing of both the direct and indirect effects of the

correlations between variables. In the second part, the

univariate and bivariate assumptions are discussed; more

specif ically, the measurement, normality, homoscedasticity,

and I inearity of the vâriables included in the theoretical
model are examined, Within this context, it is argued that

ail l9 variables in the model meet the assumptions at the

uni var i ate level.

Many statistical procedures used in the natural and

social sciences centre around the notion of causality,
Heise (1975) has suggested that causality applies whenever

the occurrence of one event is reason enough to expect the

production of another. Furthermore, scientific and everyday

languages are full of expressions that imply causal

relationships between variables. Most researchers conduct a
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thorough review of the literature in order to be aware of

and understand the causal relationships generally accepted

in a particular field. From this review, not only can

researchers develop an understanding of the causal

relationships that others have examined but they can also

expand upon the relationships shown to be important in the

literature (see BIalock, 1969, p. l8), In some natural and

social sciences, the experiment is the trâditional approach

for verifying causal connections. However, in other social

science.s, the random assignment of subjects to experimental

and control groups and the direct manipulation of variables

is virtual ly impossible; fqr this r eason, social scientists
have come to rely on the analysis of survey data for testing
causa I models.

Asher ( 1976, p. I I ) has argued that, regardless of

whether one is working in the natural or social sciences,

three conditions need to be met in order to conclude that a

causal relationship exists, There must be covariation

between two variables, there must be a time ordering or at

least presumed time ordering between these variables, and

other possible causal factors that may be affecting the

relationship between the two variables must be eliminated,

In the social sciences, the first two conditions are

relatively easy to meet but the third is more problematic

because variables are not usually directly manipulated;

therefore, outside factors can never be totally ruled out.
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Nevertheless, at some point, using substantive criteria that
are relevant to the area of research, closure must be

established and the relationships among a finite set of
var i abl es must be examined.

It is often pointed out that causal models used in the

social sciences are relatively simplistic given the

compiexity of social realjty. On this point, Blalock (1961,

p, 4) has argued that, in order to test causal

relationships, simplistic notions of the social world are

requi.red, Moreover, he has noted that the bulk of social
science research has aLways examíned simple relationships in
which relatively few independent variables have been assumed

to be responsible for differences in â variety of dependent

variables,

One of the most effective ways to test causal

relatíonships is to use a technique called structural
equation modelling. This procedure involves diagranrning out

the interrelationships between independent and dependent

variables and then testing them th¡ough a series of

regression analyses (see Davis, 197 l). A distinct advantage

of this approach is that it forces researchers to develop

structural models which represent the theories that they are

attempting to test. In other words, as Boyle (1970, p. b79)

has pointed out, "structural equat i on models not only f orce

a researcher to think in a systematic and explicit manner

but they also force him Isic] to test his ideas in a
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systematic and explicit manner." Furthermore, Asher (1976,

p, 8) has stated that "thinking causally about a problem and

constructing an arrow diagram that rêflects causal processes

may often facilitate a clearer statement of hypothesis and

the teneration of additional insights into the topic at

hand . "

Structural equation models include both exogenous and

endogenous varÍables, Exogenous variables are those whose

variabi I Íty is assumed to be caused by variables outside the

model in guestion and whose cause is not under

investigation. Endogenous variabl.es, on the other hand, are

variables that are assumed to be determined by exoBenous or

other endogenous variables in the model and slhose cause is

of interest. Some of the variability in endogenous

variab.l.es is also assumed to be affected by extraneous

varÍables and error variance--these factors are known as

residuals and are usually included in the diagram. For the

theoretical model in this study, the university background

and social background variables are exogenous and the social
psychological, academic attainment, and professional

identity variables are endogenous (see Figure I ).
In order to test the effect parameters of a structural

equation model, a set of equations is used; these equations

come in both standardized and unstandardized forms. With

both, the effect parameters indicate the amount of variation
in a dependent variable that results from a one-unít change
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in a independent var iable when al I other independent

variables are controlled. In the standardized f orm, each

variable has a mean o1 zero and a standard deviation of one;

in the unstandardized f orm, however, each va¡iable has a

mean and a standard deviation which depend on the metr ic
properties of the variable, Standardized coefficients
permit the comparison of the effects associated with a

number of independent variables on a cor non dependent

variable, even when the independent variables are measured

on diJferent scales. As a result, it is easy to see the

relative effects that each of the independent var iables has

on the dependent varíable. However, in compar ing models

across groups, the procedures are not as simple. Here, it
is important to take into account difJerences in the

variances of variables. Since the standardized coefficients
are calculated from scales that are standardized within each

group, a distance of one unit for a given variable is not

usually equal to a distance of one unit in another group.

In comparing models across groups, therefore, unstandardized

coefficients are more appropriate because the measuring

units of the raw data do not change from group to group (see

Kim & MueIler, 1976; Specht & Warren, lg75)t.

'Some methodologists suggest that examining semi-
partial correlation coefficÍents is more appropriate than
examining standardized and unstandardized regression
coefficients when assessing the relative effects of
var iabl es in regression models.

( con t inued.
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In sum, structural equation modei I ing offers researchers

two important advantages when working v¿ith social science

dâta. Not only does it force researchers to bring their

theory and their dâta into alignment, but it also allows

researchers to decompose the direct and indirect effects of

the correlations between variables, As readers wili see in

Chapter 4, direct effects arÌe those parts of variables'

totai effects which are not transmitted by intervening

variables and indirect effects are those parts of variables'

total eJfects which are mediated by specific intervening

variables (see Alwin & Hauser, 1975, pp. 38-39).

Decomposing the direct and indirect effects of the

correlations between variables enables researchers to

interpret the relationships between independent variables

and dependent variables in a more sôphisticated mânner than

is possible wi th most other statistical techniques,

The basic assumptions that apply to structural equation

models are the same as thôse that apply to other forms of

multiple regression. These assumptions address the

measurement, normality, homoscedasticity, and linearity of

the va¡iables (see Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989, pp. 130-l3l),

l(...continued)
However, since the publication of Duncan's artÍcle,
"Partials, partitions, and paths" in 1970, the general trend
in this kind of sociological research has been to use
regression coefficients for measuring the direct and
indirect effects of variables in structural equation models.
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In this chapter, the univariate and biva¡iate assumptions

are discussed while in the next chapter, the multivariate
assumptions are addressed,

Traditionally, researchers have argued that, in order

to use parametric statistics such as multiple regression,

variabies must be measured at either the intervâl or ratio
Ievels. However, current thinking in the field is that
parametric statistics can be used with data that do not meet

these criteria (see Asher, 1976; Pedhazur, 1982). As

Clifton (1978, p.37) has suggested, "it seems that
parametric statistics are robust enough to al Iow for some

deviations from the assumption that variables must bê

measured at the interval or ratio level, " In this study,

ail of the variables included in the theoretical model were

measured at Ieast at the ordinal leveI with the exception of
pr ev i ous degree, program, and gender. Since each of thes e

variables was measured at the nominal level, their effect
parameters were calculated using " dunrny variable analysis"
(see Pedhazur, 1982, pp. 274-289), This technique allows

researchers to code response categories for these kinds of

varÍables as if they were measured at the ordinal level. In

other words, even though the¡e is no ordinal distinction
between "yes" and "no", "elementary" and "secondary", and

"male" and "female", dunrny variable analysis al lows

researchers to code them as if there was such a distinction,
thereby permitting such variables to be used in structural
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equation models. Therefore, a response coded ', l" for
previous degree implies "yes" just as a response coded ',2"

for program impl ies "secondary" , and a response coded " l "

for gender implies "maIes".

As a rule, a theoretical normal distribution is

reguired for all procedures using parametric statistics.
Normality is the assumption that each variable and all
linear combinations of the variable are normally

distributed. To check the univariate normality of the data,

the distributions of the variables available through SpSS

Frequencies wer e visual ly inspected. In general, these

distributions were more or less normal--that is, the

majority of scores were found in the middle of the

distributions with no extreme outliers found in the tails.
In addition, skewness and kurtosis levels were also

examined; generally speaking, these levels n,ere relatively
close to zero, This suggested that the uniyariate
assumption of normality had been met,

Homoscedasticity, another assumption, implies the equal

variability of a given variable at all levels of other

variables. Researchers usually use bivariate scatterplots
to screen for homoscedasticity; when this is done, they want

to see an even rather than a flared distribution when one

variable is plotted against another. l[hen this process was

followed for varÍous pairs of variables in the model,
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distributions that were more or less even, were found. This

indicated that the bivariate assumption of homoscedasticity

had been met; furthermore, it suggested that

homoscedasticity at the multivariate level would probably

also be found,

The assumption of linearity implies that there is a

straight line relationship between two variables. As a

rule, Iinearity, líke homoscedasticity, is also assessed by

examining biyariate scatterplots, If both variables are

normally dist¡ibuted and linearly related, the scatterplots
are oval -shaped. When these scatterplots were inspected,

they showed approximate straight-line relationships and

oval-shaped distributions for the pairs of variables tested.

This indicated that the assumption of linearity had been

met at the bivariate level; furthermore, it suggested that

the assumption would probably also be met at the

multivariate level.

SUMMARY

In this chapter, four major aspects of the methodology

used in this study were examined. In the f j.¡st section, a

background was provided by explaining that the data used in

the present study were collected as part of tsro separate

studies, one conducted in 1987 and the other conducted in

1992, Both of these studies examined the quality of life of
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students in the Faculty of Education at the University of
Manitoba. In the second section, the random cluster
sampl ing procedure that was used to select the sample of

student teachers in both years was described. Furthermore,

the procedures used for collecting, compiling, coding, and

keypunching the data we¡e also discussed. In the third
section, the Quality of Student Life questionnaire was

descr.ibed in detail. Specifically, it asked about:

l) s tudents ' percept i ons of the qual i ty of their preparation

programs, 2) students' perceptions of the quality of Iife in

the Faculty of Education, 3) the entering characteristics of

undergraduate students in the Faculty, and 4) students'

grades and destÍnations upon graduation, In the fourth
section, the measurement of the university background,

social background, institutional integration, individual
socia.[ psychological, academic attainment, and professional

identity variables in the theoretical model was described.

In this regard, descriptive statistics for al.l l9 variables

as well as inter-item correlations and prÍncipal component

scores for alI variables that were measured as scales were

provided. In the fifth section, the rationale behind the

structural equat i on model I ing procedure used to analyze the

data was descr ibed. Final ly, i t was argued that al I

variables in the model have met the univariate and bivariate
assumptions of multiple regression.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

In this chapter, the theoretical model that guides the

analysis is empÍrically tested, Before this is done,

however, a number of prel iminary considerations are

discussed. First, the zero order correlations for the

var iables in the model and the issue of collinearity are

examined. Next, the assumptions of multivariate data

analysis are discussed. FinaIly, the effect parameters for

"sub-sample" are estimated on alI of the independent,

intervening, and dependent var iables in the model . Once

these preliminary considerations have been discussed, the

theoretical model is tested using the incremental model

bui lding approach descr ibed in Chapter 3.

PRELIMINARY CONS IDERAT IONS

TabIe 26 presents the zero order co¡relations, means,

and standard deviations for all the variables in the modeI.

At this stage of the analysis, what is of most interest are

the variables significantly related to the two dependent

variables--cormitment to learning and co¡¡¡nitment to

teaching. First, the variables that are significantly
re.lated to co¡rrni tment to learning are examined. Althoueh

JReade¡s are referred to Chapter 3
variable abbreviations used in this and

for a description of the
subsequent tabl es ,
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there are some significant correlations between the

background variables and this dependent va¡iable, by far the

highest correlations involve the institutional integration and

individual social psychological variables, In fact, all four of

the institutional integration variables and one of the individual
social psychological variables are significantly related to

corrunitment to learning. More specifically, there is a stront
positive relationship between cormitment to learning and

interaction with professors (,517), interaction with students

(.341), cogni ti ve demands ( .47 3), positive af fect (.686), and

motivation (.452), These high positive correlations suggest that

students who have positive interactions with their professors and

peers, students who are enrolled in programs with high cognitive

demands and social support, and students who are highly motivated

are more likely to be hiehly conmi tted to learnÍng than students

who are not exposed to these aspects of institutional integration
and who are not highly motivated,

Second, the variables that are significantly related to

conmitment to teaching are examÍned, Although there are a few

significant correlations between the background variables and

this dependent variable, some of the strongest correlations
involve the same institutional integration and individual social
psychological variables just described. More specifically,
interaction with professors (.174), interaction with students

(.229), cosnitive demands (.161), positive af fect (.208)' and

motivation (.299) are all positively related to cor nitment
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to teachint. ThÍs suggests that students who have positive
interactions with their professors and their peers, students
who are enrolled in programs characterized by high cognitive
demands and social suppor t, and s tudents who are highly
motivated are those more likely to be committed to teaching
than students who do not experience these aspects of
institutional integration and students who are not highly
motivated.

Before discussing the issue of collinearity as it
relates to the correlation matrix, there are three
additional observations that are worth noting. For

instance, although the same institutional integration and

individual social psychological variables are significantly
related to both dependent variables, it is interesting to
note that the strength of the correlations between these

variables is substantially less for conmitment to teaching
than for conrnitment to learning. This suggests that social
psychological factors may play a more important role in
fashioning student teachers' corrnitment to learning than

their conmitment to teaching. Next, it is curious that, at
the zero order level, there is no significant cor¡elation
between students' academic attainment (as measured by CpA)

and their corrmitment to learning or their corlmÍtment to
teaching. This suggests that academic ability may not be

nearly as important in developing these kinds of corrrni tments

as the kinds of experiences that students have in the
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Facui ty and thei r own motivational levels. Finally¡ it is
worth noting that the two dependent variables--conmitment to
Iearning and com¡nitment to teaching--are significantly
cor¡elated with one ânother (.301). This suggests that
students who are cormitted to learning are also likely to be

conmi t ted to teaching,6

As noted earlier, one of the problems often associated
with correlation matrices is the problem of collinearity.
collinearity is a problem that occurs when variabres are too

highly correlated. Fox ( l99l, pp, t0-l I ) and Tabachnick and

Fidell ( 1989, p. 87) point out that collinearity weakens an

analysis by including redundant variables. More

specifically, collinearity is a matter of degree__it is a

s I ight problem when var iables are correlated at abou t 0.7,
it becomes a serious problem when they a¡e correlated a 0,9,
and it is an intractable problem when they are correlated at
1.00, at which time one of the variables is redundant. Fox

( l99l ) and Tabachnick and Fidell ( l9S9) sugsest that a

correlation matrix should be examined before conducting

further analyses and that a bivariate correlation of .70 or

more be used to identify .¡elationships between variables
that may be of concern,

6It should be noted that, with a large sample such as the
one used in this study, many zero-order correlations, whi le lowin value, may still be statistically significant, In other
words, with samples this size, researchers must be careful not toread too much into the data.
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An examination of the correlation matrix for this study

reveals that only three correlations are close to the.70
limit. More specifically, the correlatÍons between

cornrni tment to learning and positive affect (,696), academic

self-concept and CPA (.640), and father 's educat i on and

father's occupation (.626) while strong, fall short of the

crite;ia suggested by Tabachnick and Fidelt ( 1989, p, B7).

In spite of this, however, the analyses using these

variables should be interpreted with some degree of caution.
Now that collinearity has been shown not to be a

problem, the multivarÍate assumptions need to be addressed.

Mul t i var iate Assumptions

As readers will recall, the descriptive statistics
reported in Chapter 3 suggested that, in general, al I the

variables in the model are normally distributed at the

univariate and bivariate levels. However, according to Fox

( l99l ), Halli and Rao (1992), and Tabachnick and FideIl
( 1989), while checking the assumptions at these levels is an

important first step, it is inadequate if researchers wish

to use parametric methods such as multiple regression

analyses. In other words, variables should meet the

assumptions of normality, IinearÍty, and homoscedasticity at
the univariate, bivariate, and multivariate levels,

Fox (1991, p. 3) suggests that, in order to check these

multivariate assumptions, regression diagnostics can be used

to determine if the assumptions of multivariate analyses
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have been met. In this study, the multivariate assumptions

are checked by exami n i ng the residual scâtterplots, the

normal probability plots, and the histograms of standardized

residuals, all of which are available with the SpSS

statistical package used to conduct the analyses. Since

these procedures produced almost 100 pages of output, it was

not possible to include the scatterplots and histograms

either in the text or in an appendix. Instead, a sunrnary of
the results of these three diagnostic procedures are

r epor ted in this section,

The first method of checking the multiva¡iate
assumptions i nvo I ves examining the residuals scatterplots.
Wi th thes e scat terplots , one axis r epresents predicted

scores and the other axis fepresents errors of prediction.
In order to satisfy the assumption of normality, the errors
of pr edi ct i on should be normal ly distributed around each and

every predicted dependent variable score. put more simply,

what is of interest in examining these scatterplots is the

overal I shape of the distribution, Tabachnick and Fidel I
(1989, p, l3l) state that "the residuals scatterplot should

reveal a pile-up of residuals in the centre of the plot at

each value of a predicted score, and a normal distribution
of residuals trailing off synmetrically from the centre, "

Examining the residuals scatterplots can also reveal

whether or not the relationships between dependent variable
scores and errors of prediction are linear and
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homoscedastic, Readers will recall that the assumption of
linearity is that ther e is a straight I ine relationship
be tween var i abl es; in this respect, fai Iure of Iinearity
would be evident with a curved rather than a rectangular
scatterpLot. Readers wi I i also recal l that the assumpt ion
of homoscedasticity implies the equal variability of a given

variable at alI values of the other variables; in this
respect, failure of homoscedasticity would be evident with a

fIared distribution in which the band enclosing the

residuals would be unequal in width at all values of the
predicted scores

An examination of the residuals scatterplots of the t9

variables in the theoretical model reveals that the

assumptions of multiva¡iate normality, linearity, and

homoscedasticity have been met, cenerally speaking, the

plots of predicted values of the dependent variables against
residuals are more or less rectangular-shaped, indicating a

normal distribution; Jurthermore, none of the scatterplots
illustrate eithe¡ a curved or flared distribution.

A second method Jor checking the normality of the

distribution of residuals involves inspecting the normal

probability p.tots. These are plots of residuals in which

their expected no¡mal values âre plotted against their
actual normal values. Tabachnick and Fidell ( l9S9r pp, l3t-
132 ) point out that "expected normal values are es t imates of

the z score a score should have, given its rank in the
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oritinal distribution if the original distribution is
normal. " Furthermore, if the distribution of residuals is
normal, the piotted points will fail along a straight iine
runnÍng from the bottom left to the upper right corner of
the plot,

Using this general rule of thumb, an examination of the

normal probability plots for the variables in the model

reveals that, with the exception of a few minor

fluctuations, the plotted points for each of the variables
fall along a straight diagonal line. The only relationships
that stray slightly from this pattern involve CpA and the

other variables in the model, although the deviations from

the straight line are not serious enough to warrant the

transformation of cpA (see Bock, 1925, pp. lj6_160).
A third method for checking the normality of the

distribution of residuals involves examining the histograms
of the standardized residuals, Halli and Rao (1992, pp. 65-

66) suggest that the histogram available with the SpSS

statistical package is useful in that it contains a tally of
the observed residuals in each interval and the number

expected in a normal distribution with the same variances

and means as the residuals. Moreover, it also superimposes

a histogram of expected values on that of the observed.

As was the case when examining the normal probability
plots, the reiationships between GPA and the other variables
are once again the only relationships that show slight
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deviations from a normal distribution. These deviations,
however, are also not serious enough to justify transforming
GPA (see Bock, 1975, pp. 156-60).

In surnmary, it ãppears as though all of the variables
in the modei meet the assumptions of multivariate dâta

analysis. Therefore, since these assumptions have been met,

it is now possible to return to an issue raised earlier--
namely, the effect of sub-sample.

Testins for the Effect of Sub-Sample

As stated earlier, the overall sample used for this
study is comprised of students from two sub-samples.

Students in the 1987 sub-sampJ.e were coded as "0', and

students in the 1992 sub-sample were coded as "1". In order
to test for the effect of sub-sample, this variable was

added to the model and a number of significant correlations
were found at the zero order level, As Table 26 shows,

three of the institutional integration and individual social
psychol og i cal var j abl es -- i nteract i on wi th professors (,147),
positive affect ( .192), and motivation (.122) are

significantly related to sub-sample. These significant
positive correlations suggest that students in the.l992 sub-

sample had more positive interactions with their professors,
felt more accepted in the Faculty, and were more motivated
than students in the 1987 sub-sample, Moreover, there is
also a significant positive correlation between corûnitment

to learning and subisample (.165) suggesting that students
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in the 1992 sub-sample were more conrnitted to learning than

students in the 1987 sub-sample.

Although the relationships between the independent,

intervening, and dependent variables presented in Table 26

appear to vary according to year, it is important to

remember that they ¡epresent correlations at the ze¡.o order

level only. In other words, these correlations are

calculated without controlling for other variables in the

modeI. In order to more accurately assess the impact of
sub-sample, the effect of other variables must be controlled
through multiple regression analyses, The objective of this
analysis is to determine how much of the variance in the

variables is a function of the year in which the data were

collected. If the variable "sub-sample" accounts for
considerable variance, then the remainder of the analyses

wilI take the two sub-samples into consideration, If, on

the other hand, sub-sample accounts for little variation in

the var iables, then the 1987 and 1992 sub-samples wi I I be

combined for the remainder of the analysis.
Tables B-l to 84 in Appendix B present the analyses for

the effect of sub-sample. In each of these tables, the

regression coefficients under Step I represent the effects
of the independent variables on the dependent variables

without entering sub-sample into the equation and the

regression coefficients unde¡ Step 2 represent the sâme

effects when sub-sample is considered. In Table B-1, the
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university and social background variables are regressed on

the four measures of institutional integration; in Table

B-2, the background and institutional integration variables
are regressed on the two individual social psychological

measures; in TabIe B-3, the background, institutional
integration, and social psychological variables are

regressed on cPA; and finally, in Table B-4, all of the

previous independent va¡iables are regressed on the two

measures of profess ional ident i ty,
Three points are apparent when examining the anaiysis.

First, out of the nine standardized regression coefficients
possible vrith sub-sample entered intò the equation, four
reprêsent significant positive relationships at either the

.05, ,01, or .001 levels. In this regard, sub-sample has a

significant effect on interaction with professors, positive
affect, motivation, and CpA, This indicates that, compared

to students in the 1987 sub-sample, students in the 1992

sub-sample felt mo¡e positive about their interactions with
their professors (.152) and generally felt more accepted in
the Facul ty (.175), Moreover, the positive coefficients
also i I lustrate that these s tudents had higher motivational
levels (.088) and higher CpAs (.082) than students in the

1987 sub-sample. It is worth noting that, while only four

of the nine coefficients are statistically significant when

sub-sample is entered, all nine scores for the 1992 sub-

sample are higher than those for the 1987 sub-sample.
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Second, it becomes apparent by examining this anaiysis
that sub-sample has virtually no effect on the amount of
var iance explained by the model . As the RZs at the bottom
of the tables show, the amount of variance explained when

various clusters of independent variables are regressed on

the dependent variables does not vary significantly as a
function of whether or not sub-sample is entered into the

equation. In this respect, the largest difference in R2s

betweeri the 1987 and 1992 sub-samples results when the

university and social background variables are regressed on

the measures of institutiorial integration. In this case,

there is an increase in explained variance from only 1,9
per cent to only 4 per cent .

Th i rd, the overal I cons i s tency in the standardized

regression coefficients from Step I to Step 2 suggests that
straight line relationships are represented by the data

regardless of whether or not sub-sample is included in the

equation. In other words, the regression estimates of the

exogenous variables do not vary significantly as a function
of sub-sampIe. Civen this evidence, a decision was made to
conduct the remainder of the analysis by col.lapsing the data
from the 1987 and 1992 sub-samples.
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TESTINC THE MODEL

In this section, the theoretical model is tested, In
doing so, it is divided into four separate analyses. In the
first analysis, the effects of the universi ty and social
background variables on institutional integration are
estimated; in the second analysis, the effects of the

university and social background and institutional
integration variables on the individual social psychological
variables are estimated; in the third analysis, the effects
of the background, institutional integration, and individuat
social psychological variables on academic attainment are
estimated; and in the final analysis, the entire model is
tested by estimating the effects of the background,

institutional integration, individual social psychological,
and academic attainment variables on commi tment to iearning
and commitment to teaching. In estimating the parameters of
these models, an incremental model bui lding approach is used

to provide the broadest perspective possible; that is,
various theoretical problems are proposed and tested by

working back and forth between the theory and the data (see

CIifton, 1978).

I ns ti tut ional I nteerat i on

The first analysis is comprised of two stages--in the

first, an initial model relates the university background

variables to the four measu¡es of institutional integration
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--interaction wi th professors, i nteract i on wi th students,
cognitive demands, and positive afJect. In the second

stage, six social background variables are added to the

mode ]'

The basic assumption underlying this initial model is
that when people enroll in a faculty of education, they

expect to be both academical. ly and socially integrated; that
is, they not only expec t to have positive interactions with
their professors and university peers but they also expect

to face high academic standards along with the social
support necessary to achieve these standards, In this
context, it is expected that factors related to the

university background of students may have a significant
effect on their social and academic integration. For

example, students with more years of university experience

and students who hold university degrees may find it easier
to become social ly and academical ly integrated than students

with fewer years of university experience, simply because of
the additional time they have spent in a university
environment (see Huntington, 1957; Merton, 1957), Moreover,

the organization and nature of the program in which students

are enrolled may also affect their level of integration (see

British Columbia Col.tege of Teachers, lgg}; FuIlan, l[ideen,

& Eas tabrook, 1983).

TabIe 27 presents the RZs and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effect of
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university backt r o und on the institutional integrat ion

variables, As the R2s at the bottom ôf the table indicate,

the cluster of university background measures only account

for between one and six percent of the total variance in the

institutional Ìntegration variables. The small size of
1these R's suggests that the institutional integration of

students is affected by far more than the university

background measures included in this model. Keeping this in

mind, however, the effect parameters for the university

background variables on institutional integration are also

presented in TabIe 27. In examining these ef fects and those

presented in subsequent tables, readers should keep in mind

that effects of .25O or greater are considered to be stron8,

effects between .250 and .100 are considered to be moderate,

and effects less than .100 are considered to be weak'

One of the most striking findings in this table is that

credit hours is not related to any of the institutional

integration variables. ThÍs finding is curious because

students taking more courses miSht be exPected to have more

opportunities for social integration. Moreover, students

with heavier course loads might also be expected to be among

the first to notice the academic standards and social

support i nher ent in a faculty.
\[hile credit hours appears to be unrelated to

institutional integration, there is a significant positive

effect between years and cognitive demands (.107) and a
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signif i cant negat i ve effect between years and positive
affect (-.194), This suggests that students with more years

of university experience find their programs in the Faculty
mo¡e demanding and less socially supportive than students

with fewer years of university experience. Cenerally

speaking, this finding does not support the work of

Huntington (1957) and Merton (1957) who have noted that
medical students become better integrated as they proceed

through their professional programs. lt is interesting to

note that, what would seem to be a related variable,
previous degree, does not have a significant effect on any

of the institutional integration variables. This is
surprising because at the zero order level, year s and

previous degree are highly correlated (. :.37 ) and have

similar effects on three of the fou ¡ institutional
integration variables. The difference in effect parameters

for.years and previous degree suggests that s tudents who

possess previous degrees may perceive their experiences in
the Faculty differently than students who do not possess

previous degrees, In other words, because of their past

experiences in other faculties, these students may not be as

sensitive to the academic standards and social support

present in the Facul ty of Educat ion,

One of the most interesting findings in this
preliminary state of the first analysis is the effect that
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TabIe 27

Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Coefficients and

R2s for the Effect of the University Background Variables on

I ns t i t u t i ona I I n t eg r a t i on

I nd ep end en t
Variables

I NTPR I NTST COCDEM POSAFF

Y EARS

2, PREVDEG

3. PROC

4. CRHRS

-.058
(-.t76)

-.066
(-.650)

.006
(.484)

.008
( .041 )

.07 9
(.102)

.ot7
( .37 5)

. -.131**(-.zts¡
.078

(.024)

.107 *
(.0e2)

-.090
(-.33e)

- , l54r+**
(- .252)

,058
( .021 )

_. l 94*,+r+
(-.243)

-.049
(-.8e8)

-,037
(-.66e)

,010
(.057 )

R2 . ot2 .023 .032 .055

*p ( .05 **p < .01 ***p ( .001
a Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis,

program has on two of the dependent variables--interaction
with students (-,l3l ) and cognitive demands (-.154). These

relatively.strong negative effects indicate that students in
the elementary program have more positive interactions with
other students and find their programs more cognÍtively
challenging than students in the secondary program,

Considering that approximately 75 percent of the students in

the elementary program are females (see Clifton et aL,
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1987, 1992) and given what people like Ciiligan ( 1982) say

about the importance of social relations in the integration
and achievement of females, this effect may be at Ieast
partially explained by gender. This possibility is examined

more directly when gender , along wi th five other social
background var iabl es , is examined in the next stage of this
ana I ys i s .

The expanded model is based on the assumption that the

institutional integration of students is affected by sociai
background fâctors such as gender, age, and paid employment

as well as the university background factors which have

alreâdy been considered. That is, besides the institutional
characteristics already examined, individual characteristics
may also affect the integration of students into a faculty
of education (see T i nto, 1975). In this regard, it has been

noted that females are more tikely than males to benefit
from positive interactions with professors and peers (see

Chapman & Pascarella, 1983; Cilligan, l9g2; Hearn & OIzak,

l98l; Velez, 1985), Moreover, it has been observed that
students from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds may interact
differently with their professors and peers (see Chapman &

Pascarella, 1983; Tinto 1975). Finally, it has been noted

that students who are employed may find it more difficult to
find the time to build positive relationships with
professors and university peers than students who are not

employed (see Velez, l98-5).
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Table 28 presents the Rls and standardized and .

unstanda¡dized regression coefficients for the effects of
the university and social background variables on

institutional integration. As the R2s show, there has only
been a minimal change in the amount of variance explained
from the previous stage of the analysis. In other words,

relatively Iittle variance in institutional integration__
between approximately two and seven percent--is accounted

for by the combined effects of the university and social
background variables,

Considering that some researchers have found

socioeconomic status to be linked to institutional
integration, it is surprising that neither father's
occupation and education nor mother's education have

significant effects on the four institutional integration
variables, While the effect of father's occupat i on on

interaction with students (,101) and the effect of mother,s
education on positive affect (,097) are moderately strong,
they are not strong enough to be significant at the,05
level. This finding stands in contrast to the work of
Chapman and Pascarella (1983, pp. 3OZ-307 ) who have found

that simi Iar measures of socioeconomic background did have

an effect on the institutional integration of students,
particularly wi th respect to their interactions with
professors. More specifically, they found that while
students f¡om lower socioeconomic backgrounds used their
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informal contacts with professors for academic purposes, the

informal contacts of students from higher socioeconomic

backgrounds were more social in nature,

A second finding from this analysis is that paid

employment is not significantly related to any of the

institutional integration measures. In other words,

s tudents' percept i ons of their interactions with others and

the cognitive demands and positÍve affect present in the

Faculty remain fairly constant, regardless of whether

students are employed or not, This contrasts with the work

of Velez (1985) who suggests that employment presents a

potential role conf .[ict for university students because it
dramatically decreases their opportunities for integration
wi th professors and othe¡ students.

A third finding reveals that the two university
background variables that were significantly related to

institutional integration in the first stage of this
analysis--program and years--continue to be significant at
this s tage of the analysis. In particular, program

continues to have a significant negative effect on two of
the insti tutional integration variables--interaction wi th

students (-.114) and cognitive demands (-,119), even though

these effects are slightly smaller when the social
background variables are added, In other words, students in
the elementary program still have more positive interactions
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Table 28

Stenderdizêd and unstanderdized Regresslon Coeftlcients and R2s fo¡ the Effects of

the Unive¡sity and soc¡al Baclt¡ound Verlables on lnstitutloltel Int€aretion

Independent INTPR POSAFF

I. YEARS

2. PREVDEG

3. PRæ

l¡. CRHRS

5. GE¡D

6. ÀGE

7, F,qm

8. FÂED

9. firED

IO. E¿1IPLOY

-,0?6
(-.18¿r)

-,062
( - .660)

- .009
(- .532)

.02t
( .01¡3)

-.008
(-.553)

,055
(.056)

- ,061|
(-.083)

- ,002
(-.128)

.0llr
(. r38)

- .007
(-.028)

.098
(. r06)

.001¡
(.37e)

-. I l¡rr
('.306)

,057
(.025)

.0t3
(.318)

-,059
(-.032't

. l0l
(.0¡8)

.018
(.073)

- .0¡0
(.079t

-.0118
(-.016)

,l?lt'
(.0e7)

-,095
( - .31.8)

-.ll.9rr
( - ,280)

.0lrlr
(.023)

, oo7
( .292)

- ,053
(-.030)

,037
( .otrg)

.008
(.067)

- .01¡6
(-.073)

-.03¡
(-.015)

(-.25tt)

-,Ol+7
( - .909)

-.0tE
(-,732\

, o2t1
(.05e)

.03t
(.762)

.096
(.078)

.006
(.115)

- .039
(- . t761

,091
( . 190 )

.0t9
( .03e)

R2 .019 .038 ,067

rp ( .05 rrp < .01 r¡¡p < .001

a UDstandârdl¿ed cootflcl€nts ln pare¡¡thesls

with other students and find their programs more cognitively
challenging than students in the secondary program, even

when their social background is taken into consideration.

As sugtested earlier, the effect of program may be at
least partially accounted for by gender, given the fact that
75 percent of the students in the elementary program are

females and almost the same percentage of students in the
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secondary program are males. However, when the effect of
gender is examined, this is clearly not the case, In other
words , the low effect parameters for gender (ranging from

oniy . 008 to .031), do not support the ciaim that
programrnatic differences in interaction with students and

cognitive demands are even partly due to the gender of
students.

The othe¡ university background variable that was

previously related to institutional integration and has a
s.imiiar effect at this stage of the ana-[ysis is years of
universíty. More specifically, the effect of years on

cognitive demands has increased from .107 to ,124 while the

effect of years on positive affect has increased sl ightly
from -,194 to -.22O. This suggests that students with more

years of university experience find their programs more

cognitively demanding and less socially supportive than

s tudents wi th fewer years of uni vers i ty exper i ence, even

when the social background variables are controlled, A

question that inmediately arises is how students'
perceptions of high academic standards and Iow social
support affect their motivation and academic self-concepts--
this is iust one of the questions that is examined in the

next anaiysis which focusês on the effects of the background

and institutional integration variables on students'
individual social psychological dispositÍons.
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Individual SociaI Psvcholosical Disoositions
Whi 1e the first analysis focused on the institutional

integration of s tudent teachers, this analysis focus es on

their individual social psychological dispositions. In

order to accompl ish this, the analysis is divided into three
stages--in the first, the effects of the university
background variables are estimated on motivation and

academic se.lf -concept; in the second, the effects of the

university and sociai background variables are estimated on

motivation and academic self-concept; and in the third, the

combined effects of the university and social background and

institutional integration variables are estimated on

mot i vat ion and academi c self-concept,
The basic assumption underlying the first stage of this

analysis is that university backgr.ound factors have an

effect on the motivation and academic self-concepts of
students. Fo¡ instance, students with more years of
unive¡sity experience and/or previous degrees may be more

motivated and may have higher academic self-concepts than

students with fewer years of university experience and

students wÍthout previous degrees (see Astin, 1982;

Chickering , l974; pascarelta, 1985). Similarly, students

taking a treater number of credit hours of university work

may be more motivated and may have higher academic self-
concepts than students taking fewer credit hours of
university work. Finally, the motivation and academic self-
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concepts of students may vary according to program.. Readers

wi I I recal I that in the previous analysis, students in the

elementary program had more positive interactions with other
students and found their courses more demanding than

students in the s econdar y program, Keep i ng this in mind,

this analysis may reveal that programs characterized by

positiye interactions between students and high academic

standards may have a positive effect on the motivation and

academic self-concepts of students.

Table 29 reports the R2s and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of
the university background variables on the indivÍdual social
psychological disposi tions of students. As the R2s at the

bottom of the table indicate, only from approximately three
to eight percent of the variance in motivation and academic

self-concept is explained by the variables in this model,

The small size of these R2s suggests that the individual
social psychological dispositions. of students are affected
by far more than the university background variables
included in this model. Within this context, however, one

of the most striking findings from this analysis is that, as

predicted, there is a progranunatic difference with respect

to one of the dependent variables--motivation. More

specifically, the moderate negative effect (-,123) indicates
that students in the elementary program are more motivated

than students in the secondary program, This suggests, as
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Table 29

Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Coeff icients and

R?s for the Effect of the University Background Variables on

the IndividuaÌ Social Psychological Dispositions of Students

Independent
Variables

MOT

YEARS

2. PREVDEC

3. PROC

4. CREDHRS

-,021
(-.041)

-.072
(-.150)

- . l23x *
(-.lll)

, o39
( .00e )

,239x**
(.023)

-.005
( -.085 )

.0 52
( .063 )

. I l8*x
(.005)

R2 . o27 .077

xp ( .05 *xp ( .01 x**p ( ,001
ô Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis

noted in the previous analysis, that the positive

interactions with other students and high cognitive demands

experienced by students in the elementary program, have a

positive effect on their motivational levels. Moreover, in

the third stage of this analysis, the interaction of the

measures of institutional integration wjth program is

examined.

Two other interesting findings J¡om this analysis

concern the effects of both credit hours and years on
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academic self-concept. The significant positive effect of

credit hours on academic. self-concept (.118) indicates that
students who have heavier course Ioads have higher academic

self-concepts than students with lighter course loads. This

suBgests that students who enroll in more courses think they

are better able to cope wi th heav i er course I oads than

students who enroll in fewer courses. The strong positivê
effect of years on academic self-concep t (.23g), on the

other hand, suggests that students with more years of
university experience have higher academic self-concepts

than students with fewer years of university experience.

This relationship between years and academic seif-concept is
consistent with the findings of Astin ( 1982) and pascarella

(1985) who have reported that, except for first-year
undergraduate students, the time that students spend in
educational institutions has a positive effect on their
academic self-concepts. On a related note, it is possibte

thãt the effect of years may be at least partly explained by

age; that is, students with more years of university
exper i ence are usual ly older. The¡ efor e, in the next s tage

of the analysis, the possible intervening effect of age is
examined when the six social background variables are added

to the analys is .

The second stage of this analysis includes an expanded

model that is based on the assumption that the motivation
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and academic self-concepts of students are affected by

social background factors such as gender, socioeconomic

status, and paid employment as well as the university
background va¡iables already examined. That is, besides

i ns t i t u t i onal charact er i s t i cs , the i nd i v i dua 1

characteristics of students may also affect their social
psychological dispositions, For instance, Astin (1977)

sugges ts that, dur ing thei r undergraduate years , the

academic sel f-concepts of males improve more dramatically
than the academic self-concepts of females. Moreover,

Aitken (1983) argues that the s I iehtly higher achievement

levels of females may be due, in part, to their higher

levels of motiyation. Anderson ( 1988, p, 173-74), on the

other hand, suggests that the socioeconomic background of
students has a positive influence on all aspects of the

undergraduate experience, including their social
psychological dispositions. Finally, Astin (1993) suggests

that paid employment may have a negative effect on students'

drive to ach i eve.

Table 30 presents the R2s and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university and social background variables on the

individual social psychological dispositions of students.

As the table shows, between about 8 and l3 percent of the

varÍance in the two dependent variables is explained by the

variables in the model . These R2s are substantial ly higher
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than those from the first s tage of this analysis; therefore,
by adding the social background variables, more of the

variance in motiyation and academic self-concept is
explained. Within this context, one of the most noticeable
effects in this analys is is that, even when the social
background variables are added, years continues to have a

positive effect on academic self-concept. Although the

effect has dropped from ,239 to ,llO, it appears, as

Pascarel la and Terenzini ( l99l, p. 173) claim, that students

with more years of university experience generally have

higher academic self-concepts than students with fewer years

of uni vers i ty exper i ence, The fact that this effect has

dropped, however, sutgests that one or more of the social
background factors is now explaining some of the variance in
this dependent variable.

A quick glance at Table 30 shows that age is probably

thê variable in ques t i on because s tudents in senior years

are invariably older, Its strong effect on academjc self-
concept (,216) indicates that older students have higher
academic sel f -concepts than younger students. Interestintly
enough, age has an even stronter effect on motivation (.223)
suggesting that older students not only have higher academic

self-concepts but they are also more motivated than younger

students, This is consistent with the work of Astin (1993)

who has found that students' drive to achieve gradually

inc¡eases during their undergraduate years,
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One of the more puzzling results in this analysis is
the dramatic decrease in the effect of program on motivation
(-,077). Readers wi l1 recall that, in the previous stage of
this analysis, students in the elementary program were found

to be more motivated than students in the secondary program,

When the social background factors are added, however, the

effect drops by almost haIf. Keeping in mind that about 75

percent of the students in the elementary prog¡am are

female, it is possible that the effect of program in the

first analysis was at least partial ly accounted for by

gender. When the effect of gender on motivation is
examined, the moderately strong positive effect (,129)

indicates that this is, in fact, true; moreover, it also
indicates that Jemales a¡e more motivated than males. These

results are similar to those of Aitken (1983), Astin (1993),

and Katchadourian and Bolj ( 1985) who have reported that, in
general, females are more motivated than males, It is

interesting to note, however, tha.t while these same

researchers have found that males generally have higher
academic self-concepts than f emal.es, this is not supportêd

by the data in this study..

One of the most interesting findings from this stage of

the analysis is that neither the socioeconomic background

factors nor paid employment are significantly related to

either motivation or academic self-concept. The

standardized regression coefficients for these variables
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Tab le 30

Unstandardized and Stãndardized Retresslon Coelticiênts and R2s fo¡ the Ettects
of the University and Soclal Baclsround Va¡iables on the Individuâl Sociâl

Psycho loElca I Dispositions ot Students

fndependent
Variablês

1. YEÅRS

2, PREVDEC

3, PRæ

lr. CREDHRS

t. GEI\D

6. ÁGE

7. F,qm

8, FAED

9. AþED

IO, FJIPLOY

-,079
( - . ottz\

-.066
(-. r50)

-,077
(-. 120)

,081
(.010)

.129¡r
(. t25)

,223ttt
(.013)

- .062
(-.0re)

-,037
(-.029)

, Ol13
( .031)

- .016
(-.006)

.l70rr¡
( .021r)

-.0ì8
(-.085)

.059
(.068)

. t62rrr
(,006)

- .012
(-,071)

.2l6ir*
(,007)

,02l
(.01r)

,086
( ,016 )

.060
(.0r8)

,07 t
( .001¡)

R2 .08|t

rp < .05 rrp < .01 *rrP < .001

a Unstar¡dardlzed coettlclents in parênthesls

range from only ,086 to -.062 suggesting that the

socioeconomic background of students' parents and the

employment status of students have relatively no effect on

students' motivation and academic self-concepts. This

contrasts with the findings of Anderson ( 1988) and Astin
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( 1993) who, in their studies of undergraduate achievement

and persistence, found that socioeconomic background had a

positive effect and employment had a negative effect on

s tudents ' motivation to ach i eve,

A final observation from this stage of the analysis

shows that credit hours has a stronger effect on academic

self-concept than in the previous stage of the analysis
(.162). This indicates that previously, the social

background factors were suppress ing some of the effects of

credit hours on academic self-concept. Furthermore, it also

indicates that students taking more credit hours of course

work generally have higher academic self-concepts than

students taking fewer credit hours of course work. In other

words, these results suggest that students with heavier

course loads believe that they have the ability to cope with
the demands of the extra work involved, On this note, it is
interesting to speculate about the effects that
institutional integration variables may have on the social
psychological disposi tions of students. In other words, are

students' perceptions of the academic standards and social
support in a faculty related to the number of courses in
which they are enrolled? Furthermore, are these perceptions

also related to students' academic sel f -concepts ? Thes e

questions and others are examined in detail when the four

measures of institutional integration are added to the

analysis.
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The results of the third stage of this analysis are

found in Tabie 3l which reports the R?s and standardized and

unstanda¡dized regression coefficients for the effects of
the university background, social background, and

institutional integration variables on students' motivation
and academic self-concepts. The assumption underlying this
stage of the analysis is that the social psychological

dispositions of students may be affected not only by a

variety of background factors but also by factors related to

students' i ns t i tut ional integration, More specifically, it
is expected that students ivho have positive interactions
with their professors and peers may be more likely to be

motivated and may have high academic self-concepts than

s tudents who do not have positive interact ions wi th these

significant others. This is supported by the findings of
Astin ( 1977, | 993), Feldman and Newcomb ( 1969), and

Pascarella and Terenzini ( l99l ) who discuss the importance

of faculty members and university peers on students' drive
to achieve and overall development, Moreover, it is also
expected that there may be a positive relationship between

cognitive demands and positive affect and students, social
psychological dispositions. That is, students who are

enrolled in programs that are warm but demanding may be more

motivated and may have higher academic self-concepts thãn

students who are not enrolled in such programs (see C.lif ton

& Robe¡ts, 1993; Kleinfeld, 1975).
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As Table 3l indicates, almost 22 percent of the

variance in motivation and almost l8 percent of the variance

in academic self-concept is explained by the combination of
background and institutional inteBration variables. These

R2s represent a dramatic increase jn the amount of variance
exp.lained when compared to the R2s from the previous stage

of this analysis. within this context, however, it is
interesting to note that the only effect that increases when

the institutional integration variables are added to the

analysis is the effect of years on academic self-concept.
More specifically, this effect ìncreases from .170 to ,lg9
when the institutional integration variables are

added. This suggests, as stated previously, not only that
students with more years of university experience have

higher academic self-concepts than students with Iess

experience but that this effect is sl ightly suppressed by

the social background variables in the previous stage of
this analysis.

It is also interesting to note that the significant
effects of the three background variables that were

previously related to motivation and academic self-concept--
credit hours, age, and gender--have dropped at this stage of
the analysis, For instance, the effect of credit hours on

academic self-concept drops slightiy from ,162 Io .157 when

the institutional integration variables are added. This
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Tab le 3l

Stande¡dized and unstândardlzed Rea¡ession C¡efticients and R2s Io¡ the Eftects of
the University Bac!afound, Social Baclground, end Inst¡tutionel Intea¡ation Variebles

on the Individual Social Psycholoeical Dlspositions of Students

I ndependen t
Va¡lables

I. YEARS

2. PREVDEÆ

3. PRæ

Ir. CRHRS

5. GEND

6. ÁGE

7, FÄOCC

8. FAED

9. fiOED

IO. EÀIPLOY

I I . INTPR

I2. INTST

-.0t5
( - .01¡l )

- .0113
( -. ll.¡)

-.059(-. 7)

.069
( . ooe)

.lltr
(.120)

.195rr¡
(.ol2)

- ,067
( ,018 )

-,ozb
(-.028)

.0tl¡
( .030)

-.019
(-.006)

. 010
(.013)

.01 I
(.021)

.O? tt
(.020)

,3311.*t
( .00e)

. t 89r¡r
(.02r)

-.023
(-.086)

,056
(.070)

.157t,*
(.006)

-.013
(-.072)

,207...
(.007)

,020
(.011)

.086
( .017 )

,055
(.0r8)

,07 3
(.004)

.ll5¡
(.008)

.l33ir
(.0r2)

-,l3ltrr
(.0r2)

,026
(.006)

t3

R2 ,216 .175

a Unstandardlzed coêtflclont6 ln parenthesls

rrrp < .001¡P < '05 ¡lp < '01
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suggests that, while students with heavier course loads have

higher academic self-concepts than students with iighter
course loads, at least some of the variance in students'
academic self-concepts is explained by measures of
institutional integration s uch as s tudents ' .interactions
wi th thei r professors and peers.

'Si.il".iy, while age is still strongly related to both

motivation and academic self-concept, its eJfects have

dropped from ,223 to.l95 and from.216 to .207

respectively, In other words, while the institutional
integrat.ion variables explain some of the var iance in the

dependent var iabl es , it is clear that older s tudents tend to
be more motivated and have higher academic self-concepts
than younger students.

Interestingly enough, the effect of gender on

motivation also drops slightly from .129 to .118, In this
case, however, it is clear that the decreased effect of this
variable on motivation is due partly to.the s t rong influence
of positive affect (.334). This indicates that, while

females are generally more motivated than males, at least
part of the effect of gender is explained by how socially
supportive students find their experiences in the Faculty,

As Table 3l illustrates, three other institutiona.[
intetration var iabl es are also signif icantly related to the

individual social psychological dispositions of students--
particula¡ly, their academic self-concepts. More
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specifically, interaction with professors and interaction
with students arê both significantly related to students'

academic self-concepts (.1l5 and .133 respectivety). These

positive ei fects s ugges t that, in order Ior s tudents to

build strong academic self-concepts, they need to have warm,

caring experiences with sitnificant others in a faculty of

education. These findings are consistent with the work of
Astin ( 1993) who argues that students' sense of self-
efficacy in an academic environment is influenced, to a

.large degree, by how well integrated they are vrith others in
that environment.

Finally, of particular interest at this stage of the

analysis is the negative relationship between cognitive
demands and academic seI f-concept (-.134), This moderate

negat i ve ef fect suggests that students' percept ions

of high academic standards have a negative inJluence on how

well they think they can do in their course work. Moreover,

when this effect is coupled with the influence of positive
affect on motivation (,334), it suggests that, while a

supportive institutional environment increases students'

motivation, high academic standards decrease their academic

self-concepts. Since ç¿e know that academic self-concept and

academic attainment are strongly related to each other (see

Brookover, Beady, Flood, Schweitzer, &. Wisenbaker, 1979), it
is.interesting to speculate about the effect that high

cognitive demands may have on students' grade point
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averages. Wi thin this context, the relationship bet$reen

positive affect, cognitive demands, and GpA is examined in
the nex t analysis.
Academi c At ta i nmen t

This analysis examines the factors related to the

academic attainment of student teachers. In doing so, it is
divided into four stages--in the first stage! the effects of
the university background yariables are estimated; in the

second stage, the effects of both the university and social
background variables are estimated; in the third stage, the

effects of the university background, social background, and

institutional integration variables are estimated; and in
the fourth stage, the combined effects of the university and

social background, institutional integration, and individual
social psychological variables are estimated on CpA.

The basic assumption underlying the first stage of this
analysis is that university background factors may have an

effect on the academic attainment of student teachers. For

instance, it is expected that students with more years of
university experience and students with previous degrees

will have higher CPAs than students s,ith fewer years of
university experience and students without previous degrees

(see Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991, pp. 369-37O), Similarly,
students in one certification program may academically

outperform students in another certification program. As

readers will recall from the previous analysis, students in
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the elementary program were more motivated than students in
the secondary program. Since motivation is general.ly

considered to be an essential prerequisite for academic

attainment, it is possible thât students in the elementary
program may earn higher CPAS than students Ìn the secondary

program. Finaily, given the previous finding that students

taking more courses had higher academic sel f-concepts and

given the well-documented, positive ¡elationship between

academic self-concept and CPA (see Brookover et al ,, 1979),

it is possible that students taking more courses may earn

higher GPAS than students taking fewer courses. Moreover,
given these two findings, another possibility is that
acádemic self-concept may play an important mediating role
between credit hours and GpA.

Table 32 reports the R?s and standardized and

uns tandard i zed regress ion coefficients for the effects of
the university background variabies on academic attainment,
As the tabie i I iustrates, only about seven percent of the

variance in CPA is explained by the institutional variables
included in the model. t{ithin this context, it is worth

noting that program is not signif icant.ty related to CpA at
this s tage even though there were prograrrunatic di fferences
in the previous analysis, In other words, even though

students in the elementary program are more motivated, this
does not translate into higher achievement. On the other

hand, two other university background variables are
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TabIe 32

Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Coefficients and

R?s for the Effects of the Unive¡sity Background Variables
on Academi c Attainment

Independent
Variables

CPA

YEARS

2. PREVDEG

3. PROC

4. CREDHRS

.l35x*
(.033)

.l45x*
( . t22)

.008
(.0e1)

.07 9
( .008 )

R2 .068

*p ( .05 **p < ,01

a Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis

**xp ( .001

significantly related to academic. attainment at this stage

of the anal.ysis, More specifically, the positive effects of
years and previous degree on CPA (.135 and ,145

respectively) suggest that students with more year,s of

university experience and students with previous degrees are

more likely to have higher CPAS than students nrith fewer

years of university experience and students without previous

degrees, This finding is consistent with the notion that
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the ionger students are members of an educationai

institution, the better acquainted they are wi th its
academic expectations, and the greater their chances are for
academic success (see Huntington, 1957; Merton, 1957), This

finding also raises a question, however, about the role that
age plays in the relationshíp between the university
backgiound variables and CPA, In other words, are the

effects of both years and previous degree direct effects or

are they partially explained by age? This effect and others

are examined more closely in the next stage of the analysis
when the social background variables are added to the

modeI.

The expanded model is based on the assumption that the

academic attainment of student teachers is affected by

sociaL background factors such as gender, socioeconomic

status, and paid employment as well as the university
background variables already examined, For instance, there

is some indication in the research Iiterature that, at the

university level, females earn higher CpAs than male

students ( see AstÍn, I 993, p. 188). Moreover, lVhite,

Reynolds, Thomas, and Gatzlaff (1993) argue that, at best,

socioeconomic status has a minimal effect on academic

attainment. FinalIy, Astin ( 1993) and Pascarella and

Terenzini ( l99l ) s ugges t that , wi th the except i on of on-

campus employment, students who are employed achieve less

than students who are not employed,
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Table 33 reports the Rls and standa¡dized and

uns tandard i zed regress ìon coe f f icients for the ef fects of

the university and social background variables on academic

attainment. As'the table iiiustrates, almost l4 percent of

the variance in CPA is explained by the two clusters of

background variables. This is rather significant in that
the amount of variance explained has more than doubled from

the first stage of the analysis. In fact, because the

effect of age is so strong (.298), we can conclude with some

certainty that the increase is due primarily to the addition
of age to the analysis. tlithin this context, ít is

interesting to note that the effects of two university
background variables--years and previous degree--decrease at

this stage of the analysis. By far the most dramatic

decrease in these two effects is the effect of years. More

specifÍcally, the effect of years decreases from .135 in the

first stage to .045 suggesting that much of the effect of

this variable was actually explained by age and other social

background variables. Another university background

variable that decreases at this stage of the analysis is
previous degree. In this regard, the effect of previous

degree drops from .145 to ,13j, Although this is not as

dramatic a drop as with years, it indicates that students

with previous degrees are more Iikely to have higher GPAs

than students without previous degrees, although some of

this effect is due, in part, to age.
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Table 33

Stenderdized and Unstandârdlzêd Regression Coetllcients and R2s

ol the Univêasity Baclg¡ound and SocIâl Baclaround Variables on

fo¡ the Eff6cts

Àcadenlc Attsln¡¡ent

Independent
Veriables

2. PREIDEG

, Otts
( .031r)

, l33rr
(.120)

.039
( .097 )

. 136*¡
(.008)

,062
(.10r)

.298rrr
(.0r0)

- .028
(-.015)

.0 99
( .023)

.018
(.025)

.ot2
( .005)

5 , CEtÐ

6. AGE

7, FAM

8. FAED

9. üCED

IO. EAIPLOY

R2

rp < '05 rrp < .01 *r¡p < .00t
å Unstandardlzed coefflcients in pârenthesis

As already mentiÕned, only one of the social background

variables--age--is significantly related to cpA (.299),

This strong positive effect suggests that older students

earn higher CPAs than younger students. Although age would

seem to be a logical variable to examine in relation to

academic attainment, no conclusive findings regarding this
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variable were found in the Iiterature, That is, it seems

entirely plausible that olde¡ students with more experience

at the uni.versity level would do better academi.cal ty than

their peers who are younger and are less experienced,

The only other variable significantly related to GpA

is credit hours, As readers will recall from the first
stage Õf the analysis, the effect between this variable and

GPA was only ,079. When the social background variables are

added, however, the effect increases to ,136 suggesting not

only that students taking more courses have higher CpAs

but that the effect of credit hours was previously

suppressed by the social background variables. That is,
s tudents who are enrol led in more cours es general ly have

higher GPAs than students who are enrolled in fewer courses,

This finding raises the question, however, of the role
played by the social and academic integration of students in
the attainment process, In other words, does institutional
integration play a significant role in the academic

attainment of older students, students who have previous

degrees, and students who are taking more courses, or do

these students succeed academical iy simply by virtue of

their background charactefistics? This question and others

are examined more closely when the institutional integratÌon
variables are added to the model in the third stage of the

analysis.
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The expanded model is based on the assumption that the

academic attainment of students is affected not only by

their university and social background characteristics but

also by factors related to their social and academic

integration. In other words, it is expected that the

interactions that students have with their professors and

university peers may have a positive influence on their
academic attainment (see Astin, 1993; Stoecker, pascareJ. la &

WolfIe, t988). Similarly, it is expected that students who

experience high cognitive demands along with the emotional

support to meet these demands, may also earn higher GpAs

than students who do not have these kinds of experiences

(see Clifton & Roberts, 1993; Kleinfeld, 1975).

Table 3l* reports the R?s and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university background, social background, and

institutional integration variables on GpA. As the table
illustrates, the variables in the model explain almost 20

percent of the variance in GPA, This represents over a six
percent i ncrease from the last s tage of this analysis.
Within this context, the first effects that one notices are

once again, the effects bett¡Jeen ate and credit hours on CPA.

In particular, it is worth noting that the effects for these

variables have remained relatively constant from the

previous analysis, The sl ight decrease in the effect of

credit hours on GPA (from,136 to .129) and the relatively
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constant effect of age on CPA (approximately .298) suggest

that there is very little interaction between these

variables and the four measures of institutional
integration. That is, students who are taking more courses

and students who are older are IikeIy to have hÍgh GPAs

regardless of whether they are socially and academical.ly

integiated within the Faculty of Education.

This is not to say that fãctors related to

institutional integration are not related to the academÍc

attainment of students, In fact, in this thi rd stage of the

analysis, both interaction with students and cognitive
demands are significantly related to GpA. More

specif ically, the strong positive effect of interact ion with

students (.180) suggests that students n¡ho have positive
interact ions wi th their university peers are more likety to

earn higher GPAS thân students who do not have these kinds

of interactions. This findÍng is consistent with the work

of Pascarella and Terenzini (1991) who argue that students'

peers serve not only as important social contacts but also

as academic role models for each other. In other words,

students' interactions with their peers are important

because they may expose students to a social network of

other achievement-oriented individuals, thereby generating

and reinforcing higher aspirations and goals (see Pascarel la

& Terenzini, 1991, p. 390).
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Tab le 3l¡

Standardizêd and Unstanda¡dized Ret¡esslon Coelflcients and R2s to¡ tho Eflects of

the universilv Bacltround, Social Baclaround, and lnstltutionâl lntetretion va¡iables

on Acedemic Attain¡D€nt

I ndepêndent
Variables

I, YÈARS

ll¡. RE.IFF

3. PRæ

I. CRHRS

5. GE¡ID

6, ¡CE

7. FÀM

8, FAED

9. ¡þED

IO. EÄIPLOY

1I . I NTPR

12. IÀTTST

l3

.05t
(.035)

,127*
(.121)

,Olt3
( .0ee)

.129fi
(.008)

.061
(.10r)

,297 **'
(.010)

- .036
(-.olr)

.097
( .023)

.018
(.026)

,ot7
( .005)

.088
( .01 1)

.l80rrr
(.0r8)

-.t17r
(-.017)

. 010
(.008)

. 193R2

a Unstandardized coôtficlêDts l¡ Darenthêsl6

rrrp < ,00!rp < .05 rrp < .01
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The only other institutional integrat ion variable that is

significantly relat'ed to academic attainment is cognitÍve

demands, The moderate negative effect of cogni tive demands

on CPA (-,t17 ) suggests that when academic standards are

raised, achievement drops. Anderson ( 1988) and Astin ( 1993)

have compared the academic attainment of students in
selective and less selective coI leges and have also found a

negative effect between demanding academic standards and

attainri'ìent. In their research, they found that the high
grading standards characteristic of selective col leges

actualiy had a netative imþact on both the academic self-
concèpts and CPAs of students.

Although at first glance, this trend may appear

counterproductive to the general aims of a university
education, ít is possible that the negative effect between

cognitive demands and CPA may be partially accounted for by

the social psychologicai dispositions of students, In other

words , the mot i vat ion and academic se I f-concepts of s tudents

may play an important intervening role between their sense

of institutional integration and their later academic

attainment. This possibility is examined in the final stage

of this analysis which adds motivation and academic self-
concept to the model.

Table 35 reports the R2s and standardized and

unstanda¡dized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university background, social background, institutional
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integration, and individual social psychological variables

on academic attainment. This expanded model is based on the

assumption that, besides the background and institutional
integration factors already examined, the social
psychological dispositions of students may also be important
predictors of academic attainment (see Astin, 1993, p. lgg).
As the table illustratesr over lr7 percent of the variance in
CPA is explained by the variables in the model. This

represents an i nc¡ ease of over 28 per cent in explained

variance from the previous stage of the analysis, Within
this context, however, it is interesting to note that, of

the five variables previously found to be related to CpA--

previous degree, credit hours, age, interaction with
students, and cognitive demands--only the effect of previous

degree is stronger at this state of the analysis. More

specifically, the effect of previous degree on CpA increases

from ,127 to .143 suggesting that the effect of this
variable was suppressed by motivation and academic self-.
concept in the previous state of the analysis. This

indicates quite unequivocally, that students with previous

degrees are more IikeIy to earn higher GPAs than students

without previous degrees, regardless of how well they are

socially and academically integrated into a faculty of

educat ion.

Although the effect of previous degree increases in

this stage of the analysis, the effects of the four other
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university background, social background, and institutional
integration variables decrease. In particular, the effect
of credit hours drops from ,129 to a level of non-

significance (,035) suggesting that the number of courses

students take is not nearly as important as their social
psychological dispositions, In other words, it is the

higher motieation and higher academic self-concepts of these

students which affect their CPAs and not the number of

courses they are taking, as previously suggested.

The effect of cognitive demands behaves in a similar
fashion in that it drops from -.117 in the previous state
to -,047. This indicates that it is the motivation and

particularly, the academic self-concepts of students that
affect their GPAs rather than the cognitive demands that
they face in a facu I ty of educat ion.

It is also interesting to note that the effect of age

drops from ,297 to .166 and the effect of interaction with
students drops from,180 to.104,. The decrease in these

effects also suggests that it is the motivation and academic

self-concepts of students that affect their CpAs more than

their age and the nature of their interactions with other

students, Although the decreases in these effects are

substantial, it is still clear that the age of students and

the interactions that they have with their peers have a

significant effect on academic attainment, regardless of

students' individual social psyihological dispositions.
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Table 35
Standa¡dlzed and Unstândsrdlzêd Re6ression Coetllcient6 and R2s for thê Eftects of

the un¡versltv Baclsround' social Baclgroundt Inst¡tùtionel lntesration, and lndividual

Social Psychological Variablês on Ácsdemlc Attâlnment

I ndependeni
Var iab I es

¡.. CREDHRS

5. GEtÐ

6. ¡CE

7. FÁæ

8. FAED

9. IOED

IO. E¡IPLOY

I I. INTPR

t 2. TNTST

13. c@ÊÁt

I4. F6AFF

t5 , lßt

-,055
(-.029)

,l43rrr
(.098)

.015
(.080)

,035
(.006)

.060
( .083)

,l6'6',rr
( .009)

- ,oltz
(-.0r3)

.050
( .019)

- .01¡r
(-.02r )

-,023
(- .001¡)

,022
( ,009)

.l0trr
(.ollr)

-.Ott7
( - .01¡r)

-,029
( - .009)

.072
(.033)

,565.*t
( .055)

t6

,lt7lR2

å Unstandardlzed coetllcie¡ts ln pare¡thesls

rrrp < ,001rP < .05 rrp < .01
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That is, students who are older and students who have

positive interactions with their university peers earn

higher CPAs than younter students and those who do not have

thes e kinds of interactions,

By far the most impressive finding in this stage of the

analysis is the substantial positive effect of academic

self-concept on CPA (,565). This effect not only indicates
that students with high academic self-concepts earn higher
GPAs than students with Iower academic self-concepts, but it
also confirms the findings of Astin ( 1993) and Brookover et

aI. ( 1979) who have consistently found a strong positive
relationship between these tç,o variables. The strong effect
of academic self-concept also performs one other function--
it explains why the effects of the four previously-discussed

variables drop when the socÍal psychological variables are

added to the modeL In fact, the strength of this effect,
coupled with the significant effects of previous degree and

age suggest quite strongly that, if faculties of education

are interested in recruiting prospective teachers with the

most academic potential, they should consider giving
priority to older s tudents , s tudents wi th previous degrees,

and students with strong academic self-concepts. At the

same time, these results sugtest that the human and

financial resources that have been invested in programs

aimed at better integrating students into faculties of
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education, may not necessarily result in higher achieving

students,

Up urtil this point in the analysis, all the effects
that have been calculated have been direct effects, although

some of the discussion has implicitly referred to indirect
effects. Direct effects, as described in the previous

chapter, are the effects between variables that remain when

i.ntervening variables are he 1d cons tant. Whi le calculating
direct effects provides researchers with a reasonable idea

of how var iables are related to each other, there is always

the possibility that other.intervening variables may be

transmitting part or even all of the effects being examined.

This is why researchers often calculate both direct and

indirect effects when examining cause and effect
relationships, Readers will recall that indirect effects
are those parts of a variable's total effect which are

mediated by intervening variables between the cause and

effect of interest. The calculation of direct and indirect
effects is done by successively estimating reduced-form

equations in a recurs ive model. As Alwin and Hauser ( 1975,

p. 44) state:

The successÍve computation of reduced-form equations

for a particular dependent variable begins with a

model which contai ns only exogenous var Íables. . , then

successively adds the variables which intervene,
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proceed i ng in sequence from caus e to effect until the

intervening variables are exhausted. This generates

al I the information required to decompose total effects
into their various mediated and unmediated parts.

Table 36 reports the total, indirect, and direct
effects of the predetermined variables on the academic

attainment of student teachers, For the sake of parsimony,

a gener'aJ. rule of thumb of .50 or greater is used to guide

the following discussion; that is, only the indirect effects
deemed substantial--.50 and above--are discussed in any

detai I .

The table shows quite clearly that very Iittle of the

university and social background effects are mediated by the

institutional integ¡ation variables. In fact, the highest

indirect effect is only ,008 for the mediated effect of

father's education on CPA. On the other hand, many of the

effects of the university and social background and

institutional integration measures are mediated by the

individual social psychological variables. For example, the

variable most strongly rnediated by the social psychological

variables is age (,131). By using a formula that divides
the indirect effect by the sum of the indirect and direct
effects, 44 percent of the effect of age is found to be

mediated by students' social psychological dispositions--
particularly, their academic self-concepts, In other words,
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older s tudents are general ly more motivated and have higher
academic self-concepts and students who have these strong
social psychologicai dispositions are more likely to earn

h i gher CPAs .

Years is a second variable that is mediated

substantially by the social psychological variables, At

first glance, however, the indirect effect of .106 is
somewhat puzzLing in comparison to the total effect for
years which is only .045 and the direct effect which is
-.055, In cases where the direct and indirect effects have

different signs, Alwin and Hause¡ (1975, p. 40) suggest that
"a possible solution is to êxpress the variable's components

as proportions of the sum of absolute val ues. " In other
words, the negative signs for the indirect effect (-.006)
and the direct effect (-.0-5j), and the positive sign for the

total effect (,045) can be disregarded and the formula

described above can be used for calculating the percentage

of the mediated effect. When this is done, approximately 63

percent of the effect of years is found to be mediated by

s tudents ' social psycho I og i ca I dispositions. This may be

explained in two ways, perhaps students who complete their
undergraduate programs have stronger social psychological

dispositions than students q,ho drop out at some point along

the way. On the other hand, perhaps as students proceed

through their programs, they gradually develop stronter
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Table 36

lotal, Indlrect, and Dlrect Effects of the PredeterDined Va¡iables on the

,{cademic,q.ttainlþnt ol Student Teeche¡s

Dependent P¡edete¡mined Total I nä iiutlãnãl-lnd-ïiT¿ua I Di¡ect
Vâ¡ieble Variables Eff€cts Intesretion Soc. Psych. Effêcts

social psychological dispositions that later Iead to hieher

academic attainment,

A third variable that is mediated by the social
psychological variables is credit hours. The indirect
effect of.094 indicates that about 69 percent of the effect
of credit hours is mediated by students' social
psychological dispositions. This suggests that it is not

just the number of courses that students take which affects
their GPAs; more importantly, it is their social
psychologiial dispos i t ions, particularly their academi c

self-concepts, that these students with heavier cou¡se Ioads

bring to their university exper i ences .
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A finai group of variables that is mediated by the

social psychological variables are the measures of

institutional integration. With perhaps the exception of
positive affect, these variables are mediated quite

substantially by the social psycho log i ca I variables.
This indicates that it is not simply the interactions that

students have with theÍr professors and peers and it is not

just the Faculty's cognitive demands that influence

s tudents ' grades but the social psycholog i ca I dispositions
that students bring to these interactions. For instance,

the strongest indirect effect of .076 for interaction with

students indicates that 42 percent of this effect is

mediated by students' motivation and academic self-concepts.
Surprisingly, although the total effect of cognitive demands

is negative (-,117), the mediated effect of ,070 indicates
that about 60 percent of the effect is mediated by students'
social psychological dispositions. Finaliy, it is

interesting to note that of the four institutional
integration variables, positive affect generally has the

Iowest direct, indirect, and total effect, This suggests

that students' general perceptions of the support avai lable
in the Faculty may have less of an impact on thê academic

attainment of students than specific encounters that

students have wi th their professors and peers.

As can be seen, calculating indirect effects provides

researchers with a much clearer understanding of how
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In fact, neglecting to

examine indirect effects may, in some cases, lead to limited
interpretations of the data and the development of poI icies
which are less sensitive to the complexity of specific
situations. In this analysis, the relativeiy important role
of the individual social psychological variables and the

comparativeiy insignificant role of the institutional
integration variables indicates quite clearly that it is the

dispositions of students rather than the integrative
characteristics of the institution that have the larges t
effect on academic attainment, Obviously, this finding
alone has important implications fo¡ faculties of education

which are interested in attracting and retaining the most

academically able students. These implications and others

are d i scuss ed in greater detai I in Chap ter 5. Before this
is done, however, the final analysis which focuses on the

professional identity of student teâchers is presented.

Profess ional I dent i tv

This analysis examines factors related to the

professional identities of student teachers, As readers

will recall, professional identity has been conceptual ized

as being comprised of student teachers' cor¡mitment to

learning as well as their conrnitment to teaching. In other

words, in order for student teachers to identify with the

teaching profession, they must be conrnitted as learners and

corn¡nitted as prospect i ve teachers, In order to examine
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student teachers' conunitment to Iearning and commi tment to

teaching, this final analysis is divided into five states--
in the first stage, the effects of the university background

variables are estimated; in the second stage, the effects of

the university and social background variables are

estimated; in the third stage, the effects of the university
background, social background, and institutional intetration
variables are estimated; in the fourth stage, the effects of

the university and social background, institutional
integration, and individual social psychological variables

are estimated; and in the fifth stage, the combined effects
of the university and social background, institutional
integration, individual social psychological, and academic

attainment variables are estimated on corrunitment to learning
and commitment to teaching, as the fully recursive model is
e xami ned .

The basic assumption of the first stage of this
analysis is that university background factors may be

related to the professional identities of student teachers.

In this r egard, one var iabl e that is expected to have a

positive effect on professional identity is years, This is
consistent with the findings of Fredricks and Mundy ( 1976),

Huntington (1957), Kadushin ( 1969), Merton ( t957) and

Zabarenko and Zabarenko (1976) who suggest that, as students

near the end of their professional education, they

increasingly identify with their chosen professions.
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Another university background variable that is expected to
be significantly related to professional identity is
program. Since there were some indications in the first
analysis that students in the elementary program were better
integrated wi th the Facul ty than s tudents in the s econdar y

program, these feelings of integration may have a positive
effect on the professional identities of student teachers in
the elementary program.

Table 37 reports the R2s and standardized and

uns tandard i zed regress ion coeff icients for the effects of
the university background variables on conrnitment to

Iearning and cor nitment to teachint. As the R2s in the

table show, approximately l0 percent of the variance in
comrnÍtment to learning and only about 4 percent of the

va¡iance in commitment to teaching is explained by the

university background variables in the modeI. Table 37 also
shows that only two variables--years and program--are

significantly related to both conmitment to learning and

corûnitment to teaching, As predicted, the significant
negative effects of -.178 for program on commitment to

Iearning and -,175 Lor program on conmitment to teaching

suggest that students in the elementary proBram are more

coffni tted to learning and teaching than students in the

secondary program, Several factors may account for this
prograrftrnatic diffe¡ence. One possibility is that students

in the secondary program who are generally more subject-
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oriented than students in the elementary protram, may

identify more with their respective disciplines (ìe.
geography or physics) than the more general processes of

learning and teaching. Anothe¡ possibi I ity is that students

in the secondary program may be more inclined than students

in the elementary program to choose teaching after attempts

at other careers have been unsuccessful. This is what

Lortie (1975) has described as the "blocked aspirations"
motive for teaching.

The only other variable that is significantly related
to the two dependent variables is years. On this point, it
is interesting to note that years behaves differently with
each dependent variable. More specifically, there is a

signif .icant negative effect bet!fleen years and cormnitment to

learning (-.153) and a sitnificant positive effect between

years and corûnitment to teaching (.142), This suggests that
the more years of university experience that students have,

the less conmitted to learning and the more conrnitted to

teaching they are. Although at first glance, these results
appear to be contradictory, they support the findings of

Huntington (1957) and Merton (1957), Briefly, they sutgest

that, as siudents proceed throuth their professional

programs, they increasingty identify with their chosen

professions and at the same time, become less commi tted to

their roles as students. What may be a mitigating factor
with the effect of years, however, is the role played
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TabIe 37

Standardized and Unstandardized Regression Coefficients and

R2s for the Effects of the University Background Variables

on Professional Identity

I ndependent
Variables

(_-t- C_T

3. PROC

4, CRHRS

YEARS

PREVDEC

-, l53x*
(-.229)

-.089
(-.844)

-. 178**r
( - .62e)

-,0r¡8
(-.053)

. | 42*
(.103)

-.065
(-.381)

- ,17 5x*x
( - .28¿¡ )

.01I
(.024)

R2 ,099 .040

*p ( .05 x*p ( .01 x**p ( .001

ô Unstandardized coefficients in parenthesis

by the age of students, In other words, since students with

more years of university experience are invariably older,

the strength of years may drop. substantial ly when age and

the other s.ocial background variables are added. This issue

and others are examined in greater detail in the next stage

of the analysis.

The expanded model is based on the assumption that the

profess ional identities of s tudent t eacher s are affected by

social background factors as well as the university
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background factors already examined, For instance, it is

expected that the added maturity that older students

generally bring to their university experiences may have a

positive effect on their commitment to Iearning and

c orûn i tment to teaching.

ln addition to age, it is also expected that the

measures of socioeconomic background--father's education,

father's occupation, and mother's education---may have a

signif i cant effect on professional identity. In thÌs

regard, Thielens ( 1965) suggests that students from lower

socioeconomic backgrounds are raised to have a greater

respect for learning than students fiom higher socioeconomic

backgrounds, Furthermore, the findings of Dworkin ( 1980),

cottlieb (1964), and Pavalko (1970) suggest that students

from Iower socioeconomic backgrounds are more IikeIy to

¡emain in teaching and have higher Ievels of satisfaction
with their jobs than students from higher socioeconomic

backgrounds, Given these findings, it is expected that

students from Iower socioeconomic backgrounds may be more

corrnitted to learning and teaching.

Finally, it is also expected that students involved in
paid employment may have less time, energy, and motivâtion

to be conmi tted to both learning and teaching. This view is

consistent with the argument made by role conflict theorists
such as Coode (1960) and the research findings of D'Amico

( 1984) and \Iagstaf f and Mahmoudi ( t976).
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Table 38 reports the R2s and standardized and

uns tandard i zed regress ion coef f icients for the effects of
the university and social background variables on

professional identity. As the table shows, approximate!y l2

percent of the variance in commitment to learning and 7

percent of the variance in conunitment to teaching is
explained by the variables included in the model. This

represents a rather smal I increase in explained vâriance

from the previous stage of this analysis, most of which is
explained by the moderate effects of gender and age.

As suggested in the first stage of the analysis, age

does have a positive effect on both corûnitment to learning
(.098) and corffnitment to teaching (.161). This indicates
that older students are more commi tted to learning and

particularly teaching, than younger students, Although no

evidence in the research was found to support this, it
suggests thât mature students may have a greâter

understanding than younger students of the positive effect
that Iearning can have on the quality of peoples' lives. It
is also consistent with the findings of Huntington ( 1957)

and Merton (1957) who suggest that, as students mature, they

are able to identify more accurately with the realities of

their profes s i onal roles,

Although there is no doubt that age is related to
professional identity, it does not explain some of the

effect of years as previously suggested, In fact, the
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Tab le 38

Standãrdized and Un6tendardized R€aression Coefficlents and R2s for
Elfects oI the Unive¡sity BacLsround and Social Baclground Ve!iablês

on Pro fess iona I Identity

Independent
Vs¡iâbles

c-L c-T

2,

3.

6,

7.

8.

I. YE{RS - ,174'*
(-.237,

- .083
( - , 8lr9)

- .l27r
( -.68¿r)

-.037
(-.055')

, l2l¡r
(.711)

,098r
(.072)

-.oo2
(-.t07)

-,06t
(-.16¡)

.059
(.178)

-.031r
(-.036)

.l0l¡¡
(. r07 )

-,059
(-.382)

-. ll¡l¡rr
(-.308)

,055
(.025)

.091
( .320)

,l6lrr
(.033)

.002
(,048)

- , ottT
(- .071¡)

,018
(.080)

.086
(.0r6)

4.

9. TþED

IO. EMPLOY

PREVDEG

PRæ

CRHRS

GEND

AGE

FAæ

FAED

R2 .122 ,070

rp < .05 .rp < .01 rrrp < .001

e Unsta¡dardlzed coêtllclents in på¡enthesl5

effect of years on coírnitment to learning has increased

sì ightly from -.153 to -,174. This suggests not only that
the effect of year s was initially s uppr essed by the social
background variables but also that, as students proceed

through their underg¡aduate programs in the FacuIty, they

become less committed to their roles as learners, At first
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glance, this latter finding is cur.ious as it appears to

cont rad i ct the basic tenets of a uni vers i ty education--that

is, one might expect students to become more cormitted to
learning as they gain years of university experience.

Moreover, this finding is even more puzzling given the

particular context; in other words, in a faculty of

education where the focus is on learning and teaching, one

might expect student teachers, perhaps more than other

students, to become more conuni tted to Iearning as they

proceed through their teacher education pIograms.

On the other hand, this finding may suggest, that

during the course of their undergraduate programs, student

teachers identify gradually less with their roles as

Iearners and gradually more with their roles as future
teachers. Merton ( 1957, pp, 381¡-386) argues that this
transformation of roles is just one of the problems

associated with anticipatory socialization--the process that
occurs when students begin to think and behave as

professionals before they actually assume their professional

roles, In this retard, he states that "too early a

development of a professional self-concept is harmful to the

ability of a student to remain within the student role."
Although the effect of years on conmitment to teaching is
only .104, it will be interesting to see if this effect
changes when the other variables a¡e added to the model.
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Table 38 shows thât, although the effects of program

are somewhat less at this stage than the previous stage of

the analysis, program continues to have a significant
negative effect on commitment to learning and commitment to

teaching. That is, the effect of program on commi tment to
learning drops from -.178 to -,127 and the effect of program

on commi tment to teaching drops from -,175 to -.144,
Although these eJfects continue to show that students in the

elementary program are more corffnitted to Iearning and

teaching than students in the secondary program, they also

show that some of the effects of program at the previous

stage of the analysis were actually explained by the social
background var iabl es.

A third variable signÍficantly related to professional

identity is tender . Al though the ef fect of gender on

commitment to teaching only approaches significance, the

significant positive effect for commitment to learning

1.124) supports the argument that, generally speaking,

females approach learning from a different perspective than

males; that is, rather than engaging in learning for status

attainment reasons, females are more likely thân males to

engage in learning "for learning's sake" (see GiilÍgan,
1982; Katchadourian & Boli, 1985, p, 230),

Contrary to the findings expected, it is interesting to

note that none of the socioeconomic background variables--
father's occupation, father's education, and mother's
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education--are significantly related to either cornrnitment to

learning or conrnitment to. teaching. The relative.ly small

effects for these variables suggest that socioeconomic

background has little bearing on how commi tted students are

to learning and teaching. On the other hand, the small

positive effect for employment on corffnitment to teaching

(.086) suggests that, contrary to the argument made by role
conflict theorists such as Coode ( 1960) and the findings of

Astin (1993) and Pascarel. Ia and Terenzini ( l99l ), students

who are invoived in paid employment are more committed to

teaching than their peers who are not employed. As noted in
Chapter 3, just over 50 percent of the students in the

sample are employed. Although the effect of paid employment
'on corruni tment to teaching is not quite strong enough to be

significant at the .05 level, it will be interesting to

observe whether this effect changes when the institutional
integration variables are added to the model in the next

stage of the analysis.

The expânded model is based on the assumption that the

professional identities of student teachers are influenced
by institutional integration variables as well as the

university and social background variables already examined.

In this regard, it is expected that interaction with
professors may be significantly related to commitment to

teaching and interaction with students may be significantly
related to conrni tment to learning, That is, through their
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daily interactions with students, professors may set and

enforce standards that are consistent with the teaching

profess ion ( see Kadush i n, 1969), In other words , professors

are expected to play an important normative role in relation
to their students (see Bank, Slavings, & Biddle, 1990,

p. 210). On the other hand, students' university peers, as

Pascarella and Terenzini ( l99l, p. 390) argue, may serve as

important role models for how they should think and behave

as students. In other words, students are expected to play

an important comparative role in ¡elation to their
university peers (see Bank, slavings, & BiddIe, 1990,

p. 2lO), It is also expected, as Clifton and Roberts ( 1993)

and Kleinfeld ( 1975 ) sugges t, that the cognitive demands and

positive affect present in a faculty of education wiII have

a significant positive effect on both dependent variables,
particularly consni tment to learning. That is, students who

are expected to meet high academic standards but are also
provided with reliable emotional support may be more

cofrmitted to Iearning and teaching than students who do not

have these kinds of experiences.

Table 39 reports the RZs and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university background, social background, and

institutional integration variables on conrnitment to

learning and commitment to teaching. As the table shows,

there is a substantial increase ìn explained variance,
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particularly with respect to corf,nÍtment to learning. The

increase in R2 from approximately l2 percent in the previous

stage of the analysis to iust over 6l percent represents an

increase of 49 percent in the explained var i ance of

corffnitment to learning when the institutional Ìntegration
variables are added. As noted above, much of this is due to
the substantial effects of cognitive demands and positive
affect. Although the explained variance in comnitment to

teaching almost doubles from 7 percent in the previous stage

of the anaJ.ysis to approximately ll percent at this stage,

this increase in explained variance is much less d¡amatic

than it is for commitment to Iearning,

In examining the effect parameters, all of the

significant university and social background effects have

decreased at this stage of the analysis, with the exception

of credi t hours and paid employment. The effect of credi t
hours on corûni tment to learning actuâI Iy increases from

- .037 to -.063 suggesting that the effect of this variable
was previous Iy suppressed by the social background

variables. This significant negative effect also indicates
that students who are enrolled in fewer courses are more

corrnitted to learning than students enrolled in more

courses. This may suggest that students who enrol I in fewer

courses are more committed to the learning process and less

concerned with status attainment than students who enroll in
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more courses, although there is no hard eyidence to support

this interpretation.
The other background effect that increases at this

stage of the analysis is the effect of paid employment on

corffnitment to teaching (from .086 to .094), Contrary to the

findings of Astin ( 1993) and Vel ez (1985), this moderate

positive effect indicates that students who are employed are

more committed to teaching than students who are not

employed. This sugtests, as Bowles and Gintis ( 1975) argue,

that perhaps students can benefit from being employed,

Their hypothesis suggests that the role expectations of

employees and teachers are virtually the same and that
involvement in each of these statuses reinforces the role
expectat ions of the other.

Al though the effect of c¡edi t hours and employment

increase, many of the other university and social background

effects decrease at this s tage of the analysis. The ef f ect

of years, for example, drops from -.174 to -.087 suggesting

that, while students with more years of university
experience are Iess cornmitted to Iearning, much of the

effect of years Ís actual'ly explained by the institutional
integrãtion var iabl es such as interact ion wi th professors,

cognitive demands, and positive affect.
The effect of program on conrnitment to learning and

conmitment to teaching also drops substantially at this
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Table 39

Stândardizêd and Unstanda¡di¿ed Regresslon Coeftlcients and R2s for the Eff€cts

of the unive¡sity Baclg¡ound, Social Baclground, and Instltutional Intet¡ation

Va¡iables on P¡ofessional Identity

Independent
Va¡iables

I. YEÁRS

2. PREVDEG

3. PRæ

l¡. CRHRS

5. GEND

6. AGË

7. F/qm

8, FAED

9. ÄrcED

IO. E¡IPLOY

II. INTPR

12. tMsT

13. ffiDF¡t

I¡. MAFF

- .087r
(-.t67l

- .ozb
(-.576,

- .078¡
( - .469)

- .063r
(-.037,

.108r
(.tr8l)

,057
(.0r0)

- ,00lr
(-.073)

- .0113(-.llr)
,022

(.121)

-.03¡
(- .025)

. t52ttt(.orl)

- ,018
( -.081.)

,27 6tt*
( .080)

.,¡90rrr
(.038)

.109r
(.r08)

-,0l¡6
(-,372'

-. I l6r
(-.303)

.0110
(.02tt)

.086
(.310)

.l60rr
(.032)

- .0llr
(-.ol¡7)

-,0115
(-.072\

,0t6
(,078)

.091r*
(.016)

,02t
(.033)

.l¿t4r'
( .05r.)

.061.
(.052)

.115¡
(.02¡)

R2 .6ll¡ ,137

â Unstanda¡dl¿ed coefticients In parenthesls

rrrP < ,001r p < .05 rrP < .01
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stage of the analysis, More specifically, the effect of

program on commitment to Iearning drops from -.127 to -,078

and the effect of program on conÌnitment to teaching drops

from -,144 to -.116 suggesting that, while s tudents in the

elementary program continue to be more conrnitted to learning

and teaching, much of this effect is actually explained by

how well they are integrated into the Faculty.

The effect of gender on comrnitment to learning also

decreases at this stage of the analysis. That is, the

effect of gender decreases from .124 to .108

indicâting that, while females are more con¡rnitted to

learning than males, some of the previous gender effect was

actual ly explained by the institutional integratÍon
va¡iables. In other words, females are generally rnore

integrated than males and integrated students are more

cornrnitted to leatning than students who are not integrated.
The effect of age on conynitment to learning also

decreases from .098 to only.057 suggesting that, while it
previously appeared that older students were more corÌmitted

to learning than younger students, a large part of this
effect was actually accounted for by the institutional
integration variables. In other words, older students are

more integrated than younger students and integrated

students are more commi tted to learning than students who

are not integrated. It is interesting to note that, while
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the effect of age on commi tment to Iearning drops, the

effect for this variable on co¡n¡ni tment to teaching ¡emains

relatively constant at approximately ,160. This indicates

that, regardless of students' experiences in the Faculty,

older students identify more with the teaching profession

than younger students, In other words, the added maturity
that general ly accompanies ate may provide older students

wi th a better appreciation of the real ities of teaching and

the importance of the teacher's role in society as a whole.

Of particular interest in this stage of the analysis

are the signÍficant positiVe effects of the institutional
integration variables on commitment to learning and

cornmitment to teaching, In particular, it is interesting to

note that interaction with professors has a stront positive

effect on commitment to learning (,152) and interaction with

students has a similar effect on commitment to teaching

(,144), This suggests that professors play a far more

important role in shaping students' attitudes towards

learning than serving as role models for teaching. It also

suggests that students' university peers have a far greater

i nf I uence on s tudents ' identification wi th the profess ion

than on their attitudes towards Iearning, This cont¡asts

with the $indinSs of Kadushin (1969) who found that the

peers of professional music students were not influential in

deve I opi ng students' professional self-concepts.
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By far the strongest effects in this stage of the

analysis are the effects of cognitive demands and positive

affect on connni tment to learning (,276 and ,490

respectively). Thes e findings suggest that s tudents who are

presented with high cognitive demands but are also provided

with the emotionai support necessary to meet these demands,

are more I ikely to be coruni tted to learning than students

who do not experience these kinds of demands and support,

This is consistent with the theoretical argument developed

by Clifton and Roberts (1993) and Kleinfeld (197j) n,ho argue

that warm, demanding institutions are most effective in
enabl inB individuals to achieve thei¡ ful I potential as

students, On a related note, it is Ínteresting to observe

that, while its effect is much smaller than Jor commitment

to learning, positive affect is also significantly related
to commitment to teaching (.1l5). This suggests that a

warm, caring environment is important in developing student

teachers' conmitment to teaching as well as their commitment

to learning,

Although alI four of the institutional integration
variables are signif i cant 1y related to one or bo th dependent

variables, it is interesting to speculate about how these

effects may change when the individual social psychological

variables are added in the next stage of the analysis. When

the motivation and academic self-concepts of students are

considered, for example, will the effects of the
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institutional integration variabies drop? This issue and

others are addressed in the next stage of the analysis.

The fourth stage of this final analysis includes an

expanded model that is based on the assumption that the

prof ess i ona I identities of student t eachers are affected by

their individual social psychological dispositions such as

their motivation and academic self-concepts as well as the

background and institutional integration variables already

examined. More specifically, it is expected that student

motivation may have a positive effect on commitment to

teaching and academic self-concept may have a positive
effect on conunitment to Iearning. That is, students who are

highiy motivated may be more cor¡mitted to teaching than

those who are not motivated; furthermore, individuals who

are confident about their abilities as students may be more

conùnitted to learning than those who are less confident.
Table 40 reports the Rls and standardized and

unstanda¡dized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university and social background, institutional
integration, and individual social psychological variables

on the professional identities of student teachers, As the

Rls in the table illustrate, by adding the individual social
psychological variables to the analysis, slightly more of

the variance in the two dependent variables is explained.

More specifically, by adding motivation and academic self-
concept to the model, the percentage of explained variance
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in conrnitment to Iearning increases from about 6l percent to
almost 64 percent and f¡om l4 percent to about l7 percent in

coûìmi tmen t to teaching.

By compaf ing the effect parameters in TabIes 39 and 40,

it is evident that, when the social psycholog i caI variables

are added to the model, some of the effects discussed in the

previous stage of the analysis have increased while others

have decreased. For example, the effect of years on

commi tment to learning has decreased slightly from -.087 to
-.07t} whi 1e the effect of years on corn¡nitment to teaching

has increased sliehtly from ,lO9 to ,122, This suggests

that the individual social psychological variables have a

mediating effect on cornrnitment to learning and a suppressor

effect on commitment to teaching. In any case, the trend

con t i nues as s tudents wi th less university exper i ence are

more commi tted to learning and students with more university

experience are more corrnitted to teaching. This supports

the notion that, during the course of their teacher

education programs, student teachers' identities change from

being primarily focused on learnint to being primarily

focused on teaching (see Merton, 1957). Similarly, although

the effect of age has dropped from.l60 to.l29 in this
stage of the analysis, it continues to have a significant
positive effect on cornrni tment to teaching. In other words,

oLder s tudents who general ly have more years of university

experience are more cornrnitted to teaching than younger
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students who general ly have fewer years of university
exper i ence.

A second obs er vat i on concerns the decrease in the

previous program effects on contrni tment to learning and

comrnitment to teaching from -.078 to -.064 and from -.116 to
-.100 respectively. This indicates that, a I though

previously there appeared to be a programmatic difference
wi th respect to the two dependent variables--that is,
students in the elementary program were more con¡rnitted to

learning and teachint than students in the secondary

program--it is now evident that much of the effect of

program was actually explained by s tudents ' individual
social psychological dispositions. Civen this change in the

effect of program and given the fact that 75 percent of the

students in the elementary program are females, it should

not be surprising that the effect of gender on commitment to

learning also drops at this stage of the analysis from.l08
to.087, In spite of this decrease, however, it is clear
that even when students' individual social psychólogical

dispositions are considered, females are still more

cormitted to J.earning than males. As mentioned earl ier,
this finding supports the premise that females view

learning from a different perspective than males, That is,
females may engage in lèarning for more int¡insic reasons

than males who are more concerned with status attainment
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(see GiIligan, 1982; Katchadourian & Boli, 1985; Moir &

Jessel, 1989 ).

A third observation concerns two other background

vari.ables--credit hours and paid employment. More

specifically, at this stage of the analysis,

the effect of credit hours on conrnitment to learning

i ncr eases sliehtly from - .063 to -.067i this cont i nues to

show that students enrolled in fewer courses are more

committed to learning than students enrolled in a greater

number of courses. Although no evidence was found in the

resea¡ch to support this, lt may indicate, as suggested

earlier, that students taking fewer courses have more of an

intrinsic desire to learn than students with full course

loads who may see learning more as a means of reaping

extrinsic rewards later in life.
The final background variable that is significantly

related to cormnitment to teaching is paid employment. In

fact, the effect of this variable increases slightly from

.094 to .102 suggesting that the individual social
psychological variables have somewhat of a suppressor effect
on this variable in the previous stage of the analysis. As

discussed earl ier, this findine contradicts the work of

Astin (t993) and Pasca¡ella and Terenzini (1991) who suggest

that employed students are generally less integrated with

the university and are gene¡ally less corßnitted to its
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Table l¡0

Standaldized and Unstãndardiz6d Rêtrêssion Coefflcl€¡lts and R2s fo¡ the Ettects

of the Unive¡6lty Bactg¡ound, Soclal Baclground, Institutional Integration, end

IndlvÍdual Social Psycholosicel Veriebles on P¡ofesslonel Idêntlty

I ndependen t
Ve¡ I ãb lês

1. YËÂRS

2. PREVDEC

3. PRCC

4, CRHRS

5. GE¡Ð

6. ,qcE

7. FAG

8. FÁED

9. ÁtoED

IO. EÀiPLOY

I r. tt'tTPR

12. TNTST

13. GDEÀI

lg. mÂFF

l, . Â0I

16. Àsc

- .07 4.
(-.165)

- .018
(-. 160)

- , 06lr
(-,457)

- ,067,
(-,037)

.087
(,t 7t)

.o34
(.050)

.009
(.07l)

-,035
(-.r08)

,022
(.118)

-,027
( -.02¡.)

. | 57í't
(.050)

- .013
(-.082)

,256ttt
( .07e)

,lt3lr**1
(.038)

.l73ttt
(. rE6)

-,052
(- .3t21

.122r
(,107)

-.038
(-.365)

-.100
(-.298)

.031r
( . o2t¡)

,059
(.307)

.129*
( .032 )

.ooz
( .0l¡6)

-.035
(-.071)

.016
(,077')

.102r
(.0r6)

.025
( .033)

,l49rr
(.053)

.0lrl
(.051)

.011.
(.025't

.2l9rrr
(.121)

- ,0511
(-.203)

,l7lt,637R2

a U¡standa¡dized coelficlênts l¡ pa¡enthe6ls

rrrP < .001'P < ,05 rrD < .01
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ideals than students who are not employed. Instead., this
significant positive effect indicates that students p¿ho are

employed are more likely to be among those most corûnitted to
teaching. There are a number of interpretations of this
finding, aIl of which are explained in Chapter 5.

A fourth observation concerns the institutional
integration variables. Earlier, it was predicted that the

effects of these variables would drop when the individual
social psychological variables were added to the analysis.
Table 40 shows that for cognitive demands and positive
affect, this is, in fact, true. In other words, the effect
of cognitive demands on commitment to learning drops

slightly from .276 1o.256. At the same time, the effect of
positive affect on commitmênt to learning drops from.490 to
,434 and the effect of positive affect on conrr¡i tment to
teaching drops substantial ly from .ll5 to ,044. Al though

the effects for cognitive demands and positive affect are

still the strongest at thi s stage. of the analysis, the

decrease in their strength indicates that some of their
effects are explained particularly by students' motivationa.l

levels, ln other words, although students who face high

academic standards in an integrated, supportive environment

are more likely to be conunitted to Iearning than students

who are not as well integrated, an important factor in the

whole process is student motivation.
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Of most interest in this stage of the analysis are the

effects of the individual social psychological variables--
motivation and academic self-concept. As Table 40 shows,

only one of these variables--motivation--is significantly
related to the two dependent variables. More specifically,
motivation has a strong posÍtive effect on cormitment to

learning (,173) and an even stronger effect on conmitment to

teaching (,219), These findings suggest that, as expected,

students who are motivated are more likely to be corn¡nitted

to both learning and teaching. On the other hand, academic

self-concept is not significantly related to either of the

dependent variables. Since the relationship between

academic self-concept and academic attainment is well-
documented (see Brookover et al ,, 1979), it is expected that
CPA will have a minimal effect on comrnitment to iearning and

corûnitment to teaching, If this is confirmed, it may

sutgest that the academic attainment of students has little
bearing on their conmitment to learning and their commitment

to teachÍng. It is this issue, in particular, that is

examined further in the last stage of this analysis when CPA

is added as a measure of academic attainment.

The expanded model is based on the assumption that the

professional identities of student teâchers are affected by

their academic attainment as well as the university and

social background, institutional integration, and individual
social psychological variables already examined. For
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i ns tance, it is expec t ed thât the higher the academic

attainment of students, the greater the chance that they may

be committed to both learning and teaching. On the other

hand, there are those such as Duke ( 1984) and Schlechty and

Vance (1981) who argue that r contrary to popuiar bel ief, the

students who identify most strongly with the teaching

profession are among the least academically abie. In other

words, they would expect to see a significant negative

effect between CPA and corr[nitment to teaching.

Tabie 4l reports the RZs and standardized and

unstandardized regression coefficients for the effects of

the university background, social baèkground, institutional
integration, individual social psychological, and academic

attainment variables on conrni tment to learning and

corrunitment to teaching. The table shows that the R?s are

identical in this stage of the analysis as they were in the

previous stage. That is, the explained variance for

conrnitment to learning remains at approximately 64 percent

and the explained variance for conrnitment to teachint

remains at approximately l7 percent, As would be expected

in a scenario where the amount of explained variance in the

dependent variables remains the same, the table also

ill.ustrates that the effect paramete¡s for this stage of the

analysis are almost identical to those reported in the

previous stage of the analysis. In other words, adding CPA

as a measure of academic attainment has, at best, only a
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minimal effect on the variables that were previously found

to be significantly related to conrni tment to learning and

corffnitment to teaching. That is, of the university
background variables, years still has a significant negative

effect on cor nitment to learnine (-.074) and a significant
positive effect on commitment to teaching (.121) while

credit hours still has a negative effect on conrnitment to

learning (.067). In other words, students with fewer years

of universi.ty experience and students taking fewer courses

are more conunitted to Iearning than students with more years

of university exper i ence añd s tudents taking more courses,

Moreover, students with more years of university experience

are still more conunitted to teaching than their counterparts

with fewer years of university experience.

Of the social background variables, only gender, age,

and paid employment are significantly related to either
cornrni tment to learning or cornnitment to teaching. More

specifically, the positive effect of gender on cornmi tment to

Iearning (.087) and t¡e positive effects of age and paid

employment on conrnitment to teaching (.134 and.l0l
respectively) indicate that females are more comni tted to

Iearning than males whi le older students and employed

students are more coruîitted to teaching than younger

students and students who are not employed.
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Table 4t
Standardized and Unstanda¡dized Resression Coefflclents and R2s to¡ the Etlects of

the Unive¡sity Baclaround, Sociel Backsround, Institutional Intearetion, Individual

Social Psychological, and Academic Attainneôt Va¡iables on protessional Identity

Independent
Veriåbles

c-L c-T

l. YEÂRS

2. PREVDEC

]. PROG

l¡. CRHRS

5. GEND

6. ACE

7. F,Am

8. FAED

9. ÍþED

IO. E¿1IPLOY

II. I I'IIPR

l2 . I t'tTsT

13. GDtÁt

l¡r. POSAFF

15. tßI

16. AsC

I7. GPA

-,07tt'
(-.165)

- .019
(-. 168)

-,065
(-.458)

- .067 r
(-.037)

.087rr
( .!72)

,033(.ofi)

.009
( .07 r )

-,035
(-.108)

,022
(.1r8)

- ,027
(-.Oztt,

. l56rrr
(.050)

- .0ll¡
(-.082)

.256 r
(.07e)

. tr3tr*rr
(.038)

,173ttt
(.187)

-,056
(-.380)

. oo7
( .26e)

,l2l*
(.108)

- .031r
(-.370)

-.099
(-.2e8)

.035
( .02tt)

.061
(.308)

. t34r
(,033)

,001r
( .046)

- .034
(-.071)

.0t5
(.0?7 ,

.l0lr
(.016)

,026
(.033)

, l52t t
(.0jtl)

.01r0
(.052)

.0¡3
( .0251

.22t"t
( , t22)

- .037
(-.2¡8)

-.03t
(.t75)

R2 .63?

a Unstendå¡dlzêd coefllcl6nt6 ¡n paronthesls

rrrp < ,001rrp < .01
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Of the institutional integration variables, there is a

significant positive relationship between interaction with
professors, cognitive demands , and positive affect and

cornrni tment to .learning while only interâction with students

has a positive effect on commitment to teaching. In this
respect, the significant positive effects for intêraction
with professors (.156), cognitive demands (,256), and

positive afJect (,434) suggest that students who have

positive interactions with their professors, students who

find their courses demanding, and students who are supported

emotional ly by their professors and peers are more iikely to

be conùnitted to learning than students who do not experience

these kinds of interactions, demands, and support. On the

other hand, students who have positive interactions with

tileir university peers are more iikely to be cornrnitted to

teaching than students who do not have these kinds of

interactions,

Since only the direct ef f ect.s of the variables in the

model on corrni tment to learning and conmitment to teaching

have been examined up to this point in the analysis, the

indirect effects of these same variables are now examined,

Readers will recall from the previous analysis that, by

examining bôth direct and indirect effects, researchers are

able to understand more thoroughly how variables are

interrelated than if only the direct effects are examined.

Moreover, readers are reminded that an explanãtion of how to
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calculate these direct and indirect effects is found in the

text accompanying Table 37,

Table 42 reports the total, direct, and indirect
effects of the predetermined variables on student teachers'

cornrni tment to learning. General ly speaking, the table shows

that the indirect effects are reiatively small. Therefore,

as with the previous analysis, only the indirect effects of

,50 and greater are discussed. Keeping this in mind, it is

clear from examining this table that the institutional
integration variables have the strongest mediating effects,
the individual social psychological variables have moderate

mediating effects, and CPA has only a minimal mediating

effect on the predetermined variables, To begin, the

strongest mediated effect can be seen with years (-.087).

This effect indicates that 50 percent of the effect of years

is mediated by the institutional integration variables.

This suggests thãt, a I though s t udents wi th f ewer years of

university experience are more conrnitted to learning, half
of this effect is dependent on the extent to which students

are integrated with the Faculty. Table 42 also shows that
positive affect is mediated by the individual social
psychological variables--particularly, motivation, The

indirect effect of ,056 indicates that approximately ll
percent of the effect of positive affect is accounted for by

s tudents ' levels of motivation,
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Table ¡t2

Totål' Direct' aûd Indi¡€ct Effêcts of the P¡edêter¡Dined varlebles on thè cor¡lth€nt to

Lea¡nint of Student Teachers

Dependent Predet€rni¡¡ed Totå I
Va¡ iab le Vãriâbles Effects

I ndi ¡ec t Effects vie
Institr¡tloiãl lnãiviãu Direcr
Intêaration Soc. Psych. Attainmont Etfects

YEÄRS

PREI/DÐG

PROC

CRHRS

GEI'ID

ÄcE

FÀM

FAED

¡TþED

EIIPLOY

IMPR

I NISÎ

mÐË¡t

FOS¡rF

¡gr

ASC

GPA

- "t74
-.083

-.t27

-.o37

,lzlt
.098

- .002

-.061

,059

-.031.

. t52

- .018

,27 6

. ¡r90

,173

-.o52

,007

-,087

-.o59

- ,049

.026

.016

.0¡l

,oo2

- .018

,037

.000

- ,013

-.006

- .01¡

,00¡r

.02t

. o23

,005

-.008

,000

.033

-,005

-.005

,020

.056

.000 -,o7I

.001 -.019

.001 -.065

.000 -,067

.000 .0E7

.001 .033

.000 - .009

.000 -,035

.000 ,022

- .0fr0 -,027

.00 ¡ ,156

.001 -,014

.000 ,256

,000 , tt3lt

.000 . t73

.00¡, - ,056

-- ,oo7

Although credit hours, gender, interaction with
students, and cotnitive demands are also significantly
related to .commitment to Iearning, the table illustrates
that their mediated effects are less than .50. In other

words, very Iittle of these effects are mediated through the

institutional integration and individual social
psycholog i cal variables.
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Table 43 reports the totaI, direct, and indirect
effects for the predetermined var iables on commi tment to
teaching, As with TabIe 42, the institutional integration
variables have the strongest mediating effects, the

individual social psychological variables have moderate

mediating effects, and CPA only has a minimal mediating

Table tr3

Total' Direct, and Indi¡ect Etlects of the Predeternined Varlables on the

Co¡lmi tnent. to Teachins of Student Têache¡s

D€pendent Predete¡hlned Totâl
Variable Var I ab l€s Ëffêct

I ndi rect Elfects via
@ Dt¡ectIntetratlon Soc. Psych. AttaituÉnt Effects

c-T YEÄRS

PREI'ÞEG

PRæ

CRHRS

GEI.¡D

ÄGE

FÄM

FÄED

ÂþED

EflPLOY

I NTPR

¡NTST

GD€¡I

m¡r¡
üvr

ASC

GPÁ.

, to¿r

- .059

-,l4lr

.055

.091

,033

.002

-.0tt7

.018

,086

,02t

.l¡r¡l

.06¡t

. 5

.219

-.O'tt

-.031

-,005

- .013

- .028

,ol5

.005

-,t27

.016

- ,oo2

.oo2

-.008

-,013

-.008

- .016

.006

.027

.031

-.016

- ,010

.000

-.008

-.00tr

-.005

,023

,o7l

.001

-.001r

-.001

-.001

- .002

-.005

- ,oo2

-.001

.00t

.00t

-.001

-,003

.001

.001

- ,oo2

-.ot7

. l2l

-,O3lì

-.099

,035

,061

, TJII

.001r

-,031

.015

. l0l

.026

.t52

.0¡0

.0¡t

.22t

.037

-.031
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effect on comnitment to teaching. By far the strontest
mediated effects in this table are the indírect effects of
the institutional i ntegrat i on variables on age (-,127),

This indicates that 43 percent of the effect of age is
mediated by the institutional integration variables, In

other words, older students âre more integrated than younter

students and students who are integrated are more concnitted

to teaching than students who are not integrated,

SUMMARY

In thi s chapter , a number of prel iminary considerations
were discussed before the effect parameters were

calculated. First, the zero order correlations were

discussed; part of this discussion addressed the problem of
collinearity. Then, the assumptions of multivariate data

analysis were examined. Finally, the effect of sub-sample

was tested, Once these preliminary considerations were

addressed, the effect parameters fo¡ the instÍtutional
integration, individual social psychological dispositions,
academic attainment, and professional identities of student

teachers were examined,

Some of the more interesting findings from the first
analysis included the significant effect of years on

cognitive demands and positive affect and the significant
negative effect of program on intLraction with students and

cognitive demands. More specifically, the first analysis
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indicated that, as student teachers progressed through their
undergraduate programs in the Faculty, they perceived the

cognitive demands to increase and the positive affect to

decrease. The analysis also illustrâted that students in
the elementary program had more positive interactions with

their university peers and found their programs more

cognitively challenging than students in the secondary

program.

In the second analysis, some of the more interesting
findings included the effect of gender on motivation and the

effect of age on both motivation and academic seIl-concept,

More specifically, females were found to be more motivated

than males and older students were found to have higher

motivational levels and higher academic sel f-concepts than

younger students. In addition to these findings, all four

of the institutional integration variables were found to be

significantly related to either motivation o¡ academic self-
concept, That is, students who had positive interactions
q¡ith their professors and university peers had higher

academic self-concepts than students who dÍd not have these

kinds of experiences, Moreover, in this analysis, the

cognitive demands and positive affect perceived to exist in

the Faculty were linked to students' social psychological

dispositions. In other words, when students perceived the

cognitive demands to increase, their academic self-concepts
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decreased and when they perceived the positive affect to

increase, so did their motivation.

In the third analysis, four variables were linked to

the academic attainment of student teachers, More

specificaliy, students with previous degrees, older

students, students who had positÍve interactions with their
univeisity peers, and students who had ótrong academic self-
concepts were found to have higher grade point averages than

s tudents wi thout previous degrees, younger s tudents ,

students who did not have positive experiences with their
university peers, and students who had weaker academic self-
concepts,

FinaIly, in the four th anal ys i s which examined the

professional identities of student teachers, a number of

variables were linked to both commitment to Iearning and

corrtrnitment to teaching. In particular, the variables with

the strongest effects on conmitment to learning were

interaction with professors, cognitive demands, positive

affect, and motivation, In other words, students who had

positive interactions with their professors, students who

experÍenced an academically demanding but emotionally

supportive program, and students who Í/ere motivated were

those most likely to be corrnitted to learning. On the other

hand, the variables with the strongest effects on commitment

to teaching n,ere age, paid employment, interaction with

students, and mot i vat ion. In other words , older students,
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employed s tudents , s t udents who had positive interact ions

with their university peers, and students who were motivated

were those most likely to be conmi tted to teaching.

It goes without saying that, during the four analyses

reported in this chapter, countless statistical tests wêre

performed at the .05 level , On the issue of statistical
significance, it is important to beâr in mind that
performing multiple tests of significance increases the

overall Type I error probability. In other words, the

greater the number of tests conducted, the greater the

chance of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is, in fact,
true. This issue is raised at this time because some

methodologists such as Skipper, Cuenther, and Nass (1972,

pp. l4l-145) sueeest that, in studies such as this one, each

consecutive test should be conducted at a reduced Ievel of

significance. Althouth this option was considered, it was

decided that traditional significance Ievels would be used.

As the results demonstrate, even though a.05 level of

significance was used, approximately 70 percent of the

effects in the fully recursive models were significant at

either the,01 or,001 levels, This suggests that
performing multiple tests of significance in this study did

not increase the Type I error probability to any treat
degree. In other words, more was not read Ínto the data

than was actually warranted, Therefore, it is reasonable at
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conf idence to thethis time to proceed with some degree of

discuss.ion of the findings in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUS I ON

In this chapter, the most important aspects of the

theoretical framework, the sample, the statistical
procedures, and the results are surunar ized. Next, the maior

findings are related to the theoretical framework and the

literaturê on professional socialÍzation. Finally,
implications of these findings for both the professional

education of student teachers and further research in this
area are discussed.

SUMMARY

Over the last few decades, the teaching profession has

come under increasing criticism. Critics such as Adler
(1977) | Kramer ( l99l ), and Nikiforuk ( 1993) have arrued that
students are academically weaker, less comitted to

learning, and less cormitted to their roles as students than

students of the past. Similarly, these critics have also

argued that teachers are among the least academical Iy able

of all professionals, almost anti-intellectual in their
approach to learning, and less conmitted to thei¡ roles as

teachers than those of the past. This has raised some

serious questions regarding the nature of teacher
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socialization and the roie of faculties of education in this
process. In other words, people have begun to challenge the

generally-accepted induction perspective of professional

socialization proposed by Huntington (1957) and Merton

(1957), This perspectÍve assumes that professional schools

are responsible for, and are able to effectively social ize

prospective professionals. That is, faculties of education

control the professional social ization process and are abl.e

to impart the necessary skiIIs and instill the appropriate

attitudes and dispositions that are valued by the teaching

profession, More specifically, this perspective contends

that faculties of education are able to produce students who

are conmi tted to both learning and teaching.

Conversely, some critics such as Becker et al. ( l96l )

and Br i tzman ( 1986) have s ugges ted that profess ional

schools, such as faculties of education, are not nearly as

instrumental in the social ization process as most people

think, They suggest that a reaction perspective is more

appl icable to the professional social ization of students; in

other words, the skills and attitudes that student teachers

acquire are primarily a result of the individual
dispositions that they bring wÍth them to faculties of

education, From this perspective, the individual
characteristics of students are more relevant than the

institutional characteristics of faculties of education in
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determining the commi tment of prospective teachers to the
t each i ng prof ession.

FinalIy, Simpson (1979) has suggested that the
., induction and reaction peispectives are, in fact, ideal_

ypes; in other words, she argues that because they
represent jdeal conditions, their usefulness in examining
the professionar socialization process is rimited. In
stating this, Simpson's examination of the sociarization of
nurses has convi nced her that a synthetic perspect i ve

provides a more real istic view of how s tudents are
social ized i nto their respect i ve professions. This app r oach

recognizes the importance of institutional factors,
individual student factors, and perhaps most importantly,
social psycholog i cai factors. in the transition that

.. individuals make from thei¡ statuses as students to their
:

, 
s tatuses as profess ionals .

Using Simpson's ( 1979) work as a point of departure,
.

: the primary purpose of this study ¡vas to determine if the:

j "ynthetic perspective is useful for studying the

' professionar sociarization of student teachers. \[ithin this
context, it examined factors that were believed to be

related to two fundamental aspects of profess ionai ident i ty

j --conmi tment to Iearning and conmitment to teaching. In
:

I "hort, i t was argued that student teachers must be coÍmi tted

ful I potent ial as teachers and thei r s tudents are to rece i ve
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a quality education. fn o¡der to examine this process, a
status attainment approach was used.

Status attainment ¡esearch examines the effects of
peoples' background characteristics and intervening social
psychologica-[ variables on their later educational and
occupationa.l attainment, ln this study, university
background factors cha¡acteristic of the induction
perspective and socia.[ background factors characteristic of
the reaction perspective were combined with a number of
social psychological va¡iables to assess their effect on
s tudent teachers ' profess ional identities.

A'ccording to status attainment ¡esearch, much of the
va¡iation in peoples, educational and occupational
attainment can be attributed to a variety of social
psychological processes that occur within educational
.institutions, Therefore, of most interest in this study
were the social psychological variables which were intended
to measure students, emotional responses to their
exper i ences wi thin faculties of educat ion. In particul.ar,
it Ìvas argued that students, interact.ions with their
professors and universi ty peers, their pe¡ceptions of the
cognitive demands and positive affect present in their
faculty of .education, and their motivation and academic
self-concepts have a significant effect on their academic
attainment and their professional identities as teachers.
In other words, in order for student teachers to realize
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their academic potential and in order for them to develop a

conmitment to both learning and teaching, three conditions
must be present, First, they must have positive and

encourag i ng interactions sli th their professors and their
university peers; second, they must experience programs that
are both demanding in the cognitive domain and warm in the

affective domain; and third, they must have the motivation
and academic self-concepts to cope s/ith the demands of a

university education. Similarly, it was. argued that if
student teacher.s do not have such experiences and do not
possess such personal attributes, they are less I ikely to
ach i evL their academic potential, less likely to be

conmi tted to Iearning, and less likely to be conmitted to
their future profession, CIearIy, teachers who lack either
a commitment to learning or a comnitment to teaching present
a serious threat to the qual.ity of education available to
students and the potential of these students to be

productive members of society. In this respect, this study
has examined factors that are not only related to the
professional social ization of student teachers but factors
that may also have a profound impact on learning in the
classroom.

In order to examine the professional socialization of
student teachers, a theoretical model comprised of l9
variables was developed to guide the study, Within this
context, the four university background variables were years
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of universityr previous degree, program, and number of

credit hours; the six social background variables were

gender, age, father's occupation, father's education,

mother's education, and paid employment; the four

institutional integration variabl.es were interaction with
professors, interaction ¡vith students, cognitive demands,

and positive affect; the tn,o individuai social psychological

variables were motivation and academic self-concept; the one

academic attainmeht variable was grade point average; and

the two measures of professional identity s,ere corn¡ni tment to
learning and coñmitment to teaching,

Thê study was based on data from two previous studies

that examined the quality of student Iife in the Faculty of
Education at the University of Manitoba; the first study was

conducted in 1987 and the second was conducted in 1992.

Using a stratified random cluster sampling technique, 20

percent of the population of students within each year in
1987 and approximately 27 percent of the population of
students within each year in 1992 were selected, In total,
562 student teachers were included in the study.

The statistical analysis follosed a structural equation

modelling approach which involves the diagranming out of the

relationships between the various independent and dependent

variables in a model and testing the relationsh.ips through a

series of regression analyses. This approach not only

allows researchers to work back and forth between the theory
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and the data but also allows them to decompose the direct
and indirect effects of the correlations between the
var.i.ables.

Keeping in mind the three perspectives of professional
socialization described at the outset, the findings of this
study have suggested that institutional, individual, and

social psycho I og i ca I factors al,f contribute to the
professional socialization of student teachers. Consistent
with the induction perspective, university background
variables' such as program and years, were iound to have

significant effects on the integration of student teachers
into the Faculty of Education. Specifically, students in
the elem.entary program and s tudents wi th more years of
university experience were better integrated than we¡e

students in the secondary program and those with fewer years
of university experience. Another institutional variable__
previous degree--had a significant positive effect on

academic attainment. Specifically, students with previous
degrees earned higher CpAs than s tudents wi thout previous
degrees. Finally, years had both a significant negative
effect on conmitment to learning and a significant positive
effect on conrni tment to teaching. This suggests that, as

students proceed through their teacher education programs,
they become less conmitted to learning and more conmitted to
teaching. This latter finding is perplexing given the
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premise that teachers need to be conmi tted to learning i f

they expect their students to show the same conrnitment.

Consistent with the reaction perspective, social

background factors, such as age and gender, were found to

have signif icant effects on s tudent teachers' social

psychological dispositions, their corrnitment to iearning,

and their conmitment to teaching. More specifically, older

students had higher academic self-concepts and É,ere more

cormitted to teaching than younger students; furthermore,

females were more motivated and were mo¡e conmi tted to

Iearning than males. These findings suggest that mature

students and females may have the most potential as

prospec t i ve teachers

FinaIly, consistent with the synthetic perspective, the

majority of variables sisnificantly related to student

teachers' conrnitment to learning and conrnitment to teaching

were social psychological in nature. More specifically,

interaction with professorsr positive affect, and cognitive

demands were found to have significant effects on cormitment

to learning while interaction n¡ith students was found to

have a significant effect on cor¡mitment to teaching. This

suggests that positive interactions with professors and

warm, demanding envirorìments are important prerequisites for

developing a conmitment to learning while positive

inte¡actions wi th universi ty peers is an impo r tan t

prerequisite for developing a conmitment to teaching. Of
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particuiar interest in these findings is the possibl I ity
that professors and students may play slightly different
roles in the professional socialization of student teachers
than the current literature on reference_group theory would
sugges t.

Overal i, the findings from this study demonstrate that
a synthetic perspective can herp us better undefstand the
professional socialization of student teachers. Moreover,
the findings stìggest that the nature of students,

, interac.tions with thei¡ professors and peers, the degree to
., which an institution is perceived as warm and demanding, and
:. the strength of students' own social psychological
, dispositions all have an impact on student teachers,
: conmitment to learning and conmitment to teaching. Although
. at first glance these findings might appear conclusive, in

: 
.".Iity, they are not. In fact, they raise a number of

, interesting guestions which are examined in the discussion.

DISCUSSION

As pointed out in the sunmary, demands for improving

, 
*n" quality of education have become more persistent and

: more convincing in recent years. These demands incrude more
I freguent assessment of student p¡ogress through standardized
:, testing, a greater focus on fundamental skills, stricter

standards for promotion and graduation, and the attraction
1,

l¡:

t,

ll
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of higher quality teachers to the profession (see Dougherty

& Hanmack, 1990, pp. 583-665 ) . I f, in fact, reforms are in
order, the quality of education within faculties of

education must be examined. Before this can be done,

however, a thorough understanding of what occurs within
these institutions is also needed. This is one reason that

studies examining the professional social ization process

and, more specifically, the professional socialization of

student teachers, are important. Furthermore, considering

that teachers are often criticized for being anti-
intel lectual in their approach to teaching, this is why the

conmitment to Ieârning and conmitment to teaching of student

teachers must be exâmined, ln this respect, the main thrust
of the argument throughout this study has been that only

teachers ìvho are conrni tted to learning can insti I I the same

conmitment in their students, only teachers who are

com¡ni tted to teach i ng can upho I d the s tandards of the

profession, and only teachers who have a knowledge and

understanding of important educational issues can hope to
play a role in the educational reform process.

The results of this study confirm not only that a

synthetic perspective is useful for studying the

professional social ization of student teachers, but that
this study is clearly within the parameters of status

attainment research. In this regard, the study provides a

greater understanding of the institutional, individual, and
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socia-[ psychological influences that affect the development
of s tuden t teachers , profess i ona I identities,

One contribution that this study makes to the
literature on professional socializat.[on and status
attainment is by expanding our understanding of the
institutional factors that are significantly related to
professional socialization. Some of these faêtors are
actual institutional effects such as year and program and
others are,percei yed institutional effects such as cognitive
demands and positive affect. In this discussion, the actual
institutional factors are discussed first, One of these
factors is program; more specifical ly, students in the
elementary program have more posi tive interactions with
other students and perceive the cognitive demands to be

higher than s tudent teachers in the secondary program. The
progranrnatic difference in the way that these two groups of
students interact with their university peers may be

explained in two ways. One explanation is that students in
the elementary p¡ogram may be oriented more towards social
relations than students in the secondary program who may be
or i ented more towards thei r chosen subject areas , If this
is the case, it may be fu¡ther linked to the fact that the
majority of students in the elementary program are females
while the majority of students in the secondary program are
ma-t es, This is the argument that Cilligan (19g2) makes when
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she says that women value social relationships more than

men.

A more convincing explanation for the prograÍrnatic

difference in the way that these two groups of students

interact with their university peers, however, may be

related to the time that they typically spend with each

other, Specifically, students in the elementary program

generally spend more time with each other over the course of

their undergraduate programs than secondary students who

often arrive at the FacuI ty of Education after completing a

first degree in another faculty or university.
The progranrnatic difference in students' perceptions of

the Facul ty's cogni tive demands may also be interpreted in
two ways. Student teachers in the elementary program may

perceive the cognitive demands to be higher because they

have to balance the demands of their student teaching

placements with the requirements of thei¡ courses to a

greater degree than do student teachers in the secondary

program. For example, although in their final undergraduate

year, student teachers in both programs are engaged in two

five-week blocks of student teaching, student teachers in

the elementary program are involved in an additional one day

per week in the schools throughout the year. It is this
additional time in schools that may place greater demands on

students in the elementary program thereby making them more
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.prone to role strain than student teachers in the secondary

ProSram,

Another exp.[anation for the di fference in students'

perceptions of the Faculty's cognitive demands, however, may

iie with the fact that many students in the secondary

program enrol I in the Faculty of Education after completing

degrees in other faculties or universities. These previous

experiences may expose such students to higher academic

standards and expectations that, in turn, lower the

perceptions they have of the cognitive demands in the

Faculty of Education. This interpretation is supported by

the conments made by many After-Degree students in CIifton,
Mandzuk, and Roberts' ( 1994, p. 185) study of the alienation
of student teachers. For instance, a 23 yea¡-old female

stated:

If we as teachers are going to expect the best of our

students, it has to start in the Facul ty, You are

generating Iousy students by having such low standards!

SimÍlar ly, a 25 year-old male stated:

The academic standards in this school are laughable,

The courses are too easy; the professors spoon-feed the

students. It's hard to take some courses seriously!

Although these comnents support the premise that students

from other faculties perceive the cognitive demands in the

Faculty of Education to be lower than those they have
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experienced êlsewhere, this is not supported by the

quantitative data collected for this study. In oth.er words,

readers should remember that not all students in the

secondary program have previous degrees; moreover, previous

degree was not found to be siBnificantly related to

cognitive demands in the first analysis.

Besides the actual institutional effects, the perceived

institutional effects are also of interest, In fact, some

of the most interesting findings from this study concern the

effects that the percei ved institutional. factors--cognitive

demands and positive affect--have on student teachers'

cornrni tment to learning and conrnitment to teaching. 1Íithin

this context, the findings involving these two variables

have expanded our understanding of the concept of "warm

demandÍngness" cited in Kleinfeld (1975) and developed by

Clifton and Roberts ( 1993), Readers will recall that "c,arm

demandingness" implies that teachers and educational

institutions which are both warm in the affective domain and 
i

demanding in the cognitive domain are the most effective in

enabling individuals to realize their full potential as

students. The findings of this study expand this concept

one step further by l inki.ng cognitive demands and positÍve

affect to students' social psychological dispositions. More 
:

specifically, these findings suggest that when an

institution's cognitive demands are increased, ther e is a

greater likelihood that students' academic self-concepts
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',vi I I decrease; on the other hand, when an institution's
positive affect is increased, there is a greater likelihood
that student motivation will also increase.

What does this mean and how does it expand the work of

Clifton and Roberts ( 1993)? It suggests that students who

are exposed to warm, demanding environments may be more

likely to have realistic perceptions of themselves as

learn.ers because their academic self-concepts, while

Ioryered, wiII be offset by the motivation to learn and the

perseverance needed to complete an undergraduate degree in

the Faculty of Education. This realignment of students'

academic self-concepts appears to be what Nikiforuk ( 1993,

p. 45) and Kramer (1991) are calling for when they argue

that students in North America are disproportionately over-

confident in their academic abilities when compared to

similar students in most Asian countries, Clifton and

Rober ts ( 1993, pp. 128- I 30 ) make the same argument and

attribute these inflated self-concepts to an educational I

system that, for the last few decades, has shifted its focus

from sincerity to authenticity (see Berger, 1973; Bredemeier

& Bredemeier, 1978, pp. 43-45), They argue that many

students who might have been motivated by conforming to

institutional demands in the past are now more motivated by 
j

being "true to themselves". From this perspective, it would

seem that students' academic self-concepts may have

gradual ly become distorted as a resul t of an educational
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system that has allowed them to focus more on their
individual needs and desires rather than the academic

standards set out by their teachers and their schools.

Given the fact that cognitive demands and positive

affect are significantly reiated to motivation and academic

self-concept, it is perhaps not surprising that these

per ce i ved institutional characteristics are also related to

ãnother individual disposition--conmitment to learning.

This finding sugtests that a realistic academic self-concept

and high motivation are necessary but not suffÍcient
prerequisites for developing both an intrinsic enjoyment of

Iearning as well as an awareness that the process may

sometimes be difficult and "painful",

Of some concern in this study were two findings that

involved the variable, year in progrâm. The first of these

findings suggested that, as students proceed through their

teacher education programs, they perceive the demands to

remain hieh but the warmth to drop off, More importantly,
perhaps, was the second finding which sutgested that

students become less cofrnitted to learning as they progress

through their programs. If this is, in fact' true, it
suggests that teachers are less conmitted to learning when

they begin.their careers than when they first enroll in the

Faculty of Education, This is exactly the case that critics
such as Adler ( 1977), Kramer ( l99l ), and Nikiforuk ( 1993)

make n¡hen they suggest that the majority of teachers begin
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their careers as anti-intellectuals who lack the skills,
attitudes, and personal dispositions needed to "turn their
students on" to Iearning. This apparent decrease in student

teachers' conrni tment to learning may be explained in a

number of ways,

Qne explanation is that the drop in social support that

students perceive in the Iatter stages of their
undergraduate programs has a direct negative effect on their
com¡ni tment to I earni ng . f n other words , when s tudents

perceive the emotional warmth of the institution to

decrease, a similar decrease occurs in their motivation and

their perseverance to cope.with the demands of learning.

A second explanation for the apparent drop in student

teachers' conrni tment to learning may lie with the cross-

sectional nature of the data. In other words, differences

in student teacher comnitment may be primarily a result of

cohort differences, That is, the drop Ín this effect may

not represent a decrease in student teachers' conrnitment to

learning at all but may simply indicate that the sample of

student teachers in the fourth year of the undergraduate

program are less corfmi tted to learning than the sample of

students in the first year of the undergraduate program.

Probably the most convincing explanation of the

decrease in this effect, however, is found in the I iterature
on anticipatory socialization (see Kadushin, 1969, p. 403;

Merton, 1957, pp. 384-86), As readers ¡r¡i I I recall,
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anticipatory social ization occurs when individuals begin to

identify with their future roles n¡hile still piaying their
p¡esent roIes. From a professional socialization
perspective, it is expected that student teachers will
increasingly identify with their futu¡e teaching roles as

they move throuth their undergraduate programs. A by-

product of this process, however, is that student teachers

may begin to identify less with their roles as students as

they progress through their programs in the Faculty of

Education. In other words, it is possible that what appears

to be a drop in student teachers' commitment to learning may

actually be a drop in their identification as students.

Moreover, this may represent just one of many role conflicts
that student teachers have to resolve as they make the

transition from their statuses as students to their stâtuses

as professionals,

A second contribution that this study makes to the

Iiterature on professional socialization and status

attainment is by expanding our understanding of the

individual factors that are significantly related to the

professional identities of student teachers. Some of these

Índividual factors are social psychological in nature whi Ie

others reflect student teachers' demographic or social

background characteristics. As readers will recall, the two

social psychological variables included in the model were

motivation and academic self-concept. Interestingly enough,
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the findings of this study suggest that these two variabies

may "behave" quite differently, More specifically,.
motivation was found to be significantly related to both

cornrni tment lo learning and commitment to teaching whiie

academic self-concept was found to have iittle effect on

eíther of these variables. This suggests that the

motivation of student teachers may be a far better predictor

of how strongly they will identify with the teaching

profession than their academic self-concepts; furthermore,

since academic self-concept and GPA are so highly

correlated, it also suggests that the academic abilities of

student teache¡s have, for all intents and purposes, tittle
effect on their professional identities. This suggests that
the Faculty of Education may do such a good job of screening

studentsr that there Ís little significant difference in

academic ability between students who are admitted to, and

comp I ete the undergraduate program,

Besides the social psychological factors discussed

above, a number of demographic or social background factors

--gender, age, and paid employment--were also found to be

significantly related to student teachers' professional

identities. Females, for example, we¡e found to be more

motivated and more corrnitted to learning than males, As

mentioned earlier, cilliean (1982) and Moir and Jessel

(1989) suggest that this may be due to the fact that, in

general, females approach learning for more intrinsic
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reasons than males who tend to approach learning as a means

of status attainment. Katchadour ian and Boi i 's ( 1985,

p.230) examination of undergraduates' attitudes towards

learning also suppor ts this view. Using a typo logy that

includes students as Intel lectuals and students as

Careerists, they report that females outnumber men more than

two to one among InteI lectuals. In other words, females are

far mo¡e I ikely than males to engage in "learning for

learning's sake. "

Another social background factor that is linked to
professional identity is age. The findings of this study

indicate that mature students have stronger social

psychological dispositions, hÍgher CPAs, and are more

conrnitted to teaching than younger students, Although these

findings suggest that mature students would be assets to any

class, the previous educational and work experiences of

these students may also make them more likely to criticize
professors and their programs. Moreover, mature students

may find it difficult to accept and interact with students

who are younge¡ and lack the life experiences that they

have. Specifically, mature students may break the

homogeneity of undergraduate classes where distractions such

as dating and part-time work are the norm.

A final background facto¡ that has been linked to

professional identity is paid employment. Surprisingly,

students who are involved in paid employment are more likely
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to be cornrnitted to t each i ng than s tudents who are not

employed. In this respectr the study seems to favour a

theory of multiple status involvement known as role

expansion theory (see Marks, 1977; Thoits, 1986) rather than

a theory based on role conflict (see Goode, 1960). That is,
it appears that the involvement of student teachers in paid

employment may stimulate ene¡gy and produce resources that

can then be directed towards their identification with their
future profession. Using role expansion theory, this

finding may be interpreted in two different ways. One way

is to focus on the nature of employment in which student

teachers have been involved. In other words, perhaps

student teachers' decisions to become teachers are

reinfàrced by their negative experiences working at poor-

paying, unchallenging, and low-status jobs.

Another way of interpreting this finding is to focus on

the personal qualities that are valued by most employers.

In other words, from their experiences working at different

iobs, student teache¡s may learn that personal attributes
such as promptness, organizationr responsibility, and

empathy, are qualities that are almost universally expected

in the working world, In turn, these student teachers may

then apply.this knowledge to their developing conceptions of

what it means to be a teacher.

A final contribution that this study makes to the

literature on professional socialization and status
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attainment is by expanding our understanding of the effects

oJ reference troups on the development of student teache¡s'

conrni tment to learning and thei r conmi tment to teaching.

Specific reference groups or significant others were found

to play an important intervening role between student

teachers' background characteristics and their developing

professional identities. The I i terature on reference-group

theory suttests that within the university context,

s tudents ' significant others, s uch as thei¡ professors and

university peers, perform two major functions--one is

normative and the other is comparative, Although professors

may perform both of these functions, traditionally, their
role has been vÍewed as beinB primarily normative in nature

--this involves the setting and enforcing of standards and

expectations for how students should behave (see Bank,

Slavings, and Biddle, 1990, p. 210), From thi s perspective,

it has generally been accepted that one of the main

functions of professors in faculties of education has been

to set and enforce standards of conduct that are valued by

the teaching profession.

Althoueh it has been recognized that students'

unive¡sity peers may also perform both functions,

traditionally, their role has been viewed as being primarily

comparative in nature--this involves modellins the specific

behaviours, attitudes, and dispositions that are consistent

with being student teachers. From this perspective, it has
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generai ly been accepted that one of the main functions of

student teachers in faculties of education has been to serve

as role models for how their university peers should think

and behave.

The findings of this study suggest that a different
interpretation of the influence of professors and students

may be in order . The significant positive relationship
between interaction with professors and cormitment to

learning indicates that professors may play more of a

comparative role than a normative role within faculties of

education. In this respect, professors' conmitment to, and

attitudes towards Iearning may have more of an effect on

student teachers than the expectations they lay out for
appropriate professional conduct. This suggests that
professors need to be aware that their individual

dispositions towards learning are constantly being observed

by thei r student teachers. From this perspective, the

abiiity of professors to introduce students, as Adler (1977)

says, to both "the joy and pain of learning" is critical and

may have repercussions that reach far beyond a faculty of

education. The importance of the role models that
professors provide are aptly íllustrated by the following

corments made by a 24 year-old female student teacher in

Clifton, Mandzuk, and Roberts' ( 1994, p. 185) study of the

al ienation of student teachers:
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Professors in this faculty don't show signs of having

set high goals for themselves and working hard to

attain them so why should I?

Simi lar Iy , a 25 year-old male student teacher from the same

s tudy s tated:

I get extremely upset when I see a poor teacher

and realize the effects that that Isic] teacher will
and does have on children. Simila¡ly, I become upset

and somewhat apathetic Íf I have a poor professor for a

class, (p. 187 )

These illustrations emphasize the importance of

professors as role models for learning. Moreover, they also

emphasize that one of the primary objectives of teacher

educat ion shou I d be to instill in s tudents an intrinsic
enjoyment of the .learning process as well as a realization
that sometimes Iearning can be difficult and "painful".

Only when student teachers have a healthy respect for

Iearning can they be truly cormi tted to the process and only

then, can they instill that same respect in their own

students,

Just as professors may have more of a model I i.ng

influence than previously thought, the university peers of

student teachers may have more of a normative influence than

prior research has suggested. The significant posítive

relationship between interaction with students and
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commitment to teaching indicates that, rather than being

totally dependent on their professors to set and enforce

professional standards, students may, to some extent,

perform this function themselves, Creene and Campbe.lI

( 1993, p. 9) suggest that in the initial stages of their
undergraduate programs, student teachers do not value the

academic knowledge and opinions that their peers bring to

class.. However, in the Iatter stages of their undergraduate

programs, once they have earned the respect and credibility
of the group, student teacher s have useful discussions

regarding the behaviours and attitudes valued by the

teaching profession. MacKinnon and Crunau (in press)

provide further insight into how students play an active

role in establishing professional standards. They argue

that s tudent teachers ' professional identities may begÍn to

emerge from their discussíons of the characterizing features

of " the good teacher " , the s ubs tant i ve qualities of t each i ng

that are important to them as a group, their growinB sense

of criticism for one another's practice, and how they see

each other enter the role of teaching, In some respects,

this view of how student teachers begin to identify with the

profession is consistent rvith the reaction perspective which

portrays students as proactive forces in their own

profess i onal socialization.
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IMPLICATIONS

Research often brings to lieht a number of implications

for both practice and further research--in this respect,

this study is no exception. However, this study does diJfer
in the way in which these impl ications are discussed, More

specifically, the {ollowinB implications are presented

without a distinction made between those which appiy to
practice and those which appiy to research, ln keeping with

the theme that learning and teaching are two ends of the

same continuum, the rationale behind this approach is that
practice and research are also closely interrelated, In

other words, the approach taken in this final section is
that, just as practice should guide research, research

shouid guide practice.

The first three Ímplications address the importãnce of

the individual student factors examined in this study. One

suggestion for extending the present study is to conduct a

more specÍfic examination of the differences in the way that

males and females approach learning. Can Gilligan's (1982)

premise that women speak "in a different voice" and

Katchadourian and Boli's (1985) claim that females are more

intellectual in their approach to learning be supported by

further research or are the gender differences noted in this
study due primarily to idiosyncratic factors related to the

Particular sample used? An examination of this question may
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lead to a greater understandíng of the claim that there are

significant differences in the motivation of men and women

and what they hope to accomplish in their careers and

pr i vate I i ves.

A second suggestion for further research is to conduct

a more thorough examination of the specific qualities that

mature s tudents bring to thei r university exper i ences . Of

particular interest might be the life experiences of mature

students that tend to have an impact on their motivation,

academic attainment, and career choices. Why do these

students do so well when compared with younge¡ students?

Does the extra maturity thãt older students bring to their
university experiences provide them with a different
perspective of teaching than younger students bring with

them? If so, does this different perspective also enable

them to cope more effectively with role st¡ain and role

confl ict? This question is particularly interesting given

the fact that older students typical Iy play many more roles

than do younger students.

A third suggestion for extending the present study is
to examine more closely the positive effects of paid

employment on professional identity. The bulk of the

Iiterature.on paid employment focuses on the effects of

employment on the academic attainment of students; to this
end, there are varying views--some such as D'Amico ( 1984),

Etcheverry, Clifton, and Roberts ( 1993), and Radwanski
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( 1987) have found positive effects, some such as Wagstaff

and Mahmoud i (1976) have found negative effects, and others

such as Metzner and Bean ( 1987) have found no significant
effects of paid employment on the academic attainment of

students. Further research on the effects of paid

employment might examine the specific types of work in wh.ich

students are engaged, the number of hours worked, and the

perceived benefits of part-time work on commitment to

teaching.

In expanding the exami nat i on of reference-groups,

further research might involve the development of an

"lnteraction with Parents" measure, The literature on

reference-group theory sugtests that the influence of

parents on the aspirations and achievement of university
students is wideiy debated (see Bank, Slavings, & Biddle,
( 1990). Although traditionally, the influence of parents

has been thought to gradually decline during the school

years, some researchers such as Anderson (1988) and Munro

( l98l ), have reported that parental aspirations have

significant effects on the attrition of university students.

In other words, students whose parents have high aspirations

for them are less likely to drop out of high school and

university .than students whose parents do not have such

aspirations. I f this is the case, it is also possible that

the expectations of parents may have a significant effect on

student teachers' professional identities. As Bank,
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SIavings, and Biddle (1990, p. 210) argue, "it seems more

I ikely that parents cont i nue to be actively i nvol ved in the

lives of their college-age children and that these children

take their parents' expectations and behaviou¡s into account

in formulating their own educâtional goaIs. "

Al though this study examined student teachers'

perceptions of the cognitive demands and positive affect
present in the Faculty, it did not directly examine

s tudents ' per cep t ions of the qual i ty of the teach i ng that

they experience in the institution. In this respect, while

the cognitive demands scale was designed to measure the

academic standards upheld by the institution and the

positive affect scale was designed to measure the social

support provided by the institution, a third scale could be

designed to measure students' perceptions of the dynamics or

quality of the teaching that they experience within the

Faculty of Education, A scale of this kind might examine

such aspects of teaching as the enthusiasm professors show

for their discipline, their ability to engage students in

intellectual exchanges, and even their use of a variety of

teaching styles. The development of such a scale would then

hopefully add to our understanding of the importance of

perceived institutional effects on the professional

socializati.on of student teachers. The development of such

a scale mitht also enhance our understanding of whether or

not enthusiastic teachers have long-term effects on the
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professional identities of student teachers and whether or

not student teachers who have had warm, demanding,

enthusiastic teachers are likely to become warm, demandÍng,

enthusiastic teachers themselves,

One of the unique aspects of this study was the

development of a corûnitment to learning mèâsure. Although

it has broadened our understanding of professional identity,
espec.ially as it applies to teaching, it is far from a

perfect measure of commitment to learning. That is, the

scale measures students' general enjoyment of learning but

it fails to address students' reasons for, and attitudes

towards learning, Researchers interested in this area may

want to refine the scale in order to improve its content

validity. This míght involve the development of

items that would be desitned to measure the extent to which

university s tudents pursue I earni ng for utilitarian,

intrinsic, and other reasons, In other words, a scale of

this kind might enhance our understanding of two distinct
but not mutually exclusive orientations that university

students have towards learning--learning for the purposes of

beginning and/or advancing a career and Iearning for the

purposes of personal intellectual development. This is what

Katchadourian and Boii ( 1985) have referred to as "careerism

and intellectualism" among university students.

If the co¡rvni tment to learning scale was' in fact,

refined, further research miEht then apply the conmitment to
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Iearning/commitment to teaching conceptual ization of

professional identity to professions other than teaching.

Professions that come to mind are those conrnonly cited in

the iiterature on profeséional socialization--nursing,
medicine, and law. Even though a modification of the

cornnitment to teaching component would be required to make

it more applicable to such professions, it would be

interesting to see if a conrni tment to Iearning is equally as

important to other professions as it is to teaching' It
would also be interestinB to see if the ratio of careerism

and inteliectualism differs from one profession to another.

In other words, do some professions attract students who are

more likely to view learning as a means of career

advancement and other professions attract students who are

more likeiy to view learning in terms of their own

intellectual development? Furthermore, where do student

teachers, in general, fit in along this careerism-

intel I ectual i sm con t i nuum?

Finally, fur ther research in this area should be more

longitudinal in nature by following student teachers from

the time that they begin in the Faculty of Education until

they have taught for a few years in the classroom. This

might provide a more complete picture of the professional

socialization process by observing whether or not student

teachers' con¡nitment to Iearning changes over time.

SpecificaIIy, a study of this kind might provide evidence to
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ei ther refute or suppor t the claim tha t even student

teachers with intellectual orientations towârds Iearning

succumb to a "dumbing-down" process once they are faced with

the realities of the classroom (see Kramer , 1991, Sizer,

1984), These suggestions for further research and practice

are simply that--suggestions. They are, in no way, intended

to be exhaustive but are intended instead, to provide a

point of departure for further investigations into the

profess ional social ization process,

In conclusion, the theo¡etical model upon which this
study has been based represents an improvement on the models

that have been used in previous research of the professÍonal

socialization of student teachers. However, it is hoped

that this model will be improved upon by other researchers

who will more accurately examine factors that are thought to
affect the professional socialization of students and who

wi l1 add to our understanding of how novices are transformed

into fuI l-fledged professionals. As mentioned throughout

this study, it is in this manner that teaching and learning,

and practice and research become ts/o ends of the same

continuum.
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APPENDIX A



The University of Manitoba

quA!ITY oF LIFE IN THE

FACULTY oF EDUCAl I ON

This qucstiooDai¡e is abour your Life i!, aod your attitudes towa¡ds, the.Facully of Educatioo. There a¡e oo riSht or wrong êlsweÍs -- we

ue juir ryiog !o fiûd out how studeols feel abour their exPerieEce i! the Facully,

PART N

DijfereDt people have differen! ideas about the overall quality of educarion received io ùe Faculty of Educaúoo, Listed below are some

rhilgs ùai srudens aud professors have said ale iEportaûi. Please reÉember lhal we are ioleresled io your hoocsl and frank opinions.

Assess each srateDeu! by checkilg the respoÉse which besl describes your expericnces. Please rememb€r thar ùe Phrase "In the Fac!¡t!
of Educatlon I hsve learned.." applics to each iteE. That is, we waDt you to respold iû terEs of your experieoce id lhe Facully of
Education,

(check one lioe for each stateEtenÐ
DcñDitely Mostly Mosrly Definitely

Agree Agree Neuual Disagree Disagree

L\.- THE FACULTY OF EDUCATIOÑ. I HAVE LEAR\ED-

.. a colsiderablc aroouol about the subjccls I PlaD lo æach

., !o coro.EuDicatc clearly thc subject Ealler I plas to leach

,. to evaluate rhe social-eEoliooal pcrforEaoce of stude[ls

.. !o aDalyze the theorelical penpecdves of educatioo

.. to syDthesize va¡ious perspectives iD the subjecls I PlaD l¡ t€ach

., a coÉsiderablc aEount about thc social-cEolioDal developmcDl
of childreo

., ro evaluate lheo¡etical perspectives i[ educalioD

.. !o value Eyself as a prospective teacher

,. a coosiderable añouDl aboul thc Dethodology of teachilg

.. the professional rcspoosibilitics of ¡lachers

,. a coDsiderablc aEouDt about the psychologicâl dcvclopEçtrt
of childrc!

.. to writc ir 8 prc¡isc Ea!!€r

.. !o prcscDt lcssoDs ¡û I sysæmatic mauncr

.. to êssess teachiEg as I profcssio¿

.. to coEbinc thc çleE€Dls of k¡owledgc inlo Dew persPeclivcs

.. to evaluate the subject a¡eas I plaÉ to teach

., 1o valuc thc reseafch iD educatioû

., to spcak io a cl€a¡ aod coocisc Eanner

273



(check ooe line for each statement) 274

Deñoitely Mostly Mostly Definitely
Agree Agrce Neuual Disagree Disagree

Di TÍIE FACLLTY OF EDUC..ITIO}- I lf{VE LEAR\ED..

.. l'o value rhe lhiogs I havE leamed aboul classrooE disciPliûe

.. to plao appropriate leamiDg acliYities

.. to evaluate ûe academic perforEaDce of studeots

., ùo use a variety of æachiog skategies

., to exarniDe roy owo leachiog crilically

.. to combi¡e i¡forroarioo froto a DuEber of soulces

.. lo value the teachiûg skills I have leamed

,. to use a va¡iety of ways lo EaiotaiD classroom discipline

.. to aD3lyze leachilg iE rerms of various models of tcachiog

., to coEbiDe various tlaçhing techoiques

., !o evaluaæ lh€o¡ies of classrooE EaoaSeÉenl

.. !o value the Facuhy of Fiucalioo

Fioally, please Íespood to a Seneral questioo:

,. Overall, I aE salisfied wilh roy Prograd iÉ t¡e Facully of Educatioo

PARlI fiI

Each iteE below sâys that The Fâculty of Educst¡on ls â place where soEc palicular lhing hapPess to you or you feel a particular war-.

Úe would like you ro respo¡d ro each statemen¡ by checki-og o[e of lhe respoDse careSories provided Please reriemb€¡ thal we are

ioterested iD your ho¡esl ald fraD.k oPioions.

please read cach item ca¡efully aod check rhe aoswer which besl desc¡ibcs how you fcel, Plcase leEeElber lhal úe phrase "The FacultJ of

Educatioû ls I Place Where..." applica to cæh ilcú.

TltE FACILTY OF EDUCATIO¡* IS A PIACE WHERE-

.. I feel proud lo be a sn¡deDt

.. rhc thiDSs f leam a¡e iEPonalr to me

.. people look uP lo Ec

.. professors ueat Ee faÛly

.. I feel depressed

.. I fiDd it easy to 8e! lo know oùe! People

.. I rcally gel ilvolved iu mY work

(chcck ooc liDe for cach statemrnO
Mostly Mostly Defi0il€ly
Agrcc NeuEal Disagrec Disagrce

DcfiDitely
Agre€



(check oDe liûe for each staæment)
Defi¡ilely Mostly Mostly Definitely

Agre€ Agree Neul¡al Disagrce Disagree

275

THE FACULTY OF EDUCATIO\ IS A PLACE IVHERE...

.. I like learniog

.. I enjoy beiog

.. studeDts are very friendlY

.. I f€el restless

.. professors give me ùe Ea¡ks I deserve

.. I have acquiæd skjlls l¡at will be of use !c Ee

.. I achieve a salisfactcry staDda¡d iÁ my work

.. people ca¡e about wha! I thi¡k

.. professors lake a persooal iDlerest iD helPilg Ee with my work

.. I aE teat€d with respec!

.. EixiDg \{ith othet people helps Ee to uodersla¡d myself

.. I feel lonely

.. the things I leam will help Ee io Ey life

., people tìiE.k a lot of E€

.. I k¡ow how ùo cope wilh work

.. professors help Ec lo do mY besL

., I get upset

.. I am giveo lhe chalce ùo do work lhal really inter€sls Bc

.. I kDow I caD do well edough lo be successful

.. úe rhiDgs I aB taughl a¡c worthwhile leamiog

., I feel iEponaDt

.. professors a¡e fai¡ aod iusl

.. I am a success as a sludeoù

.. I rcally lile !o 8o cach day

.. I lcam ro gcl slolg with orhrr PcoPlc

.. I fecl worried

., the work I do is tood prepsratioo for Ey fulurc

.. I fe€l proud of Eyse¡f

.. othcr studelLs accePt me as I am

.. I have lcamed lo work ha¡d

.. I get oD well wiù t¡e ot¡er studeols in my class

.. I fiod tha¡ learDiog is a lol of fu!

.. professors listeq to wha! I say
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In l¡is part of ùle qu€stioooaire ee ask for soEe factual ioformation about yours€lf. All of your answers to all of the questions are

confide;tial, and the oames of iodividual studeÉts will not be identified in our research tePort. We necd this i0form¡lion !n order !o mÂke

starisrical coEpa¡isoos be(weeE the types of studenb in diffcreD! Programs

1. Do you have aÉ uoderg¡aduale uoivdrsity degree? ...Yes- ...No-

2, Arc you stud¡;iog for ao cducalioÞ degree following the comPlelion of anolher degree? .. Yes- ..No-

3.HowmaDycredithoursofuniversityworkaJeyoulakinglhisacadeE'icyeaf(sept'-APril)?-

4. A¡e you ao uDdergraduale educatioD sludent? ,..Yes- ...No- ( lf Do, 80 lo question 5 )

(a) Wha! undergraduare progra¡¡r ¿re you edolled i¡?

(Check one li¡e)

I have Dot made a decisio! ye!

B -Ed.--Elerd€ola¡v

- 

lf you a¡e studying elementa¡.v educalion, what slream src

you iD? (Check one line).. B.Ed.-Seco¡darv

.. B,Ed.i B.Nfusic

.. B.Ed.i B.Hc.

.. Early childhood

.. Facully-based program

Please d€scribe

(b) Wh3! a¡e you Eost likely ro be doing wiúiû six months of completing your B,Ed. degree? (check oDe or more lines)

,. I doD'! expec! to coEp¡ete a B.Ed, ., Fufher educatio¡l

,. U Of M/Red River Coll€gc progra¡û __
., wiDDipeg Educational Ceoter

.. OIher

., Teach

.. work at another job

.. Travel

.. Schooi-ba!ed prograñ

.. Stavios at home

.. Other things

Plea5e dcscribe

: S. Are you taliog education cou¡s€s as oPlioos for olher uoiversity prograns? ...Yes- ...No-

, 6. Are you a visiting srud€lt frorD the Uûiversity of Wionipeg? .. Yes- ,..No-

. 1, fue you a graduar€ studeor io thc Faculty of Educalioo? ..Yes- ..No- ( lf no' go !o question 8 )

(a) what level of gaduarr prograú a¡Ê you at? (b) whar dcpaífoeot a¡c you ngislefed in?

Prc-Masters .. Educaliooal AdEi8isradoo & Fouodations

L. Ilasæis .. Educaliooal Psychology

' CurriculuEi Huroaoitics & Social ScieDces.. Ph.D.

.. Curriculuo: MalheEatics & Natural Sciences.. Other

' please describc ., olher



(c) What are you Eosr likely to be doing wilhin six modths of coEPleting your Sraduate
degree? (Check o¡e or Eore)

,. I doD't exPect to coEPlete a

Sraduate degrer

.. Teach

.. Work al aoother job

.. Travel

.. Further educatioo

.. Sta) ing al hollc

.. Other things

Please describe

8. How rDaûy yea¡s of uoiversily education do you have? If you have bee! a Part-tiEe studeol, then estimale the .lumbcr of

equivaleDl full-liEe Years.-
9. Have you ever beeo employed as a leacher? ...No- ...Yes- If yes, hove many yesrs?-

10. How Sood are you a! your uoiversily work comp¿red to oùer students in your year level?

.. A lol above average 

-.. A lillle above average-

.. Abour average

.. A litlle below avera8e-

,. A lot below average_

11. wha¡ is your grade poinÌ average?

.4.0--4.5_ ..2.5--2.9 _ ..1,0-- 1.4___

.3.s--3.9 ..2.0--2.4 ..0.0--0.9

..3.0--3.4 ..1.5--1.9

: 12, whal is the highesl level of educalioo you exPecr !o cot¡plele?

: Less than a bachelo¡'s degree- .. Pre-masters-

I A bachelor's degree- .. A master's degree-

i A secood bachelor's degree- . A doclorale degree-

, l¡. How much lime do you spedd ou each of rhe followilg activilies duritg a t)pical week? (estimale lhc numbcr ol hours)

:

.. Atte¡dins classes

.. Studyiog

j ra. Please chcck how Eotivaled you are lo do well in your courscs this ycar'

:

, Uomolivated 

- 

Vrr-v ñolivatld

15. What sex are you? ...Male- .. Ferûale-

16. How old are You?



17. whal is Your ethoic origin?

.. Eoglish- Polish_

., Freoch- .. Scandaoaviao-

.. CerEa0- . Ukainian-.

.. Native lodiao- .. Other- lf Othet' Please state your ethnic origin

18. wha! was ùe highest level of educarioo (Check ooe IiDe for each Pa¡eDt)

rhat your pareor'i received? Father Mothet

.. EleúeDtarY school

,. SoEe high school

.. CoúPleled high school

,. Soroe t€chEical, vocatiodal traio¡ng

,. CoE1pleted coE-EutritY college

. Som€ uEiversity

.. CoEpleted a Bachclor's degree (e g ' B.Ed.' B,A.)

.. Sorûe educatioD al Ûle Eraduale level

.. CoEpleted graduat€ de8ree (e 9., ¡\{.Ed ' Ph.D)

19. Wha! a¡e your pareots'occuparions? (lf rhey are rctired or deceased, pl€ase iDdicale the occuPations lhey held )

(check o¡e lin€ for each parciÐ
I,lorhe¡ Fath(,r

: 
Self-employ€d professioDals (e.8., Architcct, Deotist, Eogineer, M D)

: EEployed Prof€ssionals (e 8 , AccouDtaDt' school Teacher' UDive¡sity Teach€r)

' .. High level nantgers (e.8., hesideot, vice-PresideDl, Fioa¡cial Manager)
:

. .. Semi-professiooals (e.g., cam€rarðaD, Eusician, PholograPher)
a

ì Technicians (e.g., EBgioeering lechnologisl' Life sçiences lechliciad)

: Ìrliddle maoagers in busiDess or goverlEenl

, .. Supervisots, Foremen a¡d womeo

.. Skillcd clerical, sales' aDd scrvice (e.8., insura¡ce agent' salesEao)

,. Skilled crafls ald l¡ades (e.g.' cabiset Eaker, paiorer, pluEber)

, .. Fa¡Er,,

a ScEi-skilled clcrical, salcs, aod scrvicc (e.8., officc clerk, library filc clerk)

:

: Semi-skilled Eanual (e 8 , bus driver, cook, taxi 
-driver)
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.. FatE laboure¡s

.. Other

Please desc¡ibe
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SocIrl- Ioesrttles

Io rhe followiDg insúumeDt, you ar€ âsked ro rell abdlr your "s..iel ideEtiÙes. lde¡lities âre låbels that people cån use to rlescnbc

úernselves. Fo¡.x¿rnple, rome PçoPle idenÙfy themselv¿s as skiers;olåers ideûtily úemselves âs rcornmales.

Below are lisred seveD ideorjry cåtegories åod a brief defidtioÃ of each oDe. Also, for cach cålegorv seveml cxamples of possibìe

ide0rirjcs are giveo. Please reed these cålegory defioilio¡¡s caæfully a¡d look at the êxamPles thet illustrele the kjnds ol identili.s

coDtâined iÃ e¿€h category,

IDESTTTY CATECORIES

C.\TECORY DEFINITON

KinshiÞ: labelt tlat describe your relâliool;iP to fañily members

(e g., Palenl, sisler, cotlsin)

tgg! lab€ls which dcscribe ¡cqu¡ioBtces you hav¿ wiù Peôple )our owû agc

(e 8, Pal, frieod, ræfnmate)

AssôciaLiona¡: 
åi:,t;:Til:ilìi;i:l;;¡",r'*o''."0 

orsåoi¿arions in Ehich vou

(r,g., paeside¡l, mcmbef, treåsurer)

Teschin! Profession: lâbels ùat describe your rclalionshiP lo ùe leaching Professioo

(e.9., rudeû1, te¡cher, vic€-pri¡cipal)

B9lui9!-q!pj!l!3!: Iâbels Ú¡al dêscribc yoor reliSious or spirituel orienla¡ion

(..9., C¡r¡ol¡c, ¡t¡eisl, Hindu)

89!.e-!!j9: låb.ls Ùr¡t dcs.ribê close, ¡ff€ctjooåle ælåtionships in which you are

rcrna¡tic¿lly ¡Bvolvêd

(e.9., Iover, spouse, SirlfrieEd)

8-c!-tr¡.!9!4: labê¡s úa! d.scribc *het you do during your l€isure timc

(..9., guitanrq skier, k¡¡ltcr)

I\STRUCTIOIiS:

l. Thiûk abou¡ thc id.Dtir¡er you hâvc io .3ch of rhcs. ? €t.gorirs. Ask yoürsclf: "HowimPoûãt ¡s.¡ch ideûtity ¡¡ my Iile frorn

wêcklowêek?'AJtcryoùhâvcùolg¡l¡boulúlcir¡rnPoíå¡crforamioutc,Soootoùe¡.xlPâ8e'
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2. For any påricular persoo, some of these identity categodes are moie impcfl¡nt ¡h3n oùeß. Now that yoù have l¡ct:ùhr ¡Þol.il lhe

place of erch ideÃutt in your life, ¡enk Lhe idenlrty cateSories iû üe ordcr ol their imPoûnce lo you-

For yourcooveojeûce,.t¡e 7 cåtegorieshave be€0 liredbclo*.Wrì(e!heideôtil,vcategor]thatismorirnpoúDt!gl!!inÙìefi.st
blâ¡l C I"); úeo, wri(c ù1e sccood-mog' irnpoteût catego¡] i! rhe ôext blaùlç eod so o!, pulling l¡e le3sl irhporâ¡l one i! the lsst

blaoÌ C 7 ). Be sure lo use 3ll 7 c¡tcSories.

Kinshìp

Peer

Asso.iâtional

leechirg Professioo

Religious/SpiriNal

Romântic

RecrÉadonal Rating

Most Importaol l.

6.

l¿ast Impotâûl 1.

o 25 5075 læ

3. Now, goback and look a! the,,vay you r¿DÌ ordcred lhe idêntity cat€gories. Ask yourselfúe questiot: If, lor some rEâson, l !¡l
to give up my ideoúty iú one of rhes¿ c¡tegories, would I do so iû Lhe odea liged here? That is, would I give uP ùe one at l¡e

bo{rom ¡E! theû the oêxt oÃe, aod so oE up ùc lite Siv¡ng uP þg the one ¿Ì ùe loP of ùc lìst? !-!9,!!3!Âg the order olthe

idenl¡ty caregories so úlål il is conec¡.

4. Fioelly, Dext to eåch ideûùty cår¿gory yor¡ complet€d ebove, r¿te ils irnFortånce lo yot¡ usiûg ùe sc¿te below The numbcrs on lhe

scål€ shortd bc Eeeted like thc rumbers oú e ruleÍ, wirh equel disLaûces sepår¡úog th.m. You may assiSo lhe såme oumber lo l\\o

or ¡¡lore coDsecul¡Ya ideDLiti¿s, ¿¡d you m¡y u5ê å0y tuñber fþm 0 lo 100

Of ¡o Sl¡8htly ModeÉtely Quile AJ inPoÉnl

¡mpot¡ocê inpon¡ol impofar¡! it¡Pol¡û! to me ås I

lo mê c¡D im¡8iûe
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TercseR I-osxurv

IISTRLCTIO\S:

Thc follo\iing st!reme!Ls coDcem your p€ßon3l leeliûgs end JìouShts abcù! being a teacher. For e3ch of l¡c it¿ms reed ùe st3l.incììt

rhrough crr€fully since no l,r'o are exactly alike. If å sÉ(eñent is TRIJE or :!fOSTLY TRUE Às applied to you, circle lhe f iû lront ci

ùe slatem€DL If a r3temeDt is FAISE or NIOSTLY FALSE as apPlied to )où, circle the E in frcnl ol the stalemedt

MOSTLY MOSTLY

TRUE FAISE

1 F l. *ìenp€opleãr¿discursi¡gLhcroprcoircaching, I probablr_ ç'ill listeo aûd cr joìn thc
co¡vers¡tion.

T F 2- If I come ac¡oss añ edcle related lo l€aching, I probably s'ill ¡ead it *ìL\ ioterrsr.

T F 3. Ifproblems d.\'elop in my life, I lry to lhink ùem l¡rough 3s l¡cy åflecl m)- tea.hing abrlir).

T F .1. with respcc! to tcaching, IdoD'tc¡reiflmakemisl3les.

T F 5. Duriog ùe posl \leek, I have had !9 coD!,:rsations aboul teaching.

1 F 6. Duringthcpåstweek,¡hâveñ¿del0ormoredecisionsinÈhichmy¡¡teErinleåchinghas
influenced the decisioD pro.ess

T F ?. I r¡rel:/ or Ãever Lhink abouthow I can bc a be¡te¡ teåcher.

T F t. Coñpared lo ol¡cr concerts, I wony litüe aboul how gocd e lea€her I añ

T F 9. IfIhadtogiveupsomething,beingel€acherislhelasllhingI*ouldgileuP.

T F 10. when I afn iovolvcd iû rcüvities related to teaching, I ustl3ll, feel indilferenl.

T F ll.lflwasab{(ertescherthan€veryoûêelsc,it\¡/ouldnekeli(l¿diffe¡encetomc.

T F 12. WheÃ I c¡n, I seck c\lt situ¡lioDs iû which I can exPress m.vself âs ¿ le¡cher'

T F 13. Bcing ¡ lacher is !9! imporþnl lo mc,

T F 14. I fecl bad rvheû I th¡nÌ I em ool bci¡8 a gocd teåchè¡

T F 15. I r¿r€ly devot€ much time to my lêåchiog io(erests

T F 16. Wheû I me€l ûew p€ople, it is imponaot to me that lhey k¡ow I âm ¡ Ìeåcher.

T F l?. I typicålly orgaDize my d¿y so ù¡et I ca! work to\¡ard goâls th¿t are related to my teachin!.

T F 18. Beitg a t.åcher is of liBl. valuc lo ñe.

T F 19. Bei¡g ¡ t.åcher h¿s viÍuajly to eff.4l o¡ my l¡fc.

T F 20, I cojoy ¡t wheû peopl¿ .Ãcourågc mc ¡o be ¡ t.3ch€r.

T F 2l.lwouldf¿clå8¡.ålsaûseoflossifsuddeolylw€r.uqåbleþbè¡lcacher.

T F 22 I rrn srrongty cornrni(ed lo bciDg ¡ gcad lcecher.

T F 23. lf pêople coüld k¡ow oûly o!. thiflg abôut me, I would wânl dlem to k¡ow I am ¿ teâcher.
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TH,{\X YOU IERY ÌIÍLCH. WE REALLY ,{PPRECI.{TE THE TL\ÍE Á"\Ð EFFORT YOU H.{VE Gf \E}i ß; A\S\\ERD;G
OLR QLESTIONS.

IF YOU FIÅ\T, A\Y CO}i\EN'TS OR SUCCESTIO\S, PLË.\SE T,{KE A FEW NIL\UTES TO JOT TIIE\Í DO\\\.
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APPENDIX B
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Table B-1. The Effêot of Sub-sample on thê Institutlonâl Intôarâtlon Va¡lables

Inte¡ectlon
Pl th

P¡ofessors

I nterac tlon
¡i th

Studen ts

Cogn i t ive
De¡snds

Positive
Âf lec t

Vers. Step I Stêp 2 SteÞ I StêÞ 2 step I Step 2 SteP I step 2

Sub-semp I e

cl4 -.076

c2 -.062

c5 - .009

c3 ,021

c25 - .008

c26 .O55

C31 - .061¡

c28 -.OO2

CZ9 .011t

c23 -,007

- .O5tt .098

- .063 .001¡

-.031 -.lt4r
.021 ,057

-,015 .013

,060 -,059

-.052 .l0l
-.024 .018

- ,002 -.01¡0

-.010 -.0$8

.067

,108 .lztt,

.004 - .095

-.12¿r¡ - , l¡9r

,057 .04¡r

.010 .oo7

-.056 -.053

.106 ,037

.008 .008

- .ott7 - .0116

- ,050 - .03t¡

,Ot+s . 17 5*r'

.l3l* -.220t', . tgtr**r

- .096 - .047 - .01t8

-,l55tt -.018 - .01¡3

,0115 ,Ozt¿ ,025

,005 .031 ,02t1

- .0r t .096 , 102r

.040 ,006 .020

.00 t -.039 -.065

-,050 ,o97 ,079

- .031¡ .019 ,016

R2 ,019 ,0l¡0 ,038 .0b2 ,037 .096

i P<.05
p<.01

ix¡ p< .001
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lable B-2. Th€ Effect ol Sub-sanple on the lndlvtdual Soclal Psvcholoslcal Va¡lables

Motivation Acade¡tlc Sê I f-Conc6pt

Varlables Step 2 Step I Step 2

Sub- samp ¡ e

cl4

C2

c5

c3

czt

c26

c31

c28

c29

c23

I I'¡IPR

I NTST

ffiÐEtìl

P6AFF

- .015

-.ot2

-.059

,069

.118i

. t95rrr

-.067

-,Ozt

. 01¡,

- .019

, 010

.01 t

,07 rt

,333. t

.088r

- .006

- , Olrl,

- ,o7t

, o?o

' I ll¡r

,200r

-.061

-.038

,oo7

- ,o20

.002

.0 t,
.07 6

.320tt,

-.002

.189r .l88rrr

-.023 -,022

.056 .056

.l57tt* ,l57tt.

-.013 -.0rl
.207't, ,207tt'

.020 .020

.086 .087

,o55 ,055

.o73 ,073

. ll5r , u5r

.133r ,l33r

-. l3¡rr - ,135,*

,026 ,026

.180R2 .220 ,220

r P<'05
p( .01rrr p<.001



Table B-3. The Effect of Sub-sample on G¡ade Point Averate

Grede Polnt Ave¡ege

Variables Stôp I Step 2

Sub- samp I e

c2

c5

c3

c25

c26

c3l

c29

c?3

I NTPR

I I.TTST

ffiDE¡I

POSÀFF

CZll

ct7

.lg3rrr

,015

.035

.060

.l66irr
-,042

- .01ll

-,023

.022

,l0lrr

- , OltT

-.o29

.o72

,5651't

,087 '
. lg trxr

,002

,036

.058

,t72t**
-,037

-.o2l

-,025

,0l¡

.108r

-.0llr

-.039

.063

,567t'*

,l17O ,lr80

p( .05
P< .01
p<,001
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Tâble B-la. The Etlêct of Sub-selDple on thê Professionel Identlty Verláblê5

Cortr¡i tÍÞnt to Learnlnt Co¡rmi tmênt to Toachint

Variåbles Step I Step 2 Step I Step 2

Sub- samp I e

Cll¡

c2

c5

c25

c26

c3l

c28

c29

c23

r ÑTPR

I NTST

ffiÐEÀI

P6ÀFF

c24

ct7

ct8

- , 0711,

- .019

-.065r

- .067 r

.087¡r

.033

,009

-.035

,022

-,027

, t56

-,0l¡¡rrr

.256**t

.l13lr.r t

,173tt,

-,056

,oo7

.039

- ,071

- .019

-,070,

- .066¡

.086rr

.037

,011

- ,01¡ I

. 019

-.027

.153**r

-.011

.257 ***

, t129t,,

.l6,9rrr

-.052

.008

,l2lr
- .031r

-.099r

,035

.061

' l3l¡¡

.00,r

- ,03¡r

.015

.101r

.026

, t52,'

,040

.01¡3

-,037

-.030

,052

.116¡

-.034

-.092

,o3b

,062

.l29tt

,oDz

-.026

.o20

.102¡

.030

.ll¡9rr

.038

,01¡9

,226'tt
_ .0t¡3

-.o23

, t70,6t¡0.6t 0R2

, 9<,05
p< '01p<.001


